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Executive Summary
This deliverable provides the final system architecture specification for the Simple Mobile
Service project. Please note that the public technical documentation of the project is also
available at [1], which will be kept up to date also following the release of this document.
The deliverable starts by discussing the overall vision and approach of SMS (Section 1). The
primary objective is identified in producing tools that enable users with limited technical
expertise to build, deploy and offer services based on mobile devices (mainly smarphones and
PDAs). The high level assumptions about the service provisioning infrastructure are
outlined: SMS will not be a single portal or a single service offered by a single organization,
rather SMS will propose a “concept” and a set of tools/technologies. Three different models
for deploying SMS technology in the real world are envisaged as will be discussed further in
section 4. The SMS approach of having the service logic running on mobile terminals, with
support for scripting is discussed. As for the underlying connections, depending on its
capability the mobile terminal will be able to exploit and combine the largest possible set of
wireless communication technology. The list include, but is not limited to: circuit switched
GSM /UMTS, cellular packet access on GPRS/UMTS, wi-fi, Bluetooth, near field
communications (e.g. RFID). As for the target end-user mobile devices, SMS mainly focus on
devices that are and will be wide spread in a one to two years time frame. A typical example
can be a Java enabled phone with Bluetooth, UMTS and a WLAN interface. Given this
requirements, also PDAs are able to run SMS services. It is important for SMS to integrate
with existing services. For, we can classify the existing services in two classes: a) services
directly offered to a human user trough a web interface; b) services that are offered to other
machines through a machine to machine interface including (but not limited to) the SOA
(Service Oriented Architecture) “web services”. As for services directly offered to a human
user trough a web interface, SMS supports using and augmenting existing services (e.g. all
web sites existing in the internet in this moment) with easy accessibility from mobile devices
and context awareness features. As for Service Oriented Architecture, the SMS architecture
can both exploit existing “web services” and can offer SMS features as “web services” to the
external world. Coming to the service authoring, in order to support the “non expert” user
that wants to build a mobile service, an SMS “Service Authoring Wizard” has been be
developed. The ‘Service Authoring Wizard’ offers a wizard-like interface which the (nonexpert) user can use to make the necessary parameterization of an existing SMS template and
thus finally deploy a service based on it. On the other hand, an “expert” user with
programming skills can make use of the SMS “Advanced Service Authoring and Modelling
Tools”. UML and WSDL modelling approaches are used at this level, by defining an SMS
UML profile, and a simplified language for interface definition, called IDLight. SMS includes
multimodal/multidevice and pervasive services which are typically implemented using
various devices, peripherals, sensors/actuators, ad-hoc and unlicensed networks
(bluetooth/zigbee). A multimodal user interaction can be used wherever convenient. The
context of use of SMS services (on the move while engaged in some other task) requires that
each interaction is fast and short lived, therefore each interaction is not sufficient to complete
more complex high level tasks such as ‘shopping’, ‘wayfinding’, ‘travel’ etc. Context
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support can be used to develop services with reduced interactional complexity for the enduser.
Section 2 outlines the general architectural approach of SMS. Four main elements are
introduced and discussed: the SMS Component Services, the SMS Service Execution
Platform, the SMS Service Authoring Platform and the “NON-SMS Service Elements”.
Section 3 delves into the details of the SMS service execution platform. It first describes the
SMILE middleware used for communication among SMS components. The SMILE
middleware relies on a JSON over SIP binding, which proved very effective for the mobile
services environment. Then it discusses the process from interface definition (using a
simplified WSDL syntax) to message serialization, assisted by a set of tools. Finally the
interworking with NON-SMS components is presented.
Section 4 addresses the different overall models for deployment of Simple Mobile Services
that have been envisaged, namely the “Vertical application” model, the Single SMS
provider / “walled garden” model and the Open / Multi-provider model. While the long
term vision of Simple Mobile Services consider the “Open garden” approach where there will
not be a predominant or even exclusive role of an operator, but different players will be able
to offer services based on SMS concepts and technology, we show that the SMS architecture
can be successfully exploited also in the other “shorter term” approachesSection 5 deals with design of the Mobile Electronic Memo (MEM) concept, that has been
introduced by SMS. A MEM is an electronic “note”, containing a structured set of attributes
associated with a specific class of information (e.g. information describing a location, a
person, a service, or a Web site). Users can automatically capture, annotate and store MEMs
associated with their current environment (e.g. a business card for the restaurant where they
eating or the person they are talking to) or produced by a service they are using (e.g. a
confirmation of booking from an airline service).
Section 6 discusses the context management component defined and developed in SMS. This
section also illustrates the interface definition language “IDLight” that has been defined to
specify the SMS component interfaces allowing automatic code generation.
Section 7 presents the Location Based Services architecture for SMS. The architecture
offers a generic and high level software API, for technology-independent location sensing.
This way we are able to decouple the user position provisioning from the underlying
positioning technology. The architecture that can handle in parallel and combine multiple
indoor and outdoor location-sensing technologies, in such a way that they realize a switch
from indoor to outdoor (and vice versa) situations. A Position object has been defined as a
generic container of positional information able either to describe indoor and outdoor spaces
Finally, Section 8 report on the developed UML profile suitable for the modelling of the SMS
component interfaces. This UML profile allows the description of SMS components using
UML and their use with existing UML modelling tools.
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Glossary
SMS Service Execution Platform: The SMS Service Execution Platform is the set of nodes
where SMS services are executed. It includes a "Mobile device side" running on the user terminal and a "Server side" running on a set of hosts/servers. The services composed by the
SMS Service Authoring Platform can be executed on the SMS service execution platform.
SMS Mobile device Service Execution Platform: The part of the SMS Service Execution
Platform that runs on the mobile device
SMS Client Runtime Environment: Is a synonym of "SMS Mobile device Service Execution Platform"
SMS Server Side Service Execution Platform: The part of the SMS Service Execution Platform that is distributed over a set of hosts/servers
SMS Server Side Service Support Platform: The set of SMS server side elements that deals
with Service Repository, service discovery, service deployment and management
SMS Service Authoring Platform: The SMS Service Authoring Platform is the set of tools
which allow the authoring of services, the set of nodes where these tools are run, and the set of
nodes/services that support the Service Authoring process in SMS. It can be decomposed in a
"Service Authoring Wizard" for the non expert service author and in the "Advanced Service
Authoring and Modelling Tools" for the expert developers
SMS Server Side Platform: It is the combination of the "Server side Service Execution Platform", of the "Server side Service Support Platform" and of the "SMS Service Authoring Platform". It includes all the functionality that resides on the server side for running, deploying,
managing, finding and composing/authoring the services
SMS End-User Service (short name: "SMS service"): An SMS (end-user) service is a service
used by an end user that somehow exploits the capabilities of SMS architecture.
SMS Component Service: An SMS component service is a portion of a service or a whole
service that can be used to create more complex services or component services. An SMS
component service offers an SMS interface so that it can be composed in a more complex service or component services.
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1

Overall Vision and Approach

1.1

Primary objective of SMS architecture

The aim of SMS project is to create innovative tools enabling a new class of services, addressing the specific needs of mobile users and enabling individuals and small businesses
to become service providers. They will be easy to set-up: the tools used for service authoring
will be no more complex than current Web authoring tools
SMS provides tools/support for easy creation, publication and dissemination of mobile
services. Users with no technical background should be able to act as service
developers/providers themselves and exploit existing services for the creation of new services
that are customized to their specific needs. SMS enables sharing and reusing of service
descriptions within a trusted community of service providers.
The SMS services are simple to use by leveraging for example context awareness, user
profiles and social networking (e.g. for collaborative filtering, social bookmarking etc).
SMS services include Security, Privacy and Trust (SP&T) features. These features will apply
to each SMS services depending on the type of the service, moreover the end user will benefit
from SP&T features according to its own requirements.
The main technical focus of the project is to provide simple conceptual models and underlying
tools for supporting the “non-expert mobile service developer”. However, SMS also offers
additional support for “expert” software engineers to allow full access to the features of the
underlying systems (e.g. exploiting context-awareness, usability, personalization).

1.2 Very high level assumptions about the service provisioning
infrastructure
• Who is able to create SMS services and where do the services reside ?
SMS is not a single portal or a single organization. SMS is a set of technical specifications
defining an architecture, the reference interfaces, a language/tool for authoring context aware
mobile services. SMS project defined a SMS “Service Execution Platform” with components
on the “server” side (i.e. on any host that can be accessed on Internet/Intranet) and on the
“mobile” side (i.e. on the end-user device).
Each service provider may have its own SMS server (based on the SMS “Service Execution
platform”) or use a server provided by a third party. Similarly each service provider will use
its own or third party service creation tools (based on the “Service Authoring Platform”).
There is no centralized server or service creation tools (except as an initial implementation).
SMS is a federation of homegrown entities, rather than a new super ISP type entity.
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SMS is not an actor. SMS “provides” core features, publicized as services, to aid others actors
to build SMS services. The expression “SMS provides” means that the middleware that allow
to create an SMS network, includes these core features (e.g. features to implement payment
services, authentication services, resource management services and so on).
The SMS project produced an Open Source release of the SMS components and middleware
developed in the project. The SMS project envisaged three different business approaches for
the deployment of the SMS architecture and technology in the real world, namely.
•

Vertical application

•

Single SMS provider / “walled garden” approach

•

Open / multi-provider approach

These models are not mutually exclusive, but complementary and will be discussed with more
detail in section 4. Considering the three models, we observe that the long term “vision” of the
SMS project is focused on the third scenario, supporting an ‘Open Garden’ approach for
mobile services, with no predominant role of operator nor of a single service provider, nor of a
single technology provider. In the same time, SMS technology is able to support provisioning
of mobile services into an closed environment as provided by a single company or by a single
operator.

1.3

Service execution within mobile terminals

The SMS architecture supports the execution of services within mobile terminals. The SMS
application that runs on the mobile terminals can have an “autonomous” behaviour, therefore
the service logic running on the terminal can go far beyond what is possible with a “browser
based” approach. Being a J2ME application, it can support all the features available to the
J2ME CLDC platform.
The SMS application that runs on the mobile terminal supports the dynamic download of
service logic though scripts. The scripting language / scripting engine that has been used is
called HECL [2]. Further details can be found in section 7.2 of Deliverable D4.1.3 [8].
In order to overcome the inherent limitations of the J2ME platform or some specific limitation
of some terminal models, OS specific applications running in the mobile phone can be added:
These applications interact with the SMS J2ME application, extending its capability. The
obvious disadvantage of this approach is that these applications are specific for OS or for
terminal model, increasing the code development and maintenance effort. As an example, a
Symbian based application is able to read the cellular Cell-ID, that can be exploited in
Location Based services.

1.4

Underlying network connecting clients-servers-peers

• What do we envision in terms of the underlying network connecting clients/servers/peers ?
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The SMS architecture considers all the following “connections” between the mobile device
and the external world. The SMS demo includes a subset of this list.
•

•

•
•

1.5

Mobile devices access services provided by “SMS servers”:
o on Internet, connected via GPRS/UMTS
o on Internet/Intranet, connected via WiFi access points
o via Bluetooth
o via Short Message Service
Mobile devices can access services from other mobile devices
o on Internet, connected via GPRS/UMTS
o on Internet/Intranet, connected via WiFi access points
o as part of ad hoc (Bluetooth, Wifi) interactions
o via Short Message Service
Mobile devices interact with RFID tags to get sensory information (i.e. the mobile device has an RFID reader)
Mobile device can interact with RFID readers (i.e. the mobile device has a RFID tag or
chip)

Target end user devices

• How far in the future are we looking technologically (i.e. do we want to work with current
mobile phones/ users, or are we anticipating the arrival of something high end in the future
that’s always connected, largely free to communicate with etc.).
The main SMS target are mobile phones that are widespread at the time frame of SMS trials
and afterwards in a one-two years time frame. Typical examples are Java enabled phones with
Bluetooth, GPRS/UMTS and optionally a WLAN interface. Also PDAs are able to run SMS
services (but we avoided to rely on PDA capability which is missing in phones).
The support of “low-end” mobile phones was not a central element in SMS project, though
specific scenarios could be addressed using SMS technology.

1.6

Support and augmenting of existing services

An SMS component service can be either a “native” SMS service or a wrapper to an existing
service. For our purpose, we classify the existing services in two classes: a) services directly
offered to a human user trough a web interface; b) services that are offered to other machines
e.g. through a SOA “Web Services” interface.
1.6.1 Services offered to a human user through a web interface
As for services of class a), SMS supports using and augmenting existing services (e.g. in
principles all web sites existing in the internet in this moment) with easy accessibility from
mobile devices and context awareness features. Note that automatic adaptation of presentation
for existing web portals would be main responsibility of the web browser (e.g. Opera) to some
extent or to other server side adaptation mechanism which we can exploit (but SMS project is
not focusing on this). On the other hand SMS aims at wrapping existing services (or
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combinations of services) with a simpler, more streamlined presentation so that the user could
just focus on “interaction with the service”, rather than “browsing the web pages”.
SMS architecture will support existing services directly offered to a human user trough a web
interface in two ways:
(1) SMS architecture provides means to create a wrapper to an existing web site and then
publish this as a component service that can reused within the SMS service authoring system
by non-expert users. This is even simpler if the site offers a “mash-up” API [4].
(2) SMS architecture provides means for the developer of a web portal to add support of
context awareness and interaction with SMS features.
Example for (1): assume you have an airline reservation portal, where you have to insert a lot
of information like personal data, place / date / time of start, arrival place, preferences (cheap,
first class…). Most of this information can be derived from context using SMS architecture
(the SMS architecture takes care that derivation of context information is performed under the
proper constraints related to Security, Privacy and Trust). An expert programmer, using SMS
tools can create a wrapper to the existing airline reservation portal that exploits context
information to simplify the process of reservation from a mobile phone. The result of this
work can become a component service and it can be made available through the Service
Authoring wizard GUI to the “basic user” that wants to use it as a component. The main
problem with this approach is that the http interface of the web site can change, making the
wrapper useless, so it should be updated each time the web interfaces changes. Mashup APIs
[4] are exactly meant to provide access to existing web site in a more “structured” way.
Therefore SMS can exploit mash-up APIs wherever possible.
Example for (2): take the same airline reservation portal, but now assume that the expert
developer of the portal wants to ease the life of users accessing with mobile phones using
context information. The expert developer can exploit a component provided by SMS that
allows interaction with other SMS components in order to easily retrieve context information
of the user. Therefore SMS should provide such a component tailored to the platform in use
by the portal in a way that it should be easy for the expert programmer to integrate this into
the portal. Note that in this case the expert programmer do not necessarily need to go through
the Service Authoring GUI. On the other hand the expert programmer could produce new
service components that allows other “basic users” to include the service provided by airline
reservation portal into SMS workflows.
1.6.2 Services offered through machine-to-machine interfaces
The SMS architecture can exploit existing services offered trough a “machine-to-machine”
interface. This for example applies to services offered through SOAP based “web services”
interfaces, through RESTful web services or through any form of APIs. In particular a generic
gateway component has been deployed to support the interoperability between SMS and
classical SOAP based web services, while for different interfaces and APIs, specific gateways
needs to be realized. More details on this interoperability with external NON-SMS elements
are given in section
Page 12 of 141
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1.7

Service authoring

In order to allow the creation of SMS services from users with a various degree of expertise in
service creation and deployment, service authoring will be assisted by authoring tools created
for this purpose. Specifically, two levels of service authoring, ‘non-expert’ and ‘expert’ will
make use of the ‘Service Authoring Wizard’ and the ‘Advanced Service Authoring and
Modelling Tools’ development tools respectively.
The ‘Service Authoring Wizard’ offers a wizard-like interface which the (non-expert) user
will use to make the necessary parameterization of an existing “SMS template” and thus
finally deploy a service based on it. The interface assists in the personalization of messages
and look and feel and focuses on gathering all the information that is required for the
deployment of the service in the specific service provider environment. This authoring tool
will be employed for the creation of atomic services or linear sequences of atomic services;
however, provided that an appropriate SMS template exists, it should work for the authoring
of any service independent of its complexity. The steps of the wizard include (but are possibly
not limited to) the following:
•

Service overview and brief presentation.

•

Display of a list with infrastructure requirements (SMS points, RFIDs, web access to
interact with remote web services etc.), so that the user can confirm that he meets all
of them.

•

Parameterization and personalization of the service components that make up the
service.

•

Service testing and deployment.

The ‘Advanced Service Authoring and Modelling Tools’ are a set of tools that assist the
advanced (expert) user in the creation of SMS services. The scope of the tools ranges from the
support of code generation from interface definition, up to composition of component services
using workflows. will be more sophisticated and allow the advanced (expert) user to create
complex SMS services from existing service components (that have been developed
separately by programmers). In this sense, it is also essential that the user will be able to
define the “work flow” of the complex service. A UML modelling approach will be used at
this level, by defining an SMS UML profile.
The architecture of SMS project foresees that interfaces are described using a WSDL based
approach. Note that the full set of WSDL capability is used, including the asynchronous
notifications, while the typical WSDL usage within SOA web services only use client-server
request response pattern. The SMS project has developed an interface definition language
called IDLight [5], which is a proper subset of WSDL with a simplified notation, see section
6.2. Interfaces among SMS components have been specified using IDLight [6]. A tool that
allows to use IDLight definition files in order to generate the Java skeletons has been
developed and is available.
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A UML profile suitable for the modelling of the SMS component interface has been
developed, allowing the description of SMS components using UML and their use with
existing UML modelling tools. More details on this UML profile for SMS can be found in
section 8.

1.8

Exploiting context to support mobile interaction

Mobile devices have inherently limited display capabilities and interaction affordances.
Moreover, the context of use (on the move while engaged in some other task) requires that
each interaction is fast and short lived. Such interactions are insufficient to complete more
complex high level tasks such as ‘shopping’, ‘wayfinding’, ‘travel’ etc. SMS considered how
context support can be used to develop services with reduced interactional complexity for the
end-user. For example, contextual notions such as location, current time of day and ‘task at
hand’, may enable the list of available services to be presented in order that they are most
relevant to achieve the users’ current goal.
We also defined the notions of ‘temporal offsetting’ and ‘long duration interactions’, in which
user interactions for an ongoing task take place at different times (potentially using different
modalities or devices) until the user task is completed. For instance, the user might require a
combination of services (such as ticket booking, route finding, map services etc.) to achieve a
higher level task (travel to a meeting). Such long running tasks can be initiated, carried
forward and periodically progressed by the system or the user, until completed.

1.9 Multimodality on the terminal (and access to external
peripherals)
SMS architecture is open to multimodal/multidevice and pervasive services which are
typically implemented using devices, peripherals, sensors/actuators, ad-hoc and unlicensed
networks (bluetooth/zigbee), etc. The architecture is not limited to terminal-server
interactions, but more sophisticated interactions can be considered.
Also the user interaction should be multimodal wherever convenient. A terminal can offer a
set of alternatives for User Interaction (browser interfaces, Short Messages, chat windows,
voice messages, voice commands, voice calls…). The most appropriate interface can be
selected to implement a given service, and in principle this interface can also be changed
during the service execution.
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2

General architecture concepts

Figure 2-1 proposes an high level view of the SMS architecture. Four main elements are
shown, the Component Services, the SMS Service Execution Platform, the SMS Service
Authoring Platform and the “NON-SMS Service Elements”.

GUI
SMS Service
Authoring
Platform
“Legacy”
Interface(s)
Component
Service

NON-SMS
Service Element

Component Service
SMS Service Execution
Platfom

Figure 2-1: High level view of SMS architecture

2.1

NON-SMS Service Elements

NON-SMS Service Elements are for example Web sites or server nodes providing machine
based interfaces (e.g. Web Services or REST interfaces). The interfaces between the NONSMS Service Elements and the SMS Service Execution Platform is denoted as “Legacy
Interface” in Figure 2-1. This interface should support as much as different ways to interact
with services as possible. One typical example is the SoA interaction model, based on Web
Services: in this case the interfaces will be described with WSDL and the execution will be
made using SOAP. Another example will be “plain” http/html for classical Web sites with
human interaction.

2.2

SMS Services and Component Services

Definition of SMS end-user service (short name: "SMS service")
An SMS (end-user) service is a service used by an end user that somehow exploits the
capabilities of SMS architecture.
Definition of SMS component service
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An SMS component service is a portion of a service or a whole service that can be
used to create more complex services or component services. An SMS component
service offers an SMS interface so that it can be composed in a more complex service
or component services.
According to these definitions, a component service does not need to be a service, as it can be
a part of a service that does not make sense alone. A service in most cases can become a
component service if it can be composed to build other services and it offers an SMS
interface.
In general, a Component Service is a piece of software or a set of interacting software
component that provide some service. A “Component Service” is the vision that SMS has of a
service or of a service element. A Component Service is either a wrapper for a “NON-SMS”
service, or it is defined in the SMS architecture.
This way, SMS is able to interact with services realized by other entities (e.g. existing Web
Services, services offered on existing Web sites) and not only defining its own proprietary
services. This avoided to waste resource on the implementation of already existing solutions.
On the other hand, there will be some Component Services that are realized/offered by SMS
and can provide support for common procedures/tasks that needs to be executed.
A recursive definition of a Component Service can be: “A Component Service is either an
‘atomic’ service or an aggregate of other component services”, where “An atomic service is an
executable software component with its own interface that does not need the cooperation of
other entities to provide the offered/published functionality”.
A complex component service is implemented linking components to each other. The link is
established according to the defined interfaces, e.g. method’s name and arguments, possible
exceptions, return value, etc. A workflow is a way to specify the combination of component
services. The workflow, in turn, can become a component service to be used by other
workflows.

2.3

The SMS Service Execution Platform

The SMS Service Execution Platform is the set of nodes where the services composed by the
SMS Service Authoring Platform can be executed.
The Service Execution Platform can be seen as distributed entity with several entities that
inter-work, both on server side and on terminal side. Figure 2-2 show a distributed approach
with terminal side and server side Service Execution Platforms that can interact with NONSMS service element both on Terminal Side and Server Side.
Note that the SMS Service Execution Platform is not meant as a set of hardware nodes
provided by the project. Nor it can be identified with a set of software applications/component
developed by the project. Rather, the SMS Service Execution Platform represents the
abstraction of the set hardware nodes and software components that execute SMS services.
This can include combination of applications and components developed by SMS and existing
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application/components/platforms. There can also be separate instances of the SMS Service
Execution platform which are run by different providers. From the technical stand point, these
separate instances should of course be able to inter-operate. The level of interoperation
between different instances of the SMS service execution platform will likely be driven by
business model issues.
GUI
Terminal Side
NON-SMS
Service Element

Server Side
NON SMS
Service Element

SMS Service
Authoring
Platform

“Legacy”
Interfaces

SMS
Interface
Component Service
Component Service
SMS Service
Execution Platform
(Mobile device Side)

SMS Service
Execution
Platform
Component Service
SMS
Interface
SMS Service
Execution Platform
(Server Side)

Figure 2-2: Distributed SMS Service Execution Platform
As you can see in Figure 2-2 a Component Service can reside on the Server side on the SMS
Service Execution Platform, on the Mobile device side, or on both sides if it realizes through
the interaction of Mobile Device side and Server side. Note that the notion of “Mobile
device/Terminal Side” and “Server Side” is not really related to the client-server dichotomy in
a classical client-server paradigm. SMS architecture supports a flat “peer-to-peer” approach.
The difference between Terminal Side and Server side is only meant to differentiate between
the mobile devices that typically have limited capacity and intermittent communication and a
fixed host in the Internet (typically reachable with a public IP address) which can play the
server role. In particular, both Terminal Side and Server Side can be “provider” and
“consumer” of information as needed by the specific services.
The communication among SMS components is supported by a middleware called SMILE
(Simple Middleware Independent LayEr) [7], which will be described in more details in
section 3.1.
The prototype implementation of the SMS Service Execution platform has been done using
the JAVA platform. On the terminal side, the SMS project has developed an open soruce
mobile application called MOVE (Mobile Open and Very Easy) for the J2ME CLDC
platform. This application can run on the large majority of Symbian and Windows Mobile
based smart phones: Symbian 6.0 and 8.0 devices have a built in J2ME CLDC virtual
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machine, while on Windows Mobile phones we used the IBM’s J9 virtual machine. The
server side components includes the middleware server side elements (SIP servers, SIP
Session Border Controllers, SMILE “Yellow Page Server”) and the actual SMS components.
The middleware server side elements are a set of open source Java SE “stand alone”
applications. The SMS server side components have been developed as a mix of “stand alone”
java applications and servlets running over the Tomcat servlet container. The majority of these
components are open source as well.

2.4

The SMS Service Authoring Platform

The Service Authoring Platform operates at different “levels”, for example web based tools
for “non-expert”, UML high-level service modelling tools for the experts, low-level
“executable” code generation for the experts.
The GUI toolkit to create services for the “non-expert” designers, will be denoted “Service
authoring wizard”.
Within the Service Authoring Platform it is possible to have a catalogue of existing services.
The Service Authoring Platform supports publishing of created services into the “catalogue”.
This catalogue can be dynamically refreshed, so that services become available to end-users
and to other service creators.
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3

The SMS Service Execution Platform architecture

3.1 Communicating among SMS components: the SMILE
middleware
The communication among SMS components is supported by a middleware called SMILE
(Simple Middleware Independent LayEr) [7]. SMILE is composed by an abstraction layer,
independent of the underlying communication mechanism (hence its name) and by a specific
binding into a communication mechanism. Possible bindings are for example CORBA, RMI,
JADE (a FIPA compliant mobile agent platform) as shown in Figure 3-1. This layering allows
to design and code the application irrespective of the used communication mechanism.

(Java)
Application

(Java)
Application

(Java)
Application
SMILE APIs

IDLight
(or WSDL or
SMS UML
profile

SMILE
binding(s) to
underlying mechanisms
JSON

Uniform Interface
Definition Language

JADE

RMI

SIP

CORBA

SOAP
HTTP

Figure 3-1: SMILE Middleware
Though in principle this approach can be considered as language-independent, currently only
JAVA is supported as programming language for SMILE based applications. The specific
underlying binding that has been chosen and developed for the SMS project is based on JSON
(JavaScript Object Notation) [9] for the coding of inter-component messages and on SIP
(Session Initiation Protocol) for the transport of these messages. JSON notation, compared to
its main alternative (XML) is more lightweight in terms of the needed processing and length
of the text representation. Therefore it is better suited for a mobile device implementation.
The SIP protocol for the transport of messages proved very well suited for a peer-to-peer
approach, as it natively support terminals that can play the role of “clients” and “servers”. The
use of the SMILE middleware in the context of SMS architecture is shown in Figure 3-2. The
SMILE middleware is an integral part of the SMS Service Execution Platform, both at the
mobile terminal side and at the server side.
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Figure 3-2: SMILE Middleware in the SMS architecture
3.1.1 SIP protocol aspects
In the recent years, the SIP protocol has emerged as a signalling protocol to establish calls and
multimedia sessions between user agents on end user equipments, even under NATs and
firewalls. Thus, in order to transport SMILE messages, overcoming “natted” network
limitations, we decided to use SIP messages transported over UDP datagrams and to resort to
a known NAT traversal solution for SIP, based on the so called “Session Border Controller”
(SBC) element. This approach allows to run “full” SMILE peers keeping all of their
functionalities even on devices which do not own a public IP address.
The SIP infrastructure elements and the SIP stack for both mobile devices and server side are
based on the open source MjSip project [10]. The entities involved in the JSON/SIP binding
of SMILE over SIP are shown in Figure 3-3: the SIP infrastructure is composed of the
Registrar and Proxy, which maintains the mapping between SIP user agent identifiers (SIP
addresses) and their IP addresses, and route SIP messages to recipients, and by the Session
Border Controller (SBC) able to route incoming SIP messages to peers under “natted”
networks. This simple infrastructure allows the exchange of SIP messages among mobile
devices and between mobile devices and server side elements. The use of the SBC is optional,
as peers which are able to get a public IP address may communicate with other peers without
the SBC (other techniques for overcoming the NAT could be used as well). Peers can be
easily configured to use the SBC or not (the default configuration option is to use the SBC).
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Figure 3-3: SMILE and SIP elements.
In order to transport the SMILE messages, the SIP method called “MESSAGE” is used. The
SIP “MESSAGE” method does not establish a session among the entities, but each
“MESSAGE” is sent as a “stand alone” message. SMILE messages, coded using JSON, are
transported within the body as opaque payload. At the SIP level, a “MESSAGEs” is
acknowledged by a “200 OK”, which could carry some information in its body. We decided
non to carry SMILE related information in the 200 OK, therefore this message is only used at
the SIP level to acknowledge the reception and to stop the SIP level retransmissions. This
means that for one-way and notification SMILE messages, we will have a “MESSAGE”
carrying the SMILE one-way or notification and one empty “200 OK” acknowledging at SIP
level the reception of the message. No feedback is given to the sending SMILE process about
the successful reception of the message (or the failure), according to the semantic of an
“unconfirmed” message. For request-response SMILE messages, the request is carried in one
SIP “MESSAGE”, which is acknowledged at SIP level with an empty “200 OK”, the response
is carried within an independent (at SIP level) “MESSAGE” which is acknowledged (at SIP
level) by an empty 200 OK. The correlation between request and response is only done at the
SMILE level. This approach has the obvious drawback of being less efficient from the point
of view of the number of transmitted messages, but it has the advantage of a greater
decoupling of the SMILE and the SIP implementation, easing the development and the
maintenance of the code (and if needed its porting to different SIP implementation).
Moreover, with this approach that does not exploit specific features of the underlying
mechanism, the SMILE code base that is common to different bindings is larger, which is a
good from the software engineering point of view. Of course, nothing prevents in the future to
improve the SIP binding for SMILE by more deeply coupling SMILE and SIP in order to gain
in transport efficiency.
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The use of SIP “MESSAGES” to transport SMILE messages may become critical when the
message size greatly exceed the typical capacity of IP packets (in the order of 1KB). In fact,
given its nature of application-level “signalling protocol”, independent from the underlying
transport, SIP does not mandate any form or reliable delivery for messages of large size.
Whenever SIP is transported using a connection oriented protocol such as TCP, fragmentation
is handled by the transport level, which ensures reliability. This solution, however, is less
suitable for mobile devices which experience frequent disconnections, being more
appropriate, in this case, transporting SIP messages in UDP datagrams. Thus large SIP
messages are subject to IP message fragmentation, whose behaviour may vary from network
to network, depending on the Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) allowed. The performance
of IP fragmentation when an IP packet is split in several fragment may be very bad even for
relatively low packet loss rates. To alleviate this problem, the JSON/SIP binding implements a
simple, sliding windows based fragmentation/defragmentation mechanism. Application level
messages are thus fragmented and transported into SIP messages over UDP datagram (Figure
3-4). Confirmation of reception of a single fragment is implicitly given by the SIP response,
sent back by the SIP receiver agent as soon as a SIP message arrives. If a fragment is not
acknowledged, then it is retransmitted using the exponential backoffs strategy as described in
RFC3261 [37]. Obviously this application level fragmentation mechanism is not intended to
replace IP fragmentation, rather, by giving control on the maximum size of each message’s
payload, it helps to obtain acceptable performances when sending relatively large SMILE
messages over SIP.
MESSAGE sip:stefano@stefano:5070 SIP/2.0
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP 160.80.221.25:5066;rport;branch=z9hG4bK61d50f802a971b329ff001b5
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP 160.80.221.24:5060;branch=z9hG4bK91e6c86a7348be8d23485649;rport=5060
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP
sipdev.netgroup.uniroma2.it:5040;branch=z9hG4bKf5e47955;received=160.80.221.24;rport=5040
Max-Forwards: 68
To: <sip:stefano@sipdev.netgroup.uniroma2.it;pName=c5da66;pType=MemPeer>
From: <sip:yellowpages1.0@sipdev.netgroup.uniroma2.it>;tag=681452288432
Call-ID: 402371196689@sipdev.netgroup.uniroma2.it
CSeq: 1 MESSAGE
Expires: 3600
User-Agent: mjsip 1.7
Content-Length: 251
Content-Type: application/text
{"Req":"false","__class":"it.uniroma2.smile.sipbinding.sipmessage.MessageEnvelope","FNo":"0","
Frag":"{\"Name\":\"it.uniroma2.smile.core.Message\",\"Fault\":\"false\",\"__class\":\"it.uniro
ma2.smile.core.Message\"}","SNo":"10135","RefS":"1","FTot":"1"}

Figure 3-4: A SIP message containing a fragment to be delivered to a SMILE peer.
Figure 3-3 also shows the Yellow Pages server, which allows SMILE peers to
register/deregister their services and look for services offered by other peers, using the SMILE
API described in sections 3.1.3 and 3.1.4. The “Yellow Pages” might be seen as a single
repository where peers store a description of their provided functionalities; however, its
internal implementation is not defined: it may be a single node, a distributed community of
repositories, an advertisement based mechanism as in JXTA or any other discovery
mechanism.
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3.1.2 Communication patterns in SMILE
In SMILE, communications between peers rely on “operations”. There are four kinds of
operations, classified according to the originator and the executor of the operation; the WSDL
terminology refers to these latter as client and server, and define the first pair of operations as
originated by the client:
-

A “OneWay” operation consists in a message originated by the client toward a server. The message is sent asynchronously, no “session” is created between the client and the server.

-

A “RequestResponse” operation consists in a request message from the client to the server, followed by a reply message (“response”). Alternatively, a “fault message” may come to the client
if something has gone wrong at the server side. There is a logical correlation between the request
and the response: the execution environment creates a “session” and provides the corresponding
response or fault in an unambiguous way as reply to a given request.

The second pair of operations is complementary to the first one, the originating being the
server as follow:
-

A “Notification” operation is made of a message sent asynchronously by the server to a client, no
“session” is created between the client and the server.

-

A “SolicitResponse” operation consists in a solicitation message sent from the server to the client, followed by a reply message in the opposite direction. Solicitations may originate fault as
well. The same “session” concept explained for “RequestResponse” applies.

Being based on a peer to peer paradigm, SMILE peers uses the same primitives to generate
and to receive “oneway” and “notifications”. These primitives are, respectively, the send
method and the onReceived callback. The send method is not blocking.
To implement “RequestResponse” and “SolicitResponse” operations, the blocking doRequest
method is used. This method accepts as parameter the request message to be sent and return
values the corresponding response or raise an exception if a fault message is received. SMILE
takes care of correlation between request and response, as explained below:
-

Each message has a serial number that is automatically generated whenever the message is instantiated.

-

Each response message has a refSerial field keeping the serial number of the request it answers.

-

A boolean query method refersTo tells if a reply refers to a given sent request.

-

A internal method expectMessage allows to register the reply number to expect.

-

After sending the request, the sender peer performs message cleanup and then wait for a given a
timeout. This blocks the flow execution and makes the call synchronous.

-

Incoming messages that do not refer to the outstanding one are ignored.

-

Once the right message arrived, the expectingMessage state is cleared, and the doRequest method
returns the response message to the application.

-

Timeout expiration throws an exception and clears the expectingMessage state as well.

Thus, “requests” are synchronous, and implicitly confirmed as soon as a response message is
received. Remote Procedure Call (RPC) is implemented using the request/response pattern. A
second use case for the request/reponse pattern is receiving confirmation of message delivery.
As with asynchronous messages there is no guarantee, for the sender, that the issued message
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comes to the recipient, whenever a confirmation is needed, it is possible to use the response
message of a request to get confirmation of request delivery.
3.1.3 SMILE API for Lifecycle Management
Other than responding to events originated whenever messages are received, each SMILE peer
may execute proactively a business logic. The programmer may exploit a separate thread to
manage the peer’s lifecycle.
Each peer implements three callback methods which are inherited by the ProcessLifecycle
interface and are called, in sequence, in a separate thread than the one used to notify the peer
about incoming messages. These callbacks are hereafter described:
-

setup, called as soon as the peer starts and usually implemented to perform start up operations.

-

doBusiness, invoked as soon as setup returns. It is exploited by the programmer to implement the
application’s main loop. An expiration is associated to each publication, thus an example of implementation for this callback is the periodic re-publication of services the peer provides. Other
example may include periodic operations specific to the peer’s logic, like polling a resource to
obtain a fresh information or periodically notify subscribed peers.

-

Whenever the doBusiness method ends, the takedown callback is called. Typical usage is to release resources which are no more used by the peer and un-publish previously published services
(if any).

3.1.4 SMILE API for Publishing and Discovering Services
The service discovery API are related to the functional features provided by each peer. These
features are called “services”. Services provided by SMILE peers are described using a
Descriptor object which contains details related to the service type and the operations the
service does support. The field identifying the service type is mandatory, whereas the list of
supported operations may be empty. Each peer is provided with the following set of
primitives:
-

publish, used to publish a service description; the publication is limited in time by an expiration
time which could be specified whenever this method is called. A maximum expiration time can
be defined by the platform administrator.

-

search is used to find peers providing a given service; This method returns an array of ProcessID
objects identifying all the peers which have published a matching service description. In order to
match against a list of Descriptor objects, a service DescriptorFilter object is used. The DescriptorFilter object specifies the following fields: service type (mandatory), supported operations,
maximum number of services to be returned, “matching ProcessID”. The optional “matching
ProcessID” field may contain a regular expression which is evaluated against the identifiers of
the peers providing one or more services matching the specified type and the specified operations.

-

delete, used to remove a published Descriptor object.

Normally one single service publication is made at the beginning of the peer lifecycle,
repeated periodically at regular time intervals to overcome expiration, and deleted once the
peer ends. Nevertheless, more complex patterns are possible. Reasons to do this include
temporary service unavailability or publication of new services made dynamically available
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during the peer’s lifecycle. The programmer should take care that no more valid service
publications are removed, in order to prevent client’s requests to fail.
3.1.5 SMILE Peers, Processes and Identifiers
Building application on an abstraction layer like SMILE, each resulting application will be
“abstract” as well. In order to make it actually work, the application needs a “binding” to a
concrete runtime. A binding is intended to bind each abstract SMILE peer to at least one
running “process”. A process is an implementation of SMILE abstract primitives in a
middleware specific platform (sometimes this latter is as well referred as “binding”). Each
process has its own address, which is an instance of a class inheriting from SMILE ProcessID
class. Considering the JSON/SIP binding, processes are mapped into SIP user agents, which
are identified through their Address of Record (AoR), in form of an URI like
sip: alice@iptel.uroma2.it

This URI is used in each SIP message exchanged between agents to identify the sender and
the recipient. Like email addresses, traditionally SIP AoR are assigned by a SIP provider to
SIP users to enable them to receive and initiate communication sessions. A one-to-one
mapping between processes and SIP agents would result in an inefficient use of resources,
requiring a new SIP AoR to be assigned to each new SMILE process created in the local
execution environment. Therefore, a many to one mapping is more efficient. To fit this goal,
we defined two new fields to be used, additionally, in the “From” and “To” headers of SIP
messages in order to distinguish among different SMILE processes exploiting the same SIP
agent.
pType, containing information about the “kind” of service implemented by the process. This
field could be assimilated to the concept of class name in an Object Oriented programming
language.
pName indicates the unique name or address of a specific process. This can be used to
distinguish between more instance of the same kind of service described by pType. This field
could be assimilated to the concept of instance identifier in an Object Oriented programming
language.

Thus, an example of “From” header used in messages generated by our JSON/SIP binding
could be the following:
From: <sip:alice@iptel.uroma2.it;pType=org.istsms.mem.MemPeer,
pName=0a87fg>

The object taking care of delivering SIP messages to the right process is called Dispatcher
(Figure 3-5). It is assigned an AoR and acts as a SIP agent for the SIP stack, so it receives any
SIP MESSAGE sent to its SIP AoR.
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Figure 3-5: A Dispatcher serving several processes using the same SIP agent.
Whenever the Dispatcher receives a message it extracts the specific process identifier from the
pName and pType fields contained into the “To” header and forwards the message to the
corresponding process. In the opposite direction, whenever a process wants to send a message
to another one, it specifies its own identification parameters (sender’s pName and pType), the
recipient identifications parameters (recipient’s SIP AoR and recipient’s pName and pType)
and delivers the message to be sent to the Dispatcher. The Dispatcher prepares a
corresponding SIP message and sends it to the network using the SIP Stack.
3.1.6 Communication using the SMILE Yellow Pages
The current implementation of SMS encompasses a variable number of peers, that use a single
YellowPages server. The SMILE YellowPages server is a service registry i.e. it is needed to
contact at run time a given service running on a peer. The peers are either move clients (i.e.
running on mobile phone) or components running on fixed hosts.
If a peer A wants to send a message to a peer B, it can contact the YellowPages server to
obtain the address of peer B. Then, Peer A can send a message to peer B using the address
supplied by the YellowPages server. The current implementation of the terminal side (MOVE
application) and server side components in SMS mostly follows this approach: a peer sends a
message towards the service registry/yellowpage server to search the address of another peer
with which it wants to communicate.
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Figure 3-6: Communication using the Yellow Pages
Let us discuss how this is accomplished using the SMILE API abstractions.
A SMILE process has a PID, which corresponds to a suitable address used by the underlying
middleware. Therefore the PID has different realizations depending on the underlying SMILE
binding. In the JSON-SIP binding, the PID correspond to a SIP address, in the form of
sip:username@hostname.
Typically the PID is provided to the application by the SMILE search() operation.
In its simplest form, the search operation takes as an input a service descriptor and provides a
PID. This corresponds to the idea of the “Yellow Page service”, where one is interested to
know the service address given the service name. In the following example a process retrieves
the PID of the service “MeteoInfoServiceProxy”
//Retrieve the PID
DescriptorFilter d= new DescriptorFilter();
d.setType("MeteoInfoServiceProxy");
ProcessID[ ] pID=search(d);
//Prepare the message
[..]
//Send the message
send (message,pID);

A second way to use the search() operation is to search a service provided by a specific peer.
This correspond to the idea of the “White Page service”, where one is interested to know the
address of a peer given the peer identifier. The current implementation exploits the concept of
“matching PID”: the search is based on both the service name and a string to be matched in
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the PID. In the following example a process retrieves the PID of the service “MemReceiver”
offered by a peer whose PID matches the string “sip:StefanoSalsano@netgroup.uniroma2.it”
DescriptorFilter d= new DescriptorFilter();
d.setType("MemReceiver");
df.setMatchingPID("sip:StefanoSalsano@netgroup.uniroma2.it");
ProcessID[ ] pID=search(d);

3.1.7 Communication without relying on a service registry/yellowpage server
We assume now that a peer could store other peers addresses to communicate with them. In
this case the number of messages towards the YellowPages server could decrease
considerably. So, the service registry/yellowpage server become “an optional” element of the
architecture.
In this case we can build the ProcessID as follows, if we know the user and the service type
Assume that:
Name of the service: “MemReceiver”
Address of the user: “sip:Stefano.Salsano@netgroup.uniroma2.it”
then the PID is : sip:Stefano.Salsano@netgroup.uniroma2.it;ptype=MemReceiver
Therefore a process can communicate as follows:
ProcessID pID= new pID
("sip:Stefano.Salsano@netgroup.uniroma2.it;ptype=MemReceiver");
//build the message …
send (message,pID);

The adoption of this approach can have the following advantages:
-

Decrease of the number of messages towards YellowPages servers, reducing their
computation and bandwidth needs.

-

Possibilities to contact others peers even if YellowPages servers are "offline".

-

Yellowpage server can be optionally used depending on the case. Some
scenarios/services will require the use of the yellow page, some other can be better
realized using the YP functionality, other scenario/services can be realized without the
involvement of the Yellow Page.

3.1.8 Identification of component services in SMS
A component service is identified from its “address” where you can access the services it
provides. Better, we are able to identify and address an interface of a component service.
Under the JSON/SIP binding of SMILE, an interface is identified as follows:
sip:username@domainname;ptype=type_of_the_process;pname=name_of_the_process
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pname is optional and it can be used when there are more instances of the same process type
running on the same client. When pname is not present, it implicitly gets the default value
pname=inst0
sip:username@domainname is a valid sip address, the type_of_the_process should identify the
SMILE process. We can use either a not-fully-qualified name approach or a fully qualified
name approach. In the current implementation we are using a not-fully-qualified name
approach. For example we have in the current implementation:
sip:StefanoSalsano@iptel.netgroup.uniroma2.it;ptype=memReceiver;
sip:meteo-proxy@iptel.netgroup.uniroma2.it;ptype=meteo-proxy;

This approach does not work well in a multidomain approach, as you may have conflicts in
the assignment of process names. Therefore we should switch to a fully qualified naming
approach, where ptypes are identified with a Fully Qualified URL like:
sip:StefanoSalsano@iptel.netgroup.uniroma2.it;ptype=http://istsms.org/SMSservices/memReceiver;

3.2

From interface definition to message serialization

The whole process from interface definition to message serialization is shown in Figure 3-7.
The approach is very similar to the Service Oriented Architecture approach but we tried to
overcome some annoying limitation of the classical “Web Services” (see Figure 3-8) approach
applied to the mobile services world. In fact, SMS component interaction is based on the
principles of Service Oriented Architecture, which also constitute the foundation of the Web
Services technology. Web Services use the WSDL (Web Service Description) language for
interface definition, restricting its usage to the client-server interaction patterns (e.g. “requestresponse”). Web Services interfaces are mapped into SOAP over HTTP communication. The
SMS component interactions are defined by using WSDL in its original, unrestricted
definition, which includes the “notification” interaction patterns. Differently from Web
Services, the SMS component interaction mechanisms:
- make wide use of the WSDL “notification” interaction pattern;
- use different mappings into protocols, in order to provide a cleaner support for asynchronous
and peer-to-peer interaction patterns (in particular, we use SIP);
- use JavaScript Object Notation (JSON [9]) rather then XML as the preferred format for
coding information. While still preserving human readability, JSON is lighter-weight with
respect to XML and therefore is especially suitable for use on mobile devices and for being
transmitted over wireless/cellular channels.
Therefore, in our vision, WSDL is meant as an implementation-neutral interface description
language, which allows describing the interfaces of the component.
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In addition to the binding into a transport mechanisms, a support for the execution of the
components and the “life cycle” management of the components are highly valuable for
developers. Whereas in the traditional Web Services technology this support is provided by
application servers like Tomcat or JBOSS, we adopted the SMILE lightweight framework to
provide the execution environment for SMS components.
A serialization mechanism is needed to transform the internal representation of objects into a
stream of bytes that can be interpreted and reconverted at destination. In Java 2 Standard
Edition (J2SE), such a mechanism is built in. On the contrary, J2ME does not have an
automatic serialization mechanisms and normally the application developer has to implement
her own serialization mechanism for each application. Our approach has been to design a
“seamless” serialization mechanism, which is performed by the framework itself: as shown in
Figure 3-7, we create Java data types starting from a WSDL definition of the interfaces. If this
is expressed using the IDLight syntax, we have an automated way to generate the Java code
for data types. The instances of these data type have methods to automatically produce at
runtime a corresponding serialized stream (marshalling), and to rebuild the original object
from a received stream (unmarshalling). Even if this approach is suitable for any serialization
format, we have chosen JSON, which is a lightweight framework.

WSDL /
IDLight /
SMS UML profile

Data
Definition
Level

SMILE/JAVA
(J2ME=J2SE)
data types
& methods
definition

interface
definition

Data
Instance
Level

JSON
representation
of objects

Marshalling

JAVA
objects

Data
Model
SMILE
APIs
Data
Instances

Unmarshalling

SIP

Tx

JSON
Rx

Figure 3-7: From interface definition to message instances
For comparison, a representation of the process from interface definition to message
serialization for the classical “Web Services” approach is reported in Figure 3-8.
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Figure 3-8: The classical Web Services approach

3.3

Interworking with NON-SMS components

Obviously, SMS is not a closed world. The interaction with Non-SMS services (as depicted in
Figure 3-9) is implemented by means of three different approaches, depending on the “legacy”
server characteristics:
1. If a legacy server provides Web Services accessible with SOAP over http, a SMILE /
Web Service “gateway” is used, converting the invocation of SMILE operations into
SOAP / http messages and viceversa.
2. If we assume that we can extend the legacy server, by adding a communication library
that is available for PHP servers and JAVA (Servlets) based servers, then the server
can be invoked from any SMILE peer running on mobile devices (or on network
servers as well), thanks again to a gateway; in the reverse direction, the server may
invoke operations offered by any SMILE peer through the gateway.
3. If a legacy server simply offers HTML pages, we need to use a service-specific proxy,
adapting the characteristics of the service to the features of the mobile interaction. The
proxy communicates with the legacy Non-SMS service by using plain http and extracts
the needed content by scraping the html pages.
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Figure 3-9: Interaction with NON-SMS elements
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4

Different overall models for SMS deployment

The architecture, the protocols and the software components designed and developed by the
SMS project can be used in different ways. We can envisage three scenarios, mainly
depending on how the client side application interacts with the server side framework:
•

Vertical application

•

Single SMS provider / “walled garden” approach

•

Open / multi-provider approach

4.1.1 Vertical application approach
In the Vertical application approach there is client side application for each
application/service. Example of application/services can be:
–
–
–
–
–

a gaming application offered by a web portal
a social networking application (e.g. soundtribes)
an application to find people/places at a conference center
an application to manage agendas of travelling workforce
a tour guide application

Obviously this is not the model we are aiming, but if we provide our code as open source
everybody can realize vertical application using our technology.
Server side facilities are not linked, we’ll have different Server Side Frameworks, which in
general will offer very few or no capabilities related to service creation. Each server side will
handle its own “subscribers”.
Service(s)
MOVE client
customized for the
vertical application

SIP
Registrar
and Proxy

SIP
SBC

Mobile
devices

Provider of a
vertical service

Figure 4-1: Vertical application
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4.1.2 Single SMS provider / “walled garden” approach
In this approach we assume a single provider of the SMS framework, or better that an SMS
client application is tied to an SMS framework. This is the “walled garden” approach or the
“vertical application” approach. Every service that the SMS client can use is decided by the
SMS framework provider. Overall, there can be more than one SMS provider, but the do not
interoperate.

Services
(service components
and End-user services)
SIP
Registrar
and Proxy

Single eco-system of service
providers

Searches of
end-user
services

Service repository

MOVE client
customized by the
SMS provider

SIP
SBC
run time
service registry
SMS framework
services provider

Mobile
devices

Figure 4-2: Single SMS provider / “walled garden” approach
4.1.3 Open / multi-provider approach
In this approach the SMS client application is like a browser that can receive services from
every provider, and it can logically connect to different SMS frameworks.
Services can be offered through the mediation of the SMS framework service providers, or
they can be offered without any mediation.
Users can be linked to a “default” or “home” provider that can offer services (e.g. assists the
user in search/customization).
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Mobile
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Figure 4-3: Open / multi-provider approach

4.2

Some discussion on the SMS Open/multi-domain architecture

This section wants to introduce the discussion about the SMS open/multi-domain architecture,
and includes the concept of domain, mechanisms for the exchange of messages between peers
of different domains and the management of the assignment and the choice of its own domain.
We define the concept of domain in SMS. In SMS the domain is an entity that coordinates the
supply of services. Moreover the domain identifies at least a service registry/yellowpages
server and it could coincide with a local service provider. A domain can be either a
company/provider or a single individual. Figure 4-3 showed a possible scenario of this multi
domain architecture.
In SMS the peers are either move clients (i.e. running on mobile phone) or components
running on fixed hosts. Within a domain a group of peers and at least a service
registry/yellowpage server cooperate. As shown in figure, peers can communicate either with
service registry/yellowpage server or with peers of own domain, furthermore they can
communicate with service registry/yellowpage servers end peers of another domain. Service
registries/yellowpage servers can exchange messages either with peers of the same domain or
with peers of other domains. The interoperation between different domains maybe regulated
by contractual agreements.
As a possible extension, a service registry/yellowpage server, in addiction to register services
and peers, can register other service registry/yellowpage servers. Thus a SMS peer could
search other service registry/yellowpage servers contacting the service registry/yellowpage
server of its own domain.
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In a multi domain architecture, a mechanism is needed for the management of the domains. A
SMS peer could have a fixed domain, or it could choose a domain between those available, or
it could be multi-domain (i.e. it can communicate at the same time with many yellowpage
servers). If the peer has a fixed domain, this is typically “hardcoded” in the client application.
If the peer has the possibility to choose/change its domain, there can be application level
mechanisms to choose the domain or the domain can be given by a local service provider, may
be through a DHCP like mechanism.
A non exhaustive list of further non functional requirements for a multi domain SMS
architecture is reported in Table 4-1
Table 4-1 Discussion on non functional requirements for multi domain architecture
Unique
credentials
within SMS
services
Single Sign On
within SMS
services

Single Sign On
within SMS
services
SMS services
and domain
names

Mashup and
SMS services

SMS services
and domain
names

Rating

Definition, Requirements, Discussion
Definition A user who is registered with an SMS domain can authenticate using credentials
(typically a login and a password)
Requirements A user must have unique credentials to authenticate on any SMS provider
Discussion: False
There can be different domain, i.e. different SMS Service Providers
Definition Single Sign On enables a user to authenticate once and gain access to multiple services
Requirements A user must be able to authenticate once for a set of SMS domains that are
“federated”
Discussion: True, under the condition that SMS domains are federated.
This is also driven by business considerations. We can offer the technical possibility to federate
identities among different providers, but they can also choose to create a “walled garden”
Requirements The same user must be able to authenticate with different identities on 2 SMS
services
Discussion: Possible
Definition A domain name usually consists of two or more parts (technically labels), separated by
dots. For example sms.com
Requirements All SMS services must be on different domain names
Discussion: False, As we use SIP addresses, it is *possible* to have more than one service sharing
the same domain name. E.g. sip://pizzaoredring@iptel.uniroma2.it
sip://meteoservice@iptel.uniroma2.it
Definition A mashup is a website or application that combines content/services from more than one
source into an integrated experience.
Requirements A SMS service must be able to provide SMS mashup functionalities to a SMS user,
ie. provides him access to content/services from multiple SMS domains
Discussion: True
Requirements A SMS Service provider can provide a SMS Service using functional blocks
deployed in another domain (provider).
Discussion: Possible
We think that the service discovery mechanism will play an important role here. On one hand, it
allows to retrieve all the service end points to contact, on the other the response could be
intentionally limited only to the ones hosetd in the same domain or to the one which are considered
trusted
Requirements A SMS Service provider can aggregate rating for different service provider
Discussion: True
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5

MEM Component Design

5.1

The concept of Mobile Electronic Memo – MEM

5.1.1 Scenario and motivation
Imagine a tourist traveling through London. Sometimes she needs information – for instance
on how to reach a particular destination. Sometimes she needs to perform an action – like
purchasing a theater ticket. Well-designed mobile services serve these needs well. But
although much of the necessary technology exists, current commercial services give her little
help in capturing information from the environment. If she sees the time of a show on a
poster, all she can do is try and remember it, or write it down on a piece of paper, or perhaps
on a PDA. If she wants to tell a friend to come and meet her at a certain café she has to ask the
owner for the address. And even when the information comes in electronic format it is usually
unstructured (e.g. a web page with part of a train timetable, an email confirming an airline or a
hotel booking).
This kind of information is hard to retrieve and share. If the user is not sending it immediately,
she will have to search for it. And once she has found it, she will probably send it by email,
forcing the recipient to find and interpret the relevant data. If the recipient wants to use the
information in another program or give it to a third party service, she will have to “cut” it
from its original location and “paste it” to where it is needed. In many cases she will need to
parse the information (e.g. to see which parts of an address go into which field in an address
book) or even translate it from one language into another. And of course she has no way of
knowing whether the information she receives is authentic. An email confirming a purchase,
contains nothing allowing secure identification of the merchant.
The manual and semi-manual techniques just described, are risk prone, clumsy, timeconsuming and insecure. Memorized information can be forgotten; business cards and paper
notes are easily mislaid; emails and stored web pages may be hard to find; copying is a
common source of error.
The next generation of mobile services should try and overcome these problems. In particular
they should make it easier for users to capture and reuse information from the environment
and from other services. To reach this goal, we introduces the concept of the MEM (Mobile
Electronic Memo). The goal of MEMs is to allow mobile users to capture and store
information from the environment and from other services and to securely share this
information with other applications, services and other users.
5.1.2 Overview of MEMs and their usage
In our vision, a MEM is an electronic “note”, containing a structured set of attributes
associated with a specific class of information (e.g. information describing a location, a
person, a service, or a Web site). Users can automatically capture, annotate and store MEMs
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associated with their current environment (e.g. a business card for the restaurant where they
eating or the person they are talking to) or produced by a service they are using (e.g. a
confirmation of booking from an airline service). MEMs will be readable both by humans and
by computer applications. This means that users can browse their MEMs for useful
information (e.g. the address of the restaurant) or pass them to MEM-enabled applications
which use the information in the MEM to provide a special service (e.g. to purchase a ticket
for a show described in the memo).
The software developed by the SMS project will make it easy for users to send MEMs to other
users, to share them with a broader community, or to use them as input for online services.
Thus a user in a specific location can capture a MEM for the location and send it to friend.
The friend can pass the MEM to a navigation tool which will guide her to where her friend is
waiting. . It will be possible to embed MEMs in email, or even in Instant Messages or SMS
reducing the carried information. These adaptations make the MEM accessible to users who
do not have special software.
A set of additional tools will make it easy for service providers to offer support for users from
different countries speaking different languages. Cryptographic mechanisms will guarantee
user privacy. The authenticity of MEMs of a sensitive nature (e.g. those containing details of a
financial transaction) will be guaranteed by digital signatures.
Different classes of information (e.g. information about people, locations, web sites, services)
will have different classes of MEM. Some of these will be pre-defined; others will be created
by service providers (e.g. an airline could define a special class of MEM for “flights”). Users
and service providers will have the possibility to expand pre-existing MEMs by adding new
fields. For example parents of young children, could add a field to a restaurant MEM to
indicate whether the restaurant is “child-friendly.
A MEM can be seen as a note keeping some information (tags) about a place, a person, a
service and so on. This “note” can be taken by the user, prepared by a server, automatically
generated by the application on the user’s mobile device. Two kinds of interactions are
allowed:
•

Creation and Exchange of MEM between peers1 (e.g. an user sends a Mem to another
one, like he would send a SMS/MMS)

•

Creation and Storage of a Mem in a repository (“MEM Server”)

An architectural view of the usage of MEMs by MEM clients and MEM servers in SMS is
shown in Figure 7-2. A key feature of MEMs is that they are easy to share and send to other
users. Where users have installed the special software provided by SMS she can use special
SMS services to send a MEM to a friend (e.g. a MEM with the time and place for an
upcoming date). MEMs intended for use within a specific community or for users at large can

1 However, it has been said that this interaction couldn’t be really direct, but mediated from a server. This would

be useful in case the intended recipient is not online when the sender sends the Mem.
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be published to “MEM servers” which make them available to end-users in the relevant
context. In addition, MEMs or references to MEMs could be sent via e-mail or Instant
Messaging.

Mem DB
Mem Server(s)
Interactions with the backend
(e.g. query, insert, remove)

Mem Client

Mem Client

Peer to Peer interactions
(e.g. send/receive)

Figure 5-1 Architectural view of MEM usage in Simple Mobile Service
A common concept in social web is sharing of resources originated by users, so creating
communities of users which share the same interests (see for example Flickr, Panoramio,
YouTube, etc.). The concept of MEM can be used to implement such resource sharing
mechanism within SMS architecture.

Creating and publishing MEMs Users and service providers will be able to use a range of
different tools for creating and publishing MEMs. In the simplest case, users choose a
template from a Web site (e.g. a template for a restaurant MEM), adapt the content and layout
to their needs, define the “context” where the MEM will be publicly available and
“instantiate” the MEM for their own purposes (e.g. by inputting the name of the restaurant,
choosing its location on a map etc.). To make the MEM available to users within a certain
range of the restaurant, all they have to do is click the publish button on the web site. More
sophisticated users may design their own MEMs using tools similar to common web editors
and upload them to a server providing MEM services (perhaps managed by their own
organization).
Capturing MEMs SMS envisions a number of ways in which a user can capture a MEM.
Others may be invented by future developers. Our current vision includes:
-

Location-based capture: the SMS system identifies and lists MEMs associated with the
user’s current location (e.g. a restaurant). To capture a MEM the user simply clicks on
it.
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-

Capture via near field transmission: SMS lists MEMs associated with near field
transmission devices in the vicinity of the user (e.g. a business card associated with the
user she is talking to). Again, a single click is enough to capture the MEM.

-

Optical capture: a code representing the URL for the MEM (e.g. a bar code) is
embedded in a physical artefact (e.g. a piece of publicity, a Powerpoint presentation).
The user points his terminal at the code, and captures the MEM

Using MEMs Once a MEM has been captured it can be annotated (e.g. the user can add
comments) and saved in local or network storage. Users can retrieve the MEM from storage at
a later date, view it in human readable format, or pass it to another application or service.
Examples of such services might include booking or purchasing services which “buy” a
service or a product mentioned in a MEM, “navigation services” which guide the user to a
location mentioned in the MEM; and mapping services which show the location mentioned in
the MEM on a map.
Security and privacy MEMs may contain sensitive personal data (e.g. identity data, credit
card numbers, data on users’ personal habits, contacts etc.). Protecting this data is of key
importance for public acceptance. SMS proposes a number of measures to guarantee users’
security and privacy. It is possible to make anonymous or pseudonymous requests for MEMs.
Personal information may be included in the request (and in MEMs themselves) only when it
is essential to the purpose for which the MEM is being used. Digital signatures will allow
service providers to prove their identity to end-users and vice-versa.

5.2

MEM design

A MEM is a sequence of “fields”. A “field” in turn can be a “structure” with several subfields.
When deciding upon the representation format of a MEM, we compared the options of using
XML and JSON. We decided to use JSON because it is more lightweight in terms of the
needed processing and length of the text representation. Therefore it is better suited for our
mobile device implementation (and it is fully compatible with the choosen middleware that
sends all data usins JSON over SIP). On the other hand XML has some interesting properties
as far as schema definition is concerned and there are XML based databases that could support
MEM searching capability on a MEM repository. Therefore we decided to keep a conceptual
compatibility with XML, so that in principle we can have both an XML and a JSON
serialization of an instance of MEM. Following this approach we provide in this document
instance of MEMs represented both in JSON and in XML and some XML schemas that
describe the content of a MEM. The XML schemas (XSD) are able to syntactically describe a
MEM serialized in XML, but from a “semantic” point of view they can be used as a reference
to describe the content of the JSON serialized MEMs. We stress that in our demonstrator we
have only implemented the JSON serialization.

5.2.1 General structure
NOTE: In the following, MEMs are supposed to have assigned the following MIME media
type:
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application/vnd.ist-sms.mem+json

A MEM generally contains a field with meta information, using the reserved field name
"META ", followed by a arbitrary number of even duplicated fields.
{ "META": { "metakey1": "value1",
"metakey2": "value2" },
"key1":"value1",
"key2":"value2",
}

The fields within the MEM can be grouped within a “BODY” tag, therefore the following
representation is equivalent to the previous one:
{ "META": { "metakey1": "value1",
"metakey2": "value2" },
"BODY" : { "key1":"value1",
"key2":"value2",
}
}

Having a specific “BODY” tag that surrounds the other workload fields may be useful for
security procedures (e.g. signing MEMs).
Within JSON ordering of fields is not relevant. In order to have repeated duplicated fields,
they should be included in arrays, for example field “key1” is duplicated:
{ "META": {"metakey1": "value1",
"metakey2": "value2" },
"key1": ["value1","value2","value3"],
"key2":"value2",
}

As will be detailled below, it should be expected that fields refer to other data, e.g. pictures,
WEB information, IDs, or even other MEMs. Even if the Intenet provides more and more
persistent access to such information, MEMs could have a mechanism to append a copy as an
enclosure. Thus, another reserved field name is "ENCL" (for “enclosure”), which is used to
attach arbitrary content to a MEM. The content of the “ENCL” field is an array, therefore
more than one object can be attached to a MEM, and these object can be referenced by their
position. For example, this MEM carries two MEMs as attachments.
{ "META": { "metakey1": "value1",
"metakey2": "value2" },
"BODY" : { "key1":"value1",
"key2":"value2"
}
"ENCL" : [{“type”:”application/vnd.ist-sms.mem+json”,
“content”:{ META: { ... }, BODY: { ... } }
},
{type”: ”application/vnd.ist-sms.mem+json”,
“content”:{ META: { ... }, BODY: { ... } }
}
]
}

Hereafter reported it is reported an equivalent representation which omits the “BODY” key for
compactness’ sake.
{ "META": { "metakey1": "value1",
"metakey2": "value2" },
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"key1":"value1",
"key2":"value2",
"ENCL" : [{“type”:”application/vnd.ist-sms.mem+json”,
“content”:{ META: { ... }, BODY: { ... } },
},
{type”: ”application/vnd.ist-sms.mem+json”,
“content”:{ META: { ... }, BODY: { ... } }
}
]
}

To refer to the object contained in or referred from one specific enclosure inside a MEM, it is
used the syntax \ENCL[i]", where the index i is used to point to the target enclosure. Note that
this assumes a one to one mapping between JSON arrays and multiple XML occurrences of
the same node, to maintain consistency with the XML representation of a MEM (see also
examples in section 5.4).

5.2.2 Meta data information in MEMs
The MEMs contain meta data information, hereafter we represent example of the currently
defined meta data using JSON notation.

•

"format": "http://ist-sms.org/MEMs/restaurant",

The “format” field in the meta data identifies the MEM schema upon which the MEM is
based As MEM can be specialized starting from more generic MEM schemas, the format field
can actually be an array, specifying a number of formats to which the MEM conforms to. The
formats are listed from the most generic to the most specific. The entity that reads the MEM
should try to interpret the MEM according to the most specific format it is able to handle. The
example is:
"format": ["http://ist-sms.org/MEMs/place",
"http://ist-sms.org/MEMs/restaurant"],
•

"serial": "http://minerva.uniroma2.it/2007-01-07_123345/3ABC2342F3",

The “serial” field in the meta data uniquely identifies the MEM
•

"author": "Stefano Salsano",

The “author” field in the meta data identifies the author of the MEM in a human readable way
•

"authorID": "sip:stefano.salsano@uniroma2.it",

The “authorID” field in the meta data identifies the author of the MEM in a "machine readable
and addressable" way. The “authorId” field should contain a valid URI (e.g. a SIP URI, an
email address or a web URI) identifying a digital subject.
•

"creationStamp": "2006-11-05T12:33:45+01:00",
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The “creationStamp” field in the meta data records the creation date and (optionally) time of
the MEM, according to the format defined by ISO8601 [ISO (International Organization for
Standardization). Representations of dates and times, 1988-06-15]
•

"sender": "Giovanni Bartolomeo",

The “sender” field in the meta data identifies the sender of the MEM, in a human readable
way: in case a MEM is forwarded, the sender will be different from the author
•

"senderID": "http://lid.uniroma2.it/giovannibartolomeo",

The “senderID” field in the meta data identifies the sender of the MEM is a machine readable
way that allows to obtain more attributes like public keys unambigously.
•

"heuristics": "allowed",

The “heuristics” field in the meta data allows or discourages to parse the MEM heuristically.
Note that "author" and "sender" are fields whose content is presented to the user, i.e. noncoded information, while "format", "serial", "heuristic", "senderID" can be evaluted by MEM
processing, i.e. are coded information
•

"expiration": "2006-12-05 12:33:45",

The “expiration”field informs that the information contained in the MEM will be no more
valid after a given date.
•

"privacyLevel": "public",

The “privacy level” field defines the privacy level of the MEM. Mems with privacy level
“public” are publicly available to all people and are called “public MEMs”

5.2.3 MEM schemas and processing of MEMs by applications
The MEM schemas are meant to provide a “common language” to define the content of a
MEM of a given type. An application is not obliged to fully validate the MEM before
interpreting its content, neither against a cached nor up-to-date copy of the schema. This
includes in particular checking the content of a field, e.g. integer in the schema, but alpha in
the MEM. Schema-independent, well-formedness tests should, however, be applied; i.e.
improper balanced curled brackets and not matching XML tag closures should inhibit further
processing. Unless heuristical processing is disabled in the meta data, the application may also
interpret the MEM without schema at all, i.e. using a common meaning of the tags as English
nouns or verbs.
MEM schemas may be defined using XML schema definition and XML namespaces. Some
examples are reported in section 5.5.
An application that displays/uses a MEM will be able to “semantically” process some fields of
the MEM according to the relevant MEM schema. For example in the restaurant MEM the
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“name” field will identify the restaurant name and the “address” field will identify the address
of the restaurant. The application that displays the MEM could translate these field names into
corresponding names in the language of the user. A MEM can also contain information
(fields) that the application is not able to process semantically (i.e. fields that are not included
in the MEM schema). In this case the application may simply display the information (field
name and field value), as controlled by user preferences.

5.2.4 Examples of MEM fields
In the following we provide examples of MEM fields, considering both their XML and their
JSON serialization.
JSON
"telephoneNumber": "320-4307310"

XML
<telephoneNumber>320-4307310</telephoneNumber>

JSON
"comment" : "This is my text"

XML
<comment>This is my text </comment>

The position of a MEM can be expressed in two ways: a simple one only provides latitude and
longitude, and it use a simple geoPos field with the following syntax.
"geoPos" : {"lat" : 41.442726" , "lng" : "12.392578"}

The more complex way involves the use of the "Generic position object" that has been defined
in [40], chapter 4 and whose java implementation is in the package it.uniroma2.sms.location.
A "Generic position" object can be composed by an "Outodoor position" and/or an "Indoor
position". An example MEM that includes a position information is shown hereafter. In
particular, this MEM is a "Position" MEM, which contains information about the actual
position of an entity and includes only metadata, a position object and the MEM’s name, but
the position object can be included in other MEM types as well.
{
"META-DATA":{
"serial":"sip:Stefano2-200864_125",
"sender":"Stefano2",
"author":"Stefano2",
"format":"http://ist-sms.org/MEMs/position"
},
"name":"Stefano2-200864_125",
"OutdoorPositionObject":{
"CivicAddress":{
"Fdnm":"Romabis",
"Country":"Italy"
},
"GmlPoint":{
"Lat":"41.895888",
"Lng":"12.489052",
"TimeIstant":"2006-12-05 12:33:45",
}
}
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5.2.5 Multiple fields of the same type
A “field” of the MEM can be repeated (e.g. if you consider a “comment” field, there can be
more than one comment in a MEM). In this case it should be possible to access the fields as
an array and it should be possible to add and remove one field instance. The implementation
of this concept for JSON and XML is reported hereafter.
JSON
"resource": [{"src": "mailto:pippo@foo.com",
"name": "Pippo’s mail"},
{"src": "http://www.pippo-restaurant.com/",
"name": "visit Pippo’s web site"},
]

XML
<resource>
<name>Pippo’s mail</name>
<src>mailto:pippo@foo.com</src>
</resource>
<resource>
<name>visit Pippo’s web site</name>
<src>http://www.pippo-restaurant.com/</src>
</resource>

The META, and BODY fields cannot be repeated, i.e. their the cannot have an array as their
value.

5.2.6 Including pictures and other binary objects in MEMs
Since a MEM is expressed in text format, images and binary objects may be represented in the
MEMs either by embedding their data using binary-to-text encoding, or by providing their
URI, or as attachments, using the “ENCL” field. The chosen Base64 encoding is the widely
known MIME Base64 encoding which encodes binary data by treating them numerically and
translating them into the base 64 representation described in the specifications contained in
RFC2045
and
RFC1421
[http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2045.txt,
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc1421.txt]. Note that base64 encoding increases the original data
length of about 130%. Thus, for example, a JPEG image of about 20 Kb is turned into a 26 Kb
text stream. To refer to the object contained in or referred from one specific enclosure inside a
MEM, it is used the syntax \ENCL[i]", where i is used to index the target enclosure.

5.2.7 Adding subfields to a MEM field
It is also possible to have a MEM field that has a “main” or “default” content and some subparts that are in turn MEM parts. The corresponding JSON and XML representation are
reported hereafter. In principle, if this is the lowest level, using attributes is an alternative
representation, better readable for humans. Note that attributes allow to distinguish between
the semantically important main content and the attributes that are local meta information.
The disadvantage is that the conversion XML-JSON-XML may deliver different results.
Therefore we assume that attributes for XML tags are not used for MEMs represented in
XML.
JSON
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"comment": {
"author": "Stefano",
"creationDate" : "11/05/2007",
"": "This is my text"
}

XML
<comment>This is my text
<author>Stefano</author>
<creationDate>2007-11-05</creationDate>
</comment>

XML (another possible option, NOT TO BE USED)
<comment author="Stefano" creationDate="2007-11-05">
This is my text
</comment>

The additional sub-parts may be optional, for example we can have a telephone number
represented both as a simple object:
JSON
"telephoneNumber": "320-4307310"

XML
<telephoneNumber>320-4307310</telephoneNumber>

and as a complex object like:
JSON
"telephoneNumber": {
"": "320-4307310",
"comment": "Use on day hours"
}

XML
<telephoneNumber>320-4307310
<comment>Use on day hours</comment>
</telephoneNumber>

5.3

MEM Classes

Despite, due to the flexible nature of a MEM itself, there may be an unlimited number of
different types of MEM, we have found useful to identify four basic classes of MEMs to
which each MEM type could refer. The concept of MEM class defines the minimum set of
fields it is expected a given MEM has to contain in relation to the specific kind of information
it carries, thus it specifies the minimum set of requirements a MEM enabled application
should implement to parse MEMs. The following classes have been identified:

•

Place MEMs contain information about public places, private places like houses and
flats, shops and activities, generic locations

•

People are MEMs used to describe people (human beings or characters)

•

Events are MEMs representing an activity held at a given time (e.g., football matches,
lecturea in a classroom, parties, weddings, beer festivals, etc.)

•

Physical Entities MEMs identifying entities which are not people, like animals, paintings, cars, etc.
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•

Memo MEMs containing information that cannot be classified into the previous four
classes. For example a “todo” list, some of comments about a resource (that could be a
MEM), a list of person to be contacted.

From these classes, one can derive almost complex MEMs for specific contexts, e.g. restaurants and monuments MEMs are special MEMs for places, calendar entries MEMs can be
thought as Event MEMs, employers MEMs belongs to the class “People”, etc.

5.3.1 Commonly Used Objects
Before going into details describing the schema for each class, we report the definition of a set
of objects which are often used as fragments inside MEMs. Their complete XML schema
definition is reported in section 5.5.2.

5.3.1.1

Resource

Model a resource, can be used as a fragment inside a MEM; for example images are
commonly used in a MEM, and they are a resource; as well, a MEM for media may contain a
resource corresponding to the media.
name

String

An human readable name

description

String

An human readable description

src

URI

URI pointing to the resource

content

Object

The resource itself, coded according the information contained in the
“encoding” field

type

String

The
MIME
type
for
this
[http://www.iana.org/assignments/media-types/]

encoding

String

The encoding used to store the resource in the content field.

resource,

see

RFC 2396 and RFC 3986 describe a resource as anything that has identity. Despite,
intentionally, this means that also physical object and even abstract concept (RFC3986) can be
seen as resources we limit here to resource corresponding to MIME media types [RFC2045,
RFC2046] defined by IANA [http://www.iana.org/assignments/media-types/]
NOTE: the field “content” is a generic container for any type of objects. Its XML type
corresponds to anyType in XML schemas.

5.3.1.2

Outdoor Position Object

Model an outdoor location. The object is composed of two parts, one describing
geocoordinates, the second keeping fields from a human readable civic address.

Geolocation coordinates
lat

Double

Latitude
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lng

Double

Longitude

timeInstant

Date

Report the time when this measurement has been taken, it is
expressed in ISO8601 format

source

String

Human readable description of the source of geolocation information
(e.g. GPS, GALILEO, AGPS, manual input, etc.)

Civic address definition
This is inspired by the <geopriv> XML tag in SIP-Presence Information Data Format (PIDF)
Location Object (LO) for conveying location information as from RFC 4119. A detailed
description of this object, compared to other standards as well, is out of the scope of this
document but can be found in [40], chapter 4.

5.3.1.3

Indoor Position Object

The IndoorPositionObject describes a position for an object in an indoor environment in terms
of local coordinates. Its definition is hereafter reported. For more information, please refer to
(see also [40], chapter 4)
refPt

String

Reference point

relPosX

Double

X coordinate of the position of the physical object, with respect to the
reference point

relPosY

Double

Y coordinate of the position of the physical object, with respect to the
reference point

relPosZ

Double

Z coordinate of the position of the physical object, with respect to the
reference point

relPosUOW String

Units of measurement for relative position

mapId

URI

An URI pointing to the corresponding map of the indoor environment

Timestamp

Date

Report the time when this measurement has been taken

Source

String

Human readable description of the source of geolocation information
(Zigbee tag, WiFi, etc.)

5.3.1.4

Simplified notation for outdoor position (deprecated)

A simplified way to express a GPS coordinate is through the use of geoPos, Country and City
objects. A geoPos object only carries longitude and latitude as follows
lat

Double

Latitude

lng

Double

Longitude

The Country object is a simple string
country

String

The county
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The City object is as well a simple string
city

String

The city

The geoPos, Country and City objects contain the same information that can be contained in
the corrisponding fields inside the OutdoorPositionObject. Their use is therefore discouraged.

5.3.2 Place class
Exploiting the full flexibility of its embedded OutdoorPositionObject (see 5.3.1.2) a MEM for
Place can be exported into several legacy standards, like OASIS Customer Information
Quality
(CIQ)
Extensible
Address
Language
xAL
[http://www.oasisopen.org/committees/ciq/ciq.html] and SIP-Presence Information Data Format (PIDF)
Location Object (LO) [http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4119]
The basic schema for this MEM can be extended by several types of MEM belonging to this
class, e.g. there may be MEMs for airports, banks, hospitals, offices, restaurants, etc. A
possible set of places is addressed in Schulzrinne, et al., RFC 4589, Location Types Registry,
July 2006
name

String

Name of this place

outdoorPositi OutdoorPosition An outdoor position object as described in section 5.3.1.2
onObject
Object
indoorPositio IndoorPositionO An indoor position object as described in section 5.3.1.3
nObject
bject
note

String

A human readable note

icon

Resource

An icon associated to this place

image

Resource[]

Image(s) associated to this place

resource

Resource[]

Other resources associated to this place

tags

Tagging[]

A set of human readable tags, comments and votes related to the
MEM itself or to an external target (e.g. another MEM or a resource),
referred using the “target” subfield. If the “target” field is empty, by
default it is assumed that the target object is the MEM itself

5.3.3 People class
This class of MEM is almost completely based on vCard (RFC2426) and CPID (RFC4482)
properties and values, and ETSI extension for VCard in address book, [ETSI TS 102 334-3
V1.2.2 (2006-11), Network Address Book on fixed network, Part 3: vCard 2.1 profile for
contact exchange]. Also contains some extra fields common in social networking users’
profiles. Thus easily exportable as vCard and hCard [http://microformats.org/wiki/hcard], one
of several open microformat standards suitable for embedding in HTML, XHTML, Atom,
RSS, and arbitrary XML.
name

String

The property value is a concatenation of the Family Name (first
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field), Given Name (second field), Additional Names (third
field), Name Prefix (fourth field) and Name Suffix (fifth field)
nickname

String

Short name to be displayed instead of the full one

gender

Enumeration

Allowed values are MALE/FEMALE

birthday

Date

Birth date of the subject described by this MEM

status

Enumeration

Allowed values are SINGLE/TAKEN

organization

String

The organization to which the subject described by this MEM
belongs to

address

OutdoorPositionObjec Home address specified as an outdoor position object,
t
described in section 5.3.1.2

personalPhon E164Num
e

Mobile telephone number

workPhone

E164Num

Work telephone number

email

String

Email address of the subject described by this MEM

IMcontact

URI

Instant Messaging contact, including information about the
protocol
Examples:
sip:Giovanni.bartolomeo@netgroup.uniroma2.it
xmpp:Giovanni1234@jabber.org

homepage

URI

Web homepage address of the subject described by this MEM

revision

String

To specify the combination of the calendar date and time of day
of the last update

note

String

A human redable note

icon

Resource

An icon associated to this MEM

image

Resource[]

Image(s) associated to this MEM

resource

Resource[]

Other resources associated to the person

tags

Tagging[]

A set of human readable tags, comments and votes related to
the MEM itself or to an external target (e.g. another MEM or a
resource), referred using the “target” subfield. If the “target”
field is empty, by default it is assumed that the target object is
the MEM itself

5.3.4 Event class
Modeled according to the iCalendar specifications given in RFC2445. Can be easily exported
to hCalendar (http://microformats.org/wiki/hcalendar).
name

String

The Event’s name used

when

Date

time for the event
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timeInterval leadTime

minimum lead time for events

urgencyFlag Boolean

set if the event is urgent

description String

A description of the event

location

OutdoorPositionObject Location where the event will take place

calendarID URI

Identify which calendar (if any) the event described refers to

uid

String

In case the calendarId is used, this field is used to identify the
event described within calendar

note

String

A human readable note associated to this MEM

icon

Resource

An icon associated to the event

image

Resource[]

Image(s) associated to the event

resource

Resource[]

Other resources associated to this event. They may be embedded
or in form of links to additional information that may describe
properties, dynamic state, context…

tags

Tagging[]

A set of human readable tags, comments and votes related to the
MEM itself or to an external target (e.g. another MEM or a
resource), referred using the “target” subfield. If the “target”
field is empty, by default it is assumed that the target object is
the MEM itself

5.3.5 Physical Entity class
In addition to Places, People and Events, the emerging “Internet of Things” explicitly
addresses Real World Objects (RWOs). MEMs for Physical Entities may be used to model
RWOs. Examples of RWOs include paintings, trains, animals, vegetables…
Name

String

Name of the entity

outdoorPositi OutdoorPosition An outdoor position object as described in section 5.3.1.2
onObject
Object
indoorPositio IndoorPositionO An indoor position object as described in section 5.3.1.3
nObject
bject
description

String

A human readable description

note

String

A human readable note

icon

Resource

An icon associated to the physical item

image

Resource[]

Image(s) associated to the physical item

resource

Resource[]

Other resources associated to this event. They may be embedded or in
form of links to additional information that may describe properties,
dynamic state, context…

tags

Tagging[]

A set of human readable tags, comments and votes related to the
MEM itself or to an external target (e.g. another MEM or a resource),
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referred using the “target” subfield. If the “target” field is empty, by
default it is assumed that the target object is the MEM itself

5.3.6 MEMO class
A “MEMO” MEM is a generic container of information, for example a “to-do” list, some of
comments about a resource (that could be a MEM), a list of person to be contacted.
Name

String

Name of the entity

description

String

A human readable description

note

String

A human readable note

icon

Resource

An icon associated to the MEMO

image

Resource[]

Image(s) associated to the MEMO

tags

Tagging[]

A set of human readable tags, comments and votes related to the
MEM itself or to an external target (e.g. another MEM or a resource),
referred using the “target” subfield. If the “target” field is empty, by
default it is assumed that the target object is the MEM itself

5.4

Examples of MEMs

We have so far used five types of MEMs in our early demo application.

MEM type

Description

Class

Restaurant

Information about a restaurant

Place

Monument

Information about a monument

Place

Meteo

Information about the weather of a city for a Place
number of times

Position

Provides a geographical position,
associating a name to a position

User

Provides information about a SMS user

just Place
People

MEM for events and physical entities are, at the time of writing, under implementation.

5.4.1 Restaurant MEM
Example of a Restaurant MEM in JSON
{
"META-DATA" :
{"format": "http://ist-sms.org/MEMs/restaurant",
"serial": "http://minerva.uniroma2.it/2007-01-07_123345/3ABC2342F3",
"author": "Stefano Salsano",
"creationStamp": "2006-11-05T11:43+1",
"sender": "Stefano Salsano"
},
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"name": "Ristorante Da Pippo",
"address":"Via Napoli, 11",
"city":"Roma",
"country":"Italy",
"geoPos" : {"lat" : 41.442726" , "lng" : "12.392578"},
"openingTimes" : {"openingDays" : "da martedi alla domenica",
"openingHours": "12.30 - 15.30/19.30 - 24.00"
},
"telephoneNumber":[{"": "06-7259 7770"},
{ "": "320-4307310", "comment": "Use on closing hours" }
],
"creditCards" : "all",
"resource": [{"src": "mailto:pippo@foo.com",
"name": "Pippo’s mail"},
{"src": http://www.pippo-restaurant.com/,
"name": "visit Pippo’s web site"},
],
"tags": [{"":"Italian, slow food"}],
"image": [{"src": "http://minerva.uniroma2.it/MEM/images/da_pippo.jpg",
"name": "da_pippo"},
{"base64":
"iVBORw0KGgoAAAANSUhEUgAAAA4AAAASBAMAAACZcvICAAAALHRFWHRDcmVhdGlvbiBUaW1lAHNh
YiAxOSBsdWcgMjAwMyAxNDozOTowNiArMDEwMK1eqmIAAAAHdElNRQfTBxMMOjCimPfxAAAACXBI
WXMAAAsRAAALEQF/ZF+RAAAABGdBTUEAALGPC/xhBQAAADBQTFRF////ICAepaWgb39pRYEpVq8r
Y84xNW4bnJycWr0xSpwpAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAW3Dc9QAAAAF0Uk5TAEDm2GYAAABRSURBVHja
YzBggAABDuMGEC3hmRYMoqXS0lJAtBgKbQCi051dFoD5aWkBCDpzVQiIFjXicAfREgwMYL4AA0Mp
lA5LS3MA0couzgwgGmIvKg0AD4IXIHlm20MAAAAASUVORK5CYII=",
"name": "flag.png"},
],
"icon": {"src": "http://minerva.uniroma2.it/MEM/images/da_pippo_ico.png"}
}

In bold we’ve outlined the additional fields introduced by this specific MEM type, i.e.
“restaurant”, compared to the default ones defined in the class “Place”. Note that in this MEM
address and geocoordinates are expressed in separate field. Though this is possible and
simplifies the structure, developers are encouraged to use the position object as described in
section 5.4.4 instead. An example of a similar Restaurant MEM expressed in XML would be:
<META>
<format>http://ist-sms.org/MEMs/restaurant</format>
<serial>http://minerva.uniroma2.it/2007-01-07_123345/3ABC2342F3</serial>
<author>Stefano Salsano</author>
<creationStamp>2006-11-05</creationStamp>
<sender>Stefano Salsano</sender>
</META>
<name>Ristorante Ugo</name>
<openingTimes>
<openingDays>dal martedi alla domenica</openingDays>
<openingHours>12.30 - 15.30/19.30 - 24.00</openingHours>
</openingTimes>
<creditCards>all</creditCards>
<country>Italy</country>
<city>Roma</city>
<address>Via del corso, 2</address>
<geoPos>
<lat>41.442726</lat>
<lng>12.392578</lng>
</geoPos>
<resource>
<src>http://ugoslowfoodrestaurant.com/</src>
<name>learn more about ugo’s slow food!</name>
</resource>
<resource>
<src>mailto:info@ugoslowfoodrestaurant.com</src>
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<name>learn more about ugo’s slow food!</name>
</resource>
<resource>
<src>tel:+390672597774</src>
<name>phone Ugo’s</name>
</resource>
<tags>Italian, pizza</tags>
<image>
<src>http://minerva.uniroma2.it/MEM/images/da_ugo.jpg</src>
<name>da ugo</name>
</image>
<image>
<name>flag.png</name>
<content>
iVBORw0KGgoAAAANSUhEUgAAAA4AAAASBAMAAACZcvICAAAALHRFWHRDcmVhdGlvbiBUaW1lAHNh
YiAxOSBsdWcgMjAwMyAxNDozOTowNiArMDEwMK1eqmIAAAAHdElNRQfTBxMMOjCimPfxAAAACXBI
WXMAAAsRAAALEQF/ZF+RAAAABGdBTUEAALGPC/xhBQAAADBQTFRF////ICAepaWgb39pRYEpVq8r
Y84xNW4bnJycWr0xSpwpAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAW3Dc9QAAAAF0Uk5TAEDm2GYAAABRSURBVHja
YzBggAABDuMGEC3hmRYMoqXS0lJAtBgKbQCi051dFoD5aWkBCDpzVQiIFjXicAfREgwMYL4AA0Mp
lA5LS3MA0couzgwgGmIvKg0AD4IXIHlm20MAAAAASUVORK5CYII=
</content>
<encoding>base64</encoding>
</image>
<icon>http://minerva.uniroma2.it/MEM/images/da_ugo_ico.png</icon>

Note that in this MEM the field “telephone number” has been treated as a resource, and
identified as a tel URI, instead of having a specific field. This approach is encouraged in
order to increase interoperability.
Finally, time slots and days can vary during the year. In order to make simple this
mechanism, it is possible to use the “expirationTime” in metadata, e.g. dispose the
MEM after a given data and replace it with a new one describing the new time slots.
Even if this solution may seem a bit resource wasting, it is simple and effective: the
information associated to the MEM in this case is the opening time, so it makes sense
that whenever time changes a new MEM has to be created.

5.4.2 Monument MEM
An example of a Monument MEM in JSON is reported hereafter
{"META-DATA":
{"format":"http://ist-sms.org/MEMs/monument",
"serial","http://minerva.uniroma2.it/2007-01-07_123345/3ABC",
"author":"Mario Rossi",
"creationStamp":"2006-11-05"
"sender":"Stefano Salsano"
},
"name":"Fontana dei Fiumi",
"OutdoorPositionObject":{
"CivicAddress":{
"A3":"Rome",
"A6":"Piazza Navona",
"Country":"Italy"
},
"GmlPoint":{
"Lat":"41.442726",
"Lng":"12.392578",
}
}
"creationDate":"1815",
"Order by":"papa innocenzoX",
"author":"Bernini",
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"openingTimes" : {"openingDays" : "all days",
"openingHours": "12.30 - 15.30/19.30 - 24.00"
},
"tags": [{"":"Baroque, fountain"}],
"image": [{"src": "http://minerva.uniroma2.it/MEM/images/Fontana-fiumi.jpg",
"name": " Fontana-fiumi"}],
}

Here, the “OutdoorPositionObject” is used to describe the location. An example of a similar
MEM in XML would be:
<META-DATA>
<format>http://ist-sms.org/MEMs/monument</format>
<serial>http://minerva.uniroma2.it/2007-01-07_123345/3ABC2342F3</serial>
<author>Mario Rossi</author>
<creationStamp>2006-11-05</creationStamp>
<sender>Stefano Salsano</sender>
</META-DATA>
<name>Fontana dei Fiumi</name>
<OutdoorPositionObject>
"CivicAddress":{
"A3":"Rome",
"A6":"Piazza Navona",
"Country":"Italy"
},
<GmlPoint>
<lat>41.442726</lat>
<lng>12.392578</lng>
</GmlPoint>
</OutdoorPositionObject>
<creationDate>1815</creationDate>
<Order by>Papa Innocenzo X</Order by>
<author>Bernini</author>
<openingTimes>
<openingDays>all days</openingDays>
<openingHours>12.30 - 15.30/19.30 - 24.00</openingHours>
</openingTimes>
<tags>Baroque, fountain</tags>
<image>
<src>http://minerva.uniroma2.it/MEM/images/Fontana-fiumi.jpg</src>
<name>Fontana-fiumi</name>
</image>

5.4.3 Meteo MEM
Example of a Meteo MEM in JSON where the OutdoorPositionObject is used:
{"META-DATA":
{"format":"http://ist-sms.org/MEMs/meteo",
"serial","http://minerva.uniroma2.it/2007-01-07_123345/3ABC",
"author":"repubblica meteo",
"creationStamp":"29/05/2007",
"sender":"Stefano Salsano"},
"meteoInfo": [
{"when":"Mercoledì
30
sera","temperature":,"humidity":"72%","weather":"poco
nuvoloso","windStrenght":"Brezza tesa","windDirection":"Ovest"},
{"when":"Giovedì
31 mattina","temperature":,"humidity":"72%","weather":"poco
nuvoloso","windStrenght":"Brezza tesa","windDirection":"Ovest"},
{"when":"Giovedì 31 pomeriggio","temperature":,"humidity":"72%","weather":"poco
nuvoloso","windStrenght":"Brezza tesa","windDirection":"Ovest"},
{"when":"Giovedì
31
sera","temperature":,"humidity":"72%","weather":"poco
nuvoloso","windStrenght":"Brezza tesa","windDirection":"Ovest"},
],
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"OutdoorPositionObject":{
"CivicAddress":{
"Fdnm":"Roma",
"Country":"Italy"
},
"GmlPoint":{
"Lat":"41.895888",
"Lng":"12.489052",
"TimeIstant":"1217107840531",
}
}
}

Example of a Meteo MEM in XML, without OutdoorPositionObject
<META-DATA>
<format>http://ist-sms.org/MEMs/meteo</format>
<serial>http://minerva.uniroma2.it/2007-01-07_123345/3ABC2342F3</serial>
<author>Stefano Salsano</author>
<creationStamp>2006-11-05</creationStamp>
<sender>Stefano Salsano</sender>
</META-DATA>
<meteoInfo>
<when>Mercoledì 30 sera</when>
<temperature>24°</temperature>
<humidity>72%</humidity>
<weather>poco nuvoloso</weather>
<windStrenght>Brezza tesa</windStrenght>
<windDirection>Ovest</windDirection>
</meteoInfo>
<meteoInfo>
<when>Giovedì 31 mattina</when>
<temperature>24°</temperature>
<humidity>72%</humidity>
<weather>poco nuvoloso</weather>
<windStrenght>Brezza tesa</windStrenght>
<windDirection>Ovest</windDirection>
</meteoInfo>
<meteoInfo>
<when>Giovedì 31 pomeriggio</when>
<temperature>24°</temperature>
<humidity>72%</humidity>
<weather>poco nuvoloso</weather>
<windStrenght>Brezza tesa</windStrenght>
<windDirection>Ovest</windDirection>
</meteoInfo>
<meteoInfo>
<when>Giovedì 31 sera</when>
<temperature>24°</temperature>
<humidity>72%</humidity>
<weather>poco nuvoloso</weather>
<windStrenght>Brezza tesa</windStrenght>
<windDirection>Ovest</windDirection>
</meteoInfo>
<city>roma</city>

5.4.4 Position MEM
Example of a Position MEM in JSON
{
"META-DATA" :
{ "format": "http://ist-sms.org/MEMs/position",
"serial": "http://minerva.uniroma2.it/2007-01-07_123345/3ABC2342F3",
"author": "Stefano Salsano",
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"creationStamp": "2006-11-05",
"sender": "Stefano Salsano"},
"name": "Stefano Salsano",
"geoPos" : {"lat" : 41.442726" , "lng" : "12.392578"},
"notes" : "Hi, I’m here".
}

Example of a Position MEM in XML
<META-DATA>
<format>http://ist-sms.org/MEMs/position</format>
<serial>http://minerva.uniroma2.it/2007-01-07_123345/3ABC2342F3</serial>
<author>Stefano Salsano</author>
<creationStamp>2006-11-05</creationStamp>
<sender>Stefano Salsano</sender>
</META-DATA>
<name>Stefano Salsano</name>
<geoPos>
<lat>41.442726</lat>
<lng>12.392578</lng>
</geoPos>
<notes>Hi, I’m here</notes>

Another example of a Position MEM in JSON, exploiting the OutdoorPositionObject:
{
"META-DATA" :
{ "format": "http://ist-sms.org/MEMs/position",
"serial": "http://minerva.uniroma2.it/2007-01-07_123345/3ABC2342F3",
"author": "Stefano Salsano",
"creationStamp": "2006-11-05",
"sender": "Stefano Salsano"},
"name": "Stefano Salsano",
"notes" : "Hi, I’m here".
"OutdoorPositionObject":{
"GmlPoint": {
"Lat":"41.89941227939051",
"TimeIstant":"1211473874718",
"Lng":"12.490374666275441"
},"CivicAddress":{
"Country":"Italy",
"A3":"Rome"
}
}
}

5.5

MEM schemas

5.5.1 Discussion on MEM schemas
The flexibility of MEMs reside in their lack for a fixed schema to comply with. However, as
anticipated in section 5.3, it makes sense to define at least some common “classes” of MEMs
which can be used to derive an unlimited number of types. Therefore, it makes sense to define
a minimum schema a MEM enabled application is expected to understand. A possibility to
express MEM schema is the XSD format. There are four different schemas for each class of
MEMs (Place, People, Physical Entities, Events). In addition, there may be schemas for well
known MEM types (e.g. Restaurant, Monument, Meteo…).
A MEM instance contains both metadata introduced in section 5.2.1 and actual data. Metadata
information will likely be common to different types of MEMs. XSD mechanisms like
namespaces will help providing a consistent definition of MEMs metadata and actual data.
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A schema is associated to a fully qualified name (e.g. http://ist-sms.org/MEMs/Place for the
MEM class “Place” or http://ist-sms.org/MEMs/Restaurant for the well known MEM type
“Restaurant”), the MEM instance will contain the fully qualified schema name so that the
application can know in advance the class of the MEM that is receiving and has some
information about the semantic content of the MEM. It may also receive a set of schema
names, ordered from the most generic to the most specific.
There is not any requirement to perform validation of a MEM against its schema. The
application may do a validation or (more likely) may be very liberal in processing a received
MEM. Note that as discussed above, a the MEM instance can either be XML (so that a
traditional XML instance validation may be performed) or JSON (and in this case the
validation should be intended at a semantic level). We remind that in the SMS testbed we
have only implemented the JSON serialization.
There is the possibility to extend a MEM by adding additional information not foreseen in the
original MEM. This can be done at the instance level, i.e. adding some information to a MEM
instance, or at the MEM schema level, creating a new MEM type which can be “derived”
from an existing type. The relation between a new derived MEM type and the “base” MEM
type from which it was derived is similar to the “inheritance” relationship. The derived MEM
should contain all (the mandatory) information contained in the base MEM and it can add new
information.
Both the base MEM type and the derived MEM type(s) can be indicated in the “format” field
in the Metadata. For example if the MEM type “Pizzeria” is a derivation of the MEM type
“Restaurant”, the format field will be a sequence of the two, e.g. in JSON:
"format": ["http://ist-sms.org/MEMs/Restaurant", "http://ist-sms.org/MEMs/Pizzeria"]

While in XML:
<format>http://ist-sms.org/MEMs/Restaurant</format>
<format>http://ist-sms.org/MEMs/Pizzeria</format>

The process can be iterated, i.e. a new MEM type can be derived from the derived MEM type,
and the MEM types are listed in the format field from the more general to the more specific.
The processing application will apply the processing of the more specific MEM types it
knows. Only single inheritance is accepted, it is not possible to have multiple inheritance.
There is obviously no guarantee that the application receiving the MEM will be able to
understand all of the information introduced in a MEM instance or in a new MEM schema.
The application should try to do its best to process the received application, e.g. when
displaying a MEM it could simply output field name and field value for the field that it does
not understand. In some other cases (e.g. a bank transaction) the application could perform a
validation a completely reject a MEM which does not correspond to a schema.
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5.5.2 Examples of MEM schemas
Hereafter, an example definition of the MEM schema for the restaurant MEM type is
provided.
XML Schema for any MEM: common fields
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<?xml version="1.0"?>
<schema targetNamespace="http://ist-sms.org/MEMs/basicschema" xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns:tns="http://istsms.org/MEMs/basicschema" xmlns:ca="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:pidf:geopriv10:civicAddr" elementFormDefault="unqualified" attributeFormDefault="unqualified">
<import namespace="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:pidf:geopriv10:civicAddr"/>
<annotation>
<documentation xml:lang="en">
Created by S. Salsano(1), G. Bartolomeo(1), R. Glaschick (2)
(1)University of Rome “Tor Vergata”,
{stefano.salsano, giovanni.bartolomeo}@uniroma2.it
(2)Siemens C-Lab,
rainer.glaschick@c-lab.de
SMS project (http://www.ist-sms.org/)
</documentation>
</annotation>
<complexType name="META">
<sequence>
<element name="format" type="string" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="serial" type="string"/>
<element name="author" type="string" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="authorID" type="anyURI" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="creationStamp" type="dateTime" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="sender" type="string" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="senderID" type="anyURI" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="privacyLevel" type="string" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="heuristics" type="string" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="SIGN" type="tns:SIGN" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
<element name="expiration" type="dateTime" minOccurs="0"/>
</sequence>
</complexType>
<complexType name="SIGN">
<sequence>
<element name="algo" type="string"/>
<element name="signing-entity" type="string" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="signature" type="base64Binary" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="digest" type="string" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="target" type="anyURI" minOccurs="0"/>
</sequence>
</complexType>
<complexType name="Resource">
<sequence>
<element name="name" type="string"/>
<element name="description" type="string" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="src" type="string" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="content" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="type" type="string" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="encoding" type="string" minOccurs="0"/>
</sequence>
</complexType>
<complexType name="IndoorPositionObject">
<sequence>
<element name="refPt" type="string" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="relPosX" type="double"/>
<element name="relPosY" type="double"/>
<element name="relPosZ" type="double" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="relPosUOW" type="string" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="mapId" type="string"/>
<element name="timeStamp" type="string" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="source" type="string" minOccurs="0"/>
</sequence>
</complexType>
<complexType name="OutdoorPositionObject">
<sequence>
<element name="GmlPoint" type="tns:GmlPoint" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="CivicAddress" type="ca:civicAddress" minOccurs="0"/>
</sequence>
</complexType>
<complexType name="GmlPoint">
<sequence>
<element name="lat" type="double"/>
<element name="lng" type="double"/>
<element name="timeInstant" type="dateTime" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="source" type="string" minOccurs="0"/>
</sequence>
</complexType>
<complexType name="Tagging" mixed="true">
<sequence>
<element name="target" type="anyURI" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="comment" type="string" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="rate" type="string" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="author" type="string" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="authorID" type="anyURI" minOccurs="0"/>
</sequence>
</complexType>
</schema>
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XML Schema for “Restaurant” MEMs
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<schema targetNamespace="http://ist-sms.org/MEMs/restaurant" xmlns:basic="http://ist-sms.org/MEMs/basicschema" xmlns:tns="http://istsms.org/MEMs/restaurant" xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" elementFormDefault="unqualified" attributeFormDefault="unqualified">
<import namespace="http://ist-sms.org/MEMs/basicschema"/>
<complexType name="RestaurantMEMType">
<sequence>
<element name="META" type="basic:META" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="name" type="string"/>
<element name="note" type="string" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="OutdoorPositionObject" type="basic:OutdoorPositionObject" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="IndoorPositionObject" type="basic:IndoorPositionObject" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="openingTimes" type="tns:OpeningTimesType"/>
<element name="telephoneNumber" type="tns:TelephoneNumberType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
<element name="creditCards" type="string" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="country" type="string" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="city" type="string" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="address" type="string" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="geoPos" type="tns:GeoPos" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="e-mail" type="string" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="webSite" type="string" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="tag" type="basic:Tagging" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
<element name="resource" type="basic:Resource" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
<element name="image" type="basic:Resource" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
<element name="icon" type="basic:Resource" minOccurs="0"/>
<!-- META-DATA, name, note, icon, image, resource and tag are common fields for any MEM -->
<!-- fields openingTimes, telephoneNumber, creditCards are specific fields for "Restaurant" type -->
<!-- fields OutdoorPositionObject and Indoor PositionObject are specific for MEM of "Place" class -->
<!-- fields country, city, address, geoPos are deprecated, use OutdoorPositionObject instead -->
</sequence>
</complexType>
<complexType name="OpeningTimesType">
<sequence>
<element name="openingDays" type="string"/>
<element name="openingHours" type="string"/>
</sequence>
</complexType>
<complexType name="TelephoneNumberType" mixed="true">
<sequence>
<element name="comment" type="string" minOccurs="0"/>
</sequence>
</complexType>
<!-- deprecated -->
<complexType name="GeoPos">
<sequence>
<element name="lat" type="double"/>
<element name="lng" type="double"/>
</sequence>
</complexType>
</schema>

For completeness’ sake, we also report the XML Schema for the for the Presence Information
Data Format Location Object (PIDF-LO) - see http://www.iana.org/assignments/xmlregistry/ns/pidf/geopriv10/civicAddr.txt
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<?xml version="1.0"?>
<xs:schema targetNamespace="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:pidf:geopriv10:civicAddr" xmlns:ca="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:pidf:geopriv10:civicAddr"
xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" elementFormDefault="qualified" attributeFormDefault="unqualified">
<xs:import namespace="http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/namespace" schemaLocation="http://www.w3.org/2001/xml.xsd"/>
<xs:simpleType name="iso3166a2">
<xs:restriction base="xs:token">
<xs:pattern value="[A-Z]{2}"/>
</xs:restriction>
</xs:simpleType>
<xs:complexType name="caType">
<xs:simpleContent>
<xs:extension base="xs:token">
<xs:attribute ref="xml:lang" use="optional"/>
</xs:extension>
</xs:simpleContent>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:element name="civicAddress" type="ca:civicAddress"/>
<xs:complexType name="civicAddress">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="country" type="ca:iso3166a2" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="A1" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="A2" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="A3" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="A4" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="A5" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="A6" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="PRM" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="PRD" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="RD" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="STS" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="POD" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="POM" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="RDSEC" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="RDBR" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="RDSUBBR" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="HNO" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="HNS" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="LMK" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="LOC" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="FLR" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="NAM" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="PC" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="BLD" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="UNIT" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="ROOM" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="SEAT" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="PLC" type="xs:token" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="PCN" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="POBOX" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="ADDCODE" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:any namespace="##other" processContents="lax" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</xs:sequence>
<xs:attribute ref="xml:lang" use="optional"/>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:schema>

5.5.3 Requirements on extendibility
It should be possible to change from a field with cardinality = 1 to a vector of the same field.
It should be possible to include new subfields in a field which is the composition of sub fields
(easy!).
It should be possible to include new subfields also in a field with no subfields (in XSD terms,
changing it from a SimpleType to a ComplexType).
The application processing instances the base type should be able also to process instances of
the derived type with the above defined extensions.
In the light of the above requirements, additional work is still needed to support the following
extensions:
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"telephoneNumber": "320-4307310"

"telephoneNumber": {
"": "320-4307310"
"comment": "Use on day hours"}

"telephoneNumber": "320-4307310"

"telephoneNumber": ["320-4307310",
"06-72597770"]

<telephoneNumber>320-4307310
</telephoneNumber>

<telephoneNumber>320-4307310
<comment>Use on day hours</comment>
</telephoneNumber>

<telephoneNumber>320-4307310
</telephoneNumber>

<telephoneNumber>320-4307310
</telephoneNumber>
<telephoneNumber>06-72597770
</telephoneNumber>

5.6

Security aspects

Security aspects are a fundamental concern in the sharing of information through MEMs. The
detailed specification of the signature/encryption mechanisms used in SMS are out of the
scope of this document. We provide here some consideration on possible solutions that are
still subject to tuning.
A “SIGN” field in a MEM allows to provide an hash or a signature of the MEM content, the
whole MEM or a part of it. The “SIGN” field can be added at whatever level in the MEM
structure. The value corresponding to the "SIGN" field is an object that can carry an hash or a
digital signature. The hash or signature covers all the other keys at its same level. Hereafter a
possible representation of an hash and of a signature.
•

"SIGN": {"algo":"SHA1","digest":"adsfdsaf"},

•

"SIGN": {"signing-entity":"Entity-ID", "algo ":"PGP",
"signature":"sdvsvfdvfdvfd"}

Note that the hash/signature applies to a normalized representation, excluding the “SIGN”2..
A normalized JSON representation is defined as a JSON representation with no added spaces
or line-breaks and with all the field keys ordered in lexicographic order. For example,
consider the following MEM:
{ "META": { "metakey1": "mvalue2",
"metakey2": "mvalue2" },
"SIGN": {"algo":"SHA1","digest":"adsfdsaf"},
"key1":"value1",
"key2":"value2",
}

The digest in the “SIGN” field is obtained from the following representation, where fields are
ordered in lexicographic order and the “SIGN” field is removed.

2 The signature cannot be part of the signed message, as this would be a circular process that never ends if the

signature algorithm is good.
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{"key1":"value1","key2":"value2","META":{"metakey1":"mvalue2","metakey2":"m
value2"}}

(obviously with no line break)
If one wants to sign the value of a single field, for example the “META” content:
{ "META": { "metakey1": "mvalue2",
"metakey2": "mvalue2",
"SIGN" : {"algo":"SHA1","digest":"yukuyuukuy"}
},
"key1":"value1",
"key2":"value2"
}

It is also possible to transport the signature of a specific part of the MEM, by using the
“target” field. “SIGN” field value can carry more that one digest/signature, each one with a
different “target” field. If the “target” field is missing, by default it applies to all the fields at
the same level, including a SIGN field with all the other digest/signatures. For example the
digest with no target in this MEM
{ "META": {"metakey1": "mvalue2",
"metakey2": "mvalue2",
"SIGN" : {[{"algo":"SHA1","digest"="yukuyuukuy"},
{"algo":"SHA1","target"="BODY","digest"="yukuyuukuy"}
]}
},
"BODY": {
"key1":"value1",
"key2":"value2",
}
}

has been obtained by running the digest algorithm to this serialized MEM:
{"BODY":{"key1":"value1","key2":"value2",},"META":{"metakey1":"mvalue2","me
takey2":"mvalue2","SIGN":{[{"algo":"SHA1","target"="BODY","digest"="yukuyuu
kuy"}]}}}

5.7

Indexing of MEMs

The MEM can be stored using different approaches, both in the client side and in server side,
no specific approach is mandated by this specification. In general, it would be useful to store
the MEMs on the server side in databases that offer search capabilities. If the schemas for
MEMs are fixed, classical relazional databases (e.g. mySQL) are a good and simple solution.
If we want to take into account that MEM schemas can vary over time, different approaches
are possible. XML databases for example could be a more flexible option.
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5.7.1.1
side.

Metadata information that can be used as an index in the client

In the client side, solutions that preserve storage space and processing complexity are
required. The simpler solution and the more efficient one from the point of view of the storage
space is to just store the MEM as opaque text. On the other hand, this solution is not effective
for performing searches on the stored MEMs. Whatever informazion we would like to search
we need for each MEM to read its text representation from the storage and parse the text.
Therefore in the current implementation of MOVE, we store the MEM in the RMS as a vector
of 5 elements, three fields are taken from the meta data (format, serial and author), one is
taken from the data (name), one is the text serialization of the full MEM. This approach
introduces some redundancy, but it allows to perform the most typical searches scanning the
“RMS” used to store the MEMs without de-serializing the full MEMs.

5.8

Commenting, tagging and rating MEMs

In order to build a mobile social community, the capability to comment, tag and rate MEMs is
very important. Users should be able to add comments or tags to MEMs or to rate MEMs and
send these comments, tags and votes to other friends or post them to some server.
Comments by the original creator of a MEMs (which can be a specific user, or a server acting
as a MEM provider, or the single owner of a restaurant/shop) should not be confused with
comments coming from other users that received and used the MEM. Hence the need of:
1) a message that can transport a specific MEM (or a reference to it) and a comment/tag
list/vote related to the MEM and expressed by a user. This message can be send from a
user to a user or from a user to a server.
2) a message carrying a given MEM and a set of comments/tags/votes that have been
assigned by users to this MEM. Typically this kind of MEMs are public MEMs,
available to all users for browsing, stored in a server and sent to a user upon user’s
request (e.g. a “what’s here” functionality can be implemented by a query to a MEM
server requesting all MEMs related to a given location)
Different options are possible for implementing these functionalities, and the different options
are not mutually exclusive. One possibility is to implement it using the MEMs themselves,
and reporting or referencing the target MEM in the enclosure. In particular we defined a MEM
of type “comment” which belongs to the MEM class “memo”. An example of “comment”
MEM is hereafter reported. Note that this MEM has an enclosure referencing a target MEM
using the “src” field.
{"META-DATA":
{"format":["http://ist-sms.org/MEMs/memo",
"http://ist-sms.org/MEMs/comment"],
"serial","sip:stefano.salsano@uniroma2.it/2007-01-07_123345/3ABC",
"author":"Stefano Salsano",
"creationStamp":"29/05/2007",
"sender":"Stefano Salsano"},
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"BODY":{
"tags":[{"":"mytags","target":"ENCL[0]","rate":"8/10","comment”:"my
comments"}],
"ENCL":[{"type":"application/vnd.istsms.mem+json","src":"http://exemple.com/mems//2007-01-07_123345/3210"}]
}
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6

Context Management component

The former specification of the architecture (D3.1) has identified an approach for context
modelling based on UML. The approach identifies three levels (Meta level, Model level,
Instance Level). The information that can be included in the SMS context should be defined
within the “Model level”.
UML modelling of context at the “Model level” is useful:




to provide a specification for the implementation
for automatic generation of code to handle context operation (hopefully)

In this document we will describe how we implemented these concepts using a
WSDL/IDLight based approach for defining the context “vocabulary”. This approach is in line
with the one we have used to specify other component service interfaces: WSDL/IDLight
statements are the implementation counterpart of the objects described using the UML profile
and can be obtained by means of automatic transformation..

6.1

Context Management Interface

Context information is distributed across a set of nodes, which includes both network nodes
and user’s devices. In each node resides a corresponding peer, called Context Peer, which is in
charge of performing operation related to its own managed context.
A ContextManagement service is based on a set of Context Peers which can interact to
exchange context information. Typically a peer is responsible for a given set of information,
and can query other peers in case it needs context information which it is not responsible for.
In addition, peers can subscribe each other, so that whenever a change in a given context
information occurs, the subscribed peer are notified about that change. Finally, whenever it
makes sense, it is possible for a peer to update a context information maintained by another
peer, provided that the remote peer agrees on this.
In order to assign an unique identifier to each context information, a hierarchical addressing
mechanism has been implemented. Therefore every available context information is identified
by a corresponding "key", which is used by the Context Peers to refer to context information
they need or are able to provide. Actual context information is expressed in terms of objects
inheriting from the ContextElement type, following the inheritance mechanism as described in
section 6.2.2.
To comply with security and privacy requirements, by default not all information kept by one
peer are disclosed to all other peers. A peer can refuse to provide information related to a
given context key if the requesting peer is not authorized to get that information. A specific
authorization mechanism is outside the scope of the present specification, and each peer is
free to implement its own according to specific application requirements.
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In order to track consistency among distributed data, a simple versioning mechanism is used.
Basically, this is similar to the one used by concurrent distributed systems for code
development, e.g. CVS or SVN and it associates a "version" to each piece of context
information. The version is a long number which changes upon operations resulting in change
to the context information are executed.
Table 6-1 eports the aforementioned three port types defined for the Context Management
component. Their interface is defined in IDLight.
@PortType ContextNotification
@RequestResponse SubscribeContextOperation
@Summary Allow a peer to subscribe to context information managed by
another peer, so that whenever that information changes, a notification is
received.
@IN SubscribeContextRequestMessage
@param subscribe:boolean used to distinguish between subscription and
unsubscription. "true" means subscribe, "false" is used to unsubscribe
@param expiration:Date specify till what date and time the
subscription has to be valid
@param
key:String
a
valid
key
identifying
which
context
information the requesting peer is interested in
@OUT SubscribeContextResponseMessage
@param key:String specify which context information the requesting
peer has been subscribed to
@param contextElement:ContextElement the current value of the
context information corresponding to the requested key, as a ContextElement
@param version:long a version associated to the current context
information
@Fault DefaultFaultMessage
@param reason:String contains a description of the cause which has
generated the fault (e.g. key not found or peer not allowed to access this
information)
@Notification NotifyContextOperation
@Summary Inform a subscribed peer of a change in the subscribed
information.
@OUT NotifyContextMessage
@param key:String identify the key corresponding to the
information actually contained in this notification message
@param contextElement:ContextElement actual value of the
information, as a ContextElement
@param version:long a version associated to the current
information

context
context
context
context

@PortType ContextProvisioning
@RequestResponse GetContextRequestOperation
@IN GetContextRequestMessage
@param version:long the version of the context data which the peer
is interested in. Default is -1, this value is used to get the the latest one,
without a requiring priori knowledge of the current version.
@param key:String a key indemtifying which context information the
requesting peer is interested in
@OUT GetContextResponseMessage
@param key:String identify the key corresponding to the context
information actually contained in this notification message
@param contextElement:ContextElement actual value of the context
information, as a ContextElement
@param version:long a version associated to the actual returned
context information (may not match with the related "version" field in the request
message)
@Fault DefaultFaultMessage
@param reason:String contains a description of the cause which has
generated the fault (e.g. key not found or peer not allowed to access this
information)
@PortType PutContextOperation
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@RequestResponse PutContextRequestMessage
@Summary Used to amend context information kept by a remote peer.
@IN PutContextRequestMessage
@param key:String specify which context information the requesting
peer is interested in amending
@param contextElement:ContextElement the value to be used to amend
the context information. Use null to delete the context information; if not null,
the value will be used either to update or to create a new information, depending
upon whether there was already a context information associated to the specified
key or not.
@param version:long a version associated to this amendement of the
context information. If the specified value is lesser than the one would be
returned by a GetContextRequestOperation, then an fault is returned.
@OUT GetContextResponseMessage
@param key:String specify which context information the requesting
peer was interested in
@param contextElement:ContextElement an initial value for the
requested key
@param version:long a version associated to the actual returned
context information (may not match with the related "version" field in the request
message)
@Fault DefaultFaultMessage
@param reason:String contains a description of the cause which has
generated the fault (e.g. key not found or peer not allowed to access this
information). Additionally a fault is returned if the value in the "version"
parameter of the request message is lesser than the one would be returned by a
GetContextRequestOperation.

Table 6-1 IDLight definition of Context Management

6.2

Modelling XML data types using IDLight

We made the working assumption to make our interfaces semantically equivalent to the
WSDL interfaces. Therefore it makes sense that we use WSDL also for defining the data
types, and that we use a UML profile that is semantically equivalent to WSDL.
Unfortunately, one practical shortcoming on WSDL specification on interfaces is that they are
far from being human-reader friendly, being based on a verbose XML schema. Therefore we
propose a different notation that is completely equivalent to (a very limited subset of) the
WSDL. Though this notation does not have all the expressiveness of WSDL (which is based
on XSD), it can be used to replace a subset of a WSDL/XSD specification with a more
compact and human readable version.
In order to show the efficiency of this approach, in the following we will show a set of
WSDL/XSD patterns for which we propose the equivalent lightDL definition.

6.2.1 Complex types
Original WSDL/XSD syntax:
<xsd:complexType name="ContextType">
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="user"
type="UserType"/>
<xsd:element name="device" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"
type="DeviceType"/>
<xsd:element name="outdoorLocation" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs=”1”
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type="OutdoorPositionObject"/>
<xsd:element name="time" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs=”1”
type="xsd:dateTime"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>

Table 6-2 XML definition of ContextType
Equivalent lightDL syntax:
@complexType contextType
@element user : UserType
@element device : DeviceType[0..*]
@element outdoorLocation : OutdoorPositionObject[0..1]
@element time : xsd:dateTime[0..1]

Table 6-3 IDLight definition of ContextType
Original WSDL/XSD syntax:
<complexType name="CashPayment">
<complexContent>
<extension base="Payment">
<sequence/>
<xsd:element name="user" type="userType"/>
</extension>
</complexContent>
</complexType>

Table 6-4 XML definition of CashPayment
Equivalent lightDL syntax:
@complexType CashPayment
@extends Payment
@element user:userType

Table 6-5 IDLight definition of CashPayment
6.2.2 Abstract types
Original WSDL/XSD syntax:
<complexType abstract="true" name="PaymentOption">
<sequence/>
</complexType>

Table 6-6 XML definition of PaymentOption
Equivalent lightDL syntax:
@abstractComplexType PaymentOption

Table 6-7 IDLight definition of PaymentOption
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6.2.3 Types in IDLight: Syntax Issues
The parsing of an @element is performed looking for the leftmost colon (“:”) to separate the
name from the type. Spaces before the “@” are ignored. Spaces before and after the leftmost
colon are ignored. The token at the right of the colon cannot be broken by spaces and includes
the type name and its cardinality within square brackets. Curly brackets can be optionally
added, for example if the name type include a colon, to improve readability. Curly brackets
are simply ignored. Comments can be freely added after the type name token.
The following representations are equivalent:
@element user:{tns:UserType} Comment xxx
@element user : tns:UserType

Table 6-8 Two equivalent IDLight definitions for type UserType
The following representations are equivalent (assuming the tns prefix refers to the target
namespace)
@element device:DeviceType[0..*] Comment yyy
@element device : DeviceType[0..*]
@element device : {DeviceType}[0..*]
@element device : {tns:DeviceType}[0..*]

Table 6-9 Four equivalent IDLight definitions for type DeviceType

6.3

WSDL/IDLight modeling of Context Elements

In this section we report an example of context information expressed as ContextElement in
IDLight like syntax. We use XML standard prefix in order to express namespaces in a
compact form. In particular, the xsd prefix refers to XML schema data types definition,
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema,
the
ca
prefix
refers
to
the
URN
urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:pidf:geopriv10:civicAddr, which contains the definition of SIPPresence Information Data Format (PIDF) Location Object (LO) civicAddress type for
conveying location information as from RFC 4119, and the sms prefix is used to refer the
SMS specific namespace http://ist-sms.org/context/basicschema used to host SMS specific
data types
@abstractComplexType ContextElement
@complexType ContextType
@extends ContextElement
@element user : UserType
@element device : DeviceType[0..*]
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@element outdoorLocation : sms:OutdoorPositionObject[0..1]
@element time : xsd:dateTime[0..1]
[...]

Table 6-10 IDLight definition of ContextType
@complexType OutdoorPositionObject
@element gmlPoint sms:GmlPoint[0..1]
@element civicAddress ca:civicAddress[0..1] this is inspired by the <geopriv>
XML tag in SIP-Presence Information Data Format (PIDF) Location Object (LO) for
conveying location information as from RFC 4119
@complexType GmlPoint
@element lng xsd:double longitude (x coordinate)
@element lat xsd:double latitude (y coordinate)
@element timeInstant xsd:dateTime date and time when this position was
detected
@element source xsd:string information related to which device has been used
to detect this position (e.g. GPS, GALILEO, manual, etc.)

Table 6-11 IDLight definition of OutdoorPositionObject
@complexType Resource
@element name xsd :string the resource’s name
@element description xsd :string[0..1] an human readable description of this
resource
@element src xsd:anyURI[0..1] a link to the resource
@element base64 xsd:base64Binary[0..1]
@element mimeType sxd :string[0..1] MIME media types [RFC2045,RFC2046]
defined by IANA [http://www.iana.org/assignments/media-types/]

Table 6-12 IDLight definition of Resource
@complexType UserType
@extends ContextElement
@element name:String This property value is a concatenation of the Family
Name (first field), Given Name (second field), Additional Names (third
field), Name Prefix (fourth field) and Name Suffix (fifth field)
@element nickname: xsd:string Short name to be displayed instead of the
full one
@element gender: xsd:string Allowed values are MALE/FEMALE
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@element birthday: xsd:dateTime Birth date of the subject described by this
MEM
@element status: xsd:string Allowed values are SINGLE/TAKEN
@element organization xsd:String The organization to which the subject
described by this MEM belongs to
@element address sms:OutdoorPositionObject Home address specified as an
OutdoorPositionObject
@element personalPhone xsd:string Mobile telephone number
@element workPhone xsd:string Work telephone number
@element email xsd:string Email address of the subject described by this
MEM
@element IMcontact xsd:anyURI Instant Messaging contact, including
information about the protocol. Examples include
sip:Giovanni.bartolomeo@netgroup.uniroma2.it xmpp:Giovanni1234@jabber.org
@element homepage
by this MEM

xsd:anyURI Web homepage address of the subject described

@element resource
person

xsd:anyURI[0..*] Other resources associated to the

Table 6-13 IDLight definition of UserType
@complexType DeviceType
@extends ContextElement
@element hardwarePlatform : sms:HardwarePlatformType[0..1]
@element softwarePlatform : sms:SoftwarePlatformType[0..1]
@element networkCharacteristics : sms:NetworkCharacteristicsType[0..1]
@complexType HardwarePlatformType
@extends ContextElement
@element SSizeX : xsd:decimal screen height
@element SSizeY : xsd:decimal screen width
@element Platform : xsd:string Name of the host platform or
device
@element AudioCapture : xsd:boolean true if is able to audio
capture
@element VideoCapture : xsd:boolean true if is able to video
capture
@element AudioOut : xsd:boolean true if is able to play
sounds
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@element BluetoothCapable : xsd:boolean true if have a bluetooth
@element BluetoothAddress : xsd:string Bluetooth address
@element ComConnection : xsd:string Port of communication
@complexType SoftwarePlatformType
@extends ContextElement
@element Configuration : xsd:string Name and version of the supported
configuration(CLDC 1.0 or 1.1)
@element Encoding : xsd:string Default character encoding set used
by the platform
@element MMAPIVersion : xsd:string Version of MMAPI (Mobile Media API)
@element SnapshotEncoding : xsd:string The supported capture image
formats
@complexType NetworkCharacteristicsType
@extends ContextElement
@element WMASupport: xsd:string True if support the Wireless Messaging API
(allowing to send sms and mms from within a midlet)
@element SMSCenter : xsd:string Short Message Service Center
@element MMSCenter : xsd:string Multimedia Message Service Center

Table 6-14 IDLight definition of DevicetType
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7
Location Based Services architecture
for Simple Mobile Services
7.1

Simple Mobile Services and Location Based Services (LBS)

Simple Mobile Services [11][12][13] are typically targeted to specific environments. In many
cases this means that services are associated with specific locations. Any user with an interest
in a given location will be able to access services associated with the location.
Location Based Services use information about the user’s location to select the information
they provide. Most users who access a service associated with a specific location will be
actually visiting the location. In this sense SMS can integrate Location Based Services (LBS)
being able to answer questions like: Where am I? What's around me? How do I get there?.
Following we illustrate concrete examples and provide case studies of how our SMS
Localization Architecture and the defined location information that come in the so called SMS
“Position object” are used to rapidly develop new applications and services or to integrate
existing ones that rely on positioning concepts and technologies.

7.1.1 The SMS Localization Architecture objectives
Location based Services are an hot topic in research. The contribution of this work has been
the development of an original architecture, integrated in the Simple Mobile Service architecture, including the definition of a “Position object” and providing a reference implementation
of location-based portable application.
According to the philosophy of SMS project, our aim is to provide simple to use interfaces
relieving the developers and the users from the complexities related to the acquisition of a
position information as well as hiding the particulars of the positioning technologies
employed. What we have in mind is that for users, developers and service providers it will be
simple not to interface with the jargon of map data or network elements. In fact, user and
developers are typically interested in using the location awareness rather than dealing with
underlying mechanisms used to achieve such awareness.
The Simple Mobile Service localization architecture includes mobile device applications, a
middleware and a set of server side elements. Its structure is extremely modular and is
decomposed in a set of components that can be composed to create services. In fact, during
service execution, the architectural components residing in the user terminal will interact with
localization technologies, smart spaces elements and with server side service entities to
provide SMS value added services to the SMS user.
Moreover the overall architecture is conceived to support situations in which determining the
exact position of a mobile terminal is not a strict requirement, but it is enough to identify the
terminal position within a radius or inside an area (e.g. rooms indoor, or zones outdoor).
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In this section we introduce our software architecture that makes a combined use of indoor
and outdoor location-sensing technologies. Our vision moves from the observation that during
recent years many research activities have focused on developing a wide range of location
based applications but they are specifically designed for either indoor or outdoor scenarios.
Instead we are interested in designing a so called hybrid system aimed at supporting the
development of applications that are able to solve localization problems independently from
the environment and the location technology in use. Among these works the ActiveCampus
[34] project provides a location-based reminders system using only the 802.11 radios in a
university campus, ComMotion [33] using GPS sensing technology have prototyped a
location-aware application that is specifically tailored to outdoor scenarios. Bluesic is a
context-aware information system for tourism, based on Bluetooth technology [36].
The work describes our efforts to integrate and combine an indoor and an outdoor localization
software modules into a complete navigation system providing a piece of software that will
run on mobile devices. This way we will allow a user to seamlessly exploit, properly
combining the use of indoor and outdoor location sensing technologies, guidance and
navigation functionalities either in outdoor and indoor environments. Our approach takes also
in account that recently, the terminals that are on the market, ranging from smart phones to
simple mobile phones are equipped with several technologies exploitable for location sensing
purposes. In outdoor scenarios we may utilize at the same time and in parallel not only the
GPS as outdoor positioning system but also for example the 802.11 networks or the GSM
antenna identifier (CellID). Thus our API is also meant to support situations in which the
result of the implemented automatic mechanisms to locate people or devices can be refined
using in parallel multiple position determination technologies. Therefore an expected outcome
of this work is also the interoperability of positioning systems.
In a combined indoor/outdoor application, we can say that the information about the position
of users or devices is provided by means of at least two different positioning systems. We designed and implemented our architecture also proposing a mechanism for automating the
management and the switching between multiple location sensors in an applicationtransparent manner.
The very aim is to build an architecture offering a library that can be used to help implement
location aware applications on top of an open programming interfaces (APIs) and protocols
minimizing LBS development time and costs. As a goal we want to provide a standardized set
of tools to facilitate, increase and encourage the proliferation of the research in this topic
hoping that they will be widely used in the future.
For our project purposes moreover, we have designed and implemented a so called Position
object to hold both geodetic (physical position e.g. lat and long coordinates) and symbolic
(e.g. civic address) data. Different positioning systems generate different forms of position
information, hence in order to manipulate homogeneously the location information we defined
the Position object as a generic presentation format. Position objects identify a location in
terms of parameters like: coordinates, textual address (e.g. Via del Politecnico 1, Roma), data
accuracy, time stamp, and information about the positioning method used for the location determination, plus an optional textual description. We underline that people don’t think in
terms of latitude and longitude so is useful to incorporate semantic in location data
(e.g.“Mum’s Office”, “Park” or “5 minutes walk from home”). Moreover designing our archi-
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tecture we envisioned that making the user free to author his current position would allow our
system to also support scenarios in which is not possible to retrieve the exact position of a
mobile terminal using a suitable positioning techniques. Hence all the Position object fields
can be manually edited by the user itself.

Outdoor Localization Systems

Indoor Localization Systems

Virtual Localization Systems

GPS

Wi-Fi

Visual Tag

CellID

Zigbee

RFID

Bluetooth

Table 7-1 Localization Systems
Looking at location determination techniques in outdoor environments, Global Positioning
System (GPS) [16] is the technology that can be used to acquire the position. In indoor
environments where the GPS is unavailable, Wi-Fi [17], Zigbee[18], mobile phone
infrastructure (cellID), Bluetooth, RFID, Visual Tags [15] placed in key spots such as
entrances represent examples of promising technologies to pinpoint each user’s location.
From the above Table you can see the technology we are currently able to support in our
implementation of the Localization architecture.
We claim that we want to provide a localization and navigation architecture that can, in many
ways, enable the simple creation and development of new context-sensitive services or supply
existing applications with location awareness. Hence we have built our piece of software
having in mind that these services can be local modules running on the same Virtual Machine
that contains the SMS localization components or remote entities coming from third party
developers.
Our SMS localization interface will provide, services like mapping, routing, spatial searching
functions, geocoding capabilities, as well as location-based triggers and alerts under a single,
open interface. We can have different implementations of the navigation and localization
services on the terminal, the SMS Navigation/Localization Component should be able to
adapt to these different implementations. Whatever the implementation will be, the idea is that
the same interface will be offered to the other components.
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Other SMS
Components

SMS Localization Interface

J2ME
Application

Commercial navigation
software offering an API
Web services

Figure 7-1 different implementations of the navigation and localization services
Figure 7-1 shows a set of possible underlying realizations of the functionality exposed by the
SMS Navigation/Localization component. For example we could have a commercial navigation application (e.g. TomTom) which offers an API. In this case the SMS Navigation/Localization Component will drive the API of the commercial application. As another
option we can use a mashup of a web based system in which the geocoding operations and the
maps are retrieved from remote servers as well as a solution that exploit a navigation application explicitly developed to play the role of SMS Navigation/Localization component. In the
rest of the document, we assume the latter case and we will describe the J2ME applications
that we have developed. Our application is capable to handle both outdoor and indoor navigation. On the mobile device side, in fact, the Simple Mobile Service architecture is based on an
application named MOVE (Mobile Open and Very Easy).
Summing up the original contribution of this work is three-fold:

•

we have designed an architecture on top of which there is a generic and high level
software API, for technology-independent location sensing. This way we are able to
decouple the user position provisioning from the underlying positioning technology

•

we propose a software architecture that can in parallel handle and combine multiple
indoor and outdoor location-sensing technologies. Moreover we have built our
architectural components in such a way that they realize a transparent and automatic
switch mechanism from indoor to outdoor (and vice versa) situations

•

we defined a Position object as a generic container of positional information able
either to describe indoor and outdoor spaces. Inside this Position object we also
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defined suitable additional data fields to properly and consistently combine, choose
and handle the several available methods to determine a mobile user’s location.

7.1.2 Overview of the components of the SMS Localization Architecture
This section provides a more detailed description of the overall system and we will give
details on the key role and functionality of the main components of the proposed software
architecture. The illustration in Figure 7-2 depicts all the entities that take part in our
framework.
First of all the reader can notice that we split the architecture in two main parts: a Server-side
part and a Client-side one. A typical applicative scenario in fact requires the interaction
between mobile devices and the proposed server side architecture. However we designed the
system making users also able to exploit some location based services even when no external
communication with a server counter part is available. This is possible if the location
information is stored or cached in the client side.

Figure 7-2 The SMS Localization Architecture
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To describe the entities that constitutes the whole system we list the main functionalities we
are able to support for both outdoor and indoor scenarios:
1. Transparent switch Indoor/Outdoor
2. Determine people or mobile devices position relying on a physical localization
system (indoor or outdoor location - sensing technology) or on a “virtual” one.
3. Visualize user’s position on the screen of the mobile device on 2D maps
4. Realize geo-coding functionalities
5. Ability to provide driving directions and guidance features.
6. Tracking
7. Dispatch the positional information to external infrastructural components and see
the position of other peers.
Each one of these items is realized by a specific Component.
Mapping between functionalities and Components
Transparent switch Indoor/Outdoor

NavigationDispatcher

Determine people or mobile Localization Provider
devices position relying on a
physical
localization
system
(indoor or outdoor location sensing technology) or on a
“virtual” one.
Visualize user’s position on the MapManager/ SMSMapServerProxy
screen of the mobile device on 2D
maps
Realize geo-coding functionalities

SearchManager/SMSSerchesServerProxy/Geocoders

Ability
to
provide
driving SearchManager/SMSSerchesServerProxy/Geocoders
directions and guidance features.
Tracking

Localization System Controller/IndoorPositionServe r

Dispatch the positional information SMSCommunityServer
to
external
infrastructural
components and see the position of
other peers
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The NavigationDispatcher is responsible for managing the transparent and seamless switch
between indoor and outdoor environments when a mobile device is moving from inside to
outside a certain closed space and vice versa, as claimed in (1). This means that it is able to
orchestrate the start and the stop of the navigation/localization applications specifically tailored to manage only one type of environment.
The decision to instantiate a switching mechanism or to run a specific navigation/localization
module relies on policies that take into account several parameters. For example, these are
constituted by the current active localization technology (GPS, Wi-Fi, Zigbee) coupled with
information that marks the user current position as a special place called “Gateway” point.
This place identifies a so called boundary location that divides an “indoor” space from an
“outdoor” one (e.g. the entrance door of a building). Think at a situation in which a user,
turning on his device, has for example selected from the menu option a “followMe” operation
that enables tracking functionalities. The aforementioned component is able to transparently
make the system try to discover GPS signals automatically if the Wi-Fi indoor link gets lost
near a Gateway point and vice versa.
The determination of a user position is delegated to the Localization Provider. This
component is responsible for the retrieval of current location data and for the provision of the
estimated position to other components filling in the fields of the Position objects. In order to
decouple the user position provisioning from the underlying positioning technology it hides
the specific location sensing methods used to retrieve position information to external entities.
It therefore offers an high level API that is location sensing technology-independent. For the
sake of clarity we can imagine that the interface exposed is a simple and generic “getPosition”
method.
The set of interfaces of the Localization Provider are intended to:

− Provide the user’s current position
− Provide a tracking service which can be exploited to follow user’s movement
− Provide a subscription service which informs the subscriber whenever the user has reached
a given position
Regarding the exploitation of distinct positioning systems we need a sort of adapters to interface with the real location sensors. The Localization Provider determine the location data
trough suitable controllers implemented as PlugIn modules to enable the simple extension of
supported location methods, in Figure 7-2 shown as Localization System Controller. As an
example we have a GPS_Controller that is in charge to connect to a Bluetooth GPS receiver,
to retrieve the data coming out from the BT enabled devices, parse the NMEA sentences and
extract the coordinates.
As for Outdoor environment we can rely on the GPS but in Indoor places we need a suitable
deployed localization system. For this reason on the Server side of our architecture we defined
the SMSLocalizationServer and the IndoorPositionServer. The first one communicates with
the LocalizationProvider returning indoor positioning information (e.g. cartesian coordinates)
localizing also a user on a specific map identified by a MapID. The IndoorPositionServer
maintain the topology of the sensors used to determine the user position. A Wi-
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Fi_PositionServer has a database where each Access Point is identified by his MAC address
and its indoor coordinates.
The MapManager component has the task to visualize the user current position on a 2D map
or a generic position as a red dot in the centre of the map. It orchestrates the downloading and
the correct visualization of the images on the display. MapManager fetches the map of the requested area and dynamically crops or grabs the needed images with regards at the dimensions
of user terminal’s screen. After receiving the request to load a specific map , the component
first checks if the user has this resource already in the terminal memory storage and only if the
resource is not available it sends the request to a remote Map server. As for Map servers for
outdoor environment we currently use online Map providers, such as Google Map, MSN Virtual earth, Yahoo. Loading a Map requires sending the MapManager a longitude and latitude
pair for outdoor spaces (OutdoorMapServer?) or a Map URL in case of indoor areas(IndoorMapServer?). We developed a so called SMSMapServerProxy that receives the request from the user equipment and depending on the chosen map provider routes them to one
of the specific MapServers after having properly formatted the query. This way we can add
with a minimum effort any Map Provider we want to include in the real implementation.
When available, the received result is forwarded to the user trough the SMSMapServerProxy.
If the user is in a closed space the MapManager will contact an IndooMapManager after a
quite complex interaction with other components. Details on this procedure can be found in
the subsequent section.
Another core function of the system is the ability to provide geocoding functionalities. For this
purpose we utilize the interaction between the SearchManager, the remote
SMSSerchesServerProxy and the Geocoders. Considering outdoor scenarios in the
implementation we actually use a “mashup” of the Google Maps Local searches, also used to
retrieve driving directions. In case of indoor localization the geocoding resolution is replaced
by a search among the points of interest defined for the local area. This is possible because the
indoor maps are actually Map objects. They have a layer structure, the bottom layer is the 2D
map image, the upper layer is a graph that represent the topology of the space. The Map
objects are complex data structures that are aggregates of an image (e.g. .jpg, .png) and a
Property file in the form of a .txt file that contains the space properties with respect to the
given area a building or a floor. This latter is hidden to the user, but is mandatory to help the
system providing mapping and guidance support. All the geocoding requests return the result
inside Position objects as position information container.
The system enables the user to find out his own location as well as the location of other peers.
To this purpose a central Server, namely the “SMSCommunityServer”, is needed to collect,
store and aggregate the location information about registered users. Depending on the utilized
positioning method, if the positioning is terminal based the client application periodically
updates on the Server the user position otherwise in case of network based systems we
configure the infrastructure to report the position to the CommunityServer.
This way positional information becomes available to be exploited for social community
services such as “Friend Finder”. Moreover using a publish/subscribe mechanisms the user
could be alerted about content related to their current geographical position or for example
prompted with a TODO list when he reaches a specified location (a sort of Geocoded Post-It).
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7.2

SMS Localization and Navigation procedures

In this section we will provide a more detailed description of the typical interaction between
the architectural components residing on the user equipment and the proposed server side
architecture. This way allowing the reader to understand how we realize some of the
functionalities we claimed in the previous paragraph.

7.2.1 Localization in Indoor Places
When a user enters an “Indoor Place” like a building, an Airport or a University, where there
is an SMS Indoor localization System he can use the Indoor Navigator module running on his
mobile phone to discover, search and exploit local services
In the Indoor scenarios the user can be in two different status:
1)
Connected to the network but not localized because there is not an SMS localization
service framework available in the indoor place.
2)

Connected to the network and localized.

In a real scenario when a user arrives in a Indoor place there are several preliminary “back
stage” operations that the SMS components have to do interacting each other to be able to
offer to the end user localization based services. The overall localization architecture is shown
in figure in Figure 7-2
The Navigation Dispatcher component has to detect which is the actual positioning
technology in use sending a request to the Localization Provider Component invoking the
“CurrentActiveTechnology” operation.
The Localization Provider forwards this request to the Positioning Technology Controller
components. Assuming that the localization technology in use inside the building is a Wi-Fi
connection, the Localization Provider returns this information to the Navigation Dispatcher so
he can starts and activate the Indoor Navigator component.
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Figure 7-3 Indoor Places - Find the SMSIndoorLocalizationServer
In order to understand the procedures for Indoor Localization, we need to introduce the
SMILE layer of the SMS architecture. SMILE is the communication middleware used in the
SMS architecture. Its main purpose is to facilitate the development of distributed applications
[30]. The SMILE middleware is based on a layered approach which foresees a common abstraction layer and a “binding” into a specific communication mechanism. such as RMI, Web
Services and SIP.[37]
An SMS component that wants to offer a service will register itself to the “yellow page” service logically provided by the so SMILE layer. The components publish their services with the
name of the interface they offer (i.e. this is equivalent to declaring a “Port type” in WSDL)
[38]. The SMILE Yellow Page service search operation is used to retrieve the “contact point”
of other processes exposing a given service. The contact point is a “Process ID” in terms of
the SMILE middleware. The default binding mechanism that is considered in the SMS architecture is based on JSON [39]for the serialization of messages and on SIP for the transport of
messages. Therefore, we can refer to SMILE/JSON/SIP or to SMILE/SIP to characterize the
SMS communication middleware. Within SMILE/SIP, a Process ID takes the form of a SIP
URI: sip:user@domain;ptype=process-type; pname=process-name.
Coming back to the Localization procedures, the Indoor Navigation component contacts a Yellow Pages Server using a SMILE Connection (see Figure 7-3). The Yellow Pages server address is already known by the device (i.e. it is stored into the configuration properties file of
the Indoor Application). The Yellow Pages server provides the IndoorLocalizationBroker adPage 84 of 141
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dress to the Indoor Navigator component. (Currently we consider that there is only one Yellow Pages server and only one Localization Broker). Once the Indoor Navigator has obtained
the Broker address, he can contact it by means of a SMILE/SIP connection giving, as input a
proper set of information to filter the response coming back. To let server know which AP is
the origin of the request, a parameter associated to it is sent to the server. In our case, the
physical address of the AP (MAC Address) is transmitted coupled with its GPS Coordinates if
the latter data is available. Note that we are considering the case in which the user gets connected to the system across a wifi AP. Of course, the location of this access point has to be
known by the system. One way of implementing this is to maintain a simple database, typically per hotspot provider, containing the location of every access point.
In principle, in order to communicate the AP location to the client device, one option would
be to store in the access point itself this data, and sent it to the mobile terminal, for example
by extending the DHCP server that is already commonly embedded in access points. This was
not the approach that we have folloved. Actually in our implementation we use the Access
Point MAC address and an IndoorLocalizationBroker that maintains association between the
AP and Coordinates.
The Indoor Localization Broker will identify the SMILE address of the specific SMSLocalizationServer which is in charge to handle the localization and navigation functionalities on the
basis of the AP originating the request and its location. As we already said the server has a
database mapping the APs physical addresses to their location and assigns an SMSLocalizationserver to each zone represented by an AP and its coordinates.
Another way to achieve the GPS coordinates identifying the place in which the user is, can be
obtained scanning a visual tag.

A)

B)

C)

Figure 7-4 Physical Mobile Interaction techniques: Touching (A), Pointing (B) and Direct
Input (C)
We assume that the mobile client application supports the Physical Mobile Interaction
techniques: Touching (using NFC)[14], Pointing (using the recognition of visual markers) and
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Direct Input of simple identifiers[15][14] (see Figure 7-4). Ongoing work include the
realization of several additional components like: “Semacode” to scan visual tags. The
Localization Broker could use this information to select the correct SMS Localization Server
who can give a Navigation Service coverage to the user. If in the building there is not an
available Indoor Navigation service the Localization Broker will notify this to the Indoor
Navigator so the user will be in the state “connected but not localized”. In this case the user
can anyway obtain a map of the building and use in a “static” fashion the Indoor Application.
In fact he can fill in a form with its approximate present location as simple symbolic
representation (the building name) or use a visual tag, to download the proper map from a
Maps Server.
The Indoor Navigator uses one of those information to request the map to the Map Manager
component. This component verifies if the map of the building is already stored into the local
storage space of the device (RMS memory or external memory card) and if he cannot find the
map asks the SMS Map Server Broker for the address of the Map Server Proxy. This
operation is useful also if a user wants to visualize a building map from a remote position.

Figure 7-5 Indoor Places – Find an indoor Map using Manual input information
If the Navigation Service is available (“connected and localized” condition) the Localization
Broker sends the SMS Localization Server address to the Indoor Navigator. This component
contacts the Localization Provider component asking it the user position. The Localization
Provider asks this information to the SMS Localization Server by means of the Wi-Fi
Controller or the Zigbee Controller component including the Client identifier that depending
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on the positioning system we are using could be the NIC MAC address (Wi-Fi localization
method) or the Zigbee tag identifier. The SMS Localization Server contacts the right
positioning server, asking for the user position. The Position Server returns the relative x and
y coordinates of the user localized on a specific map and the Map Url. The SMS Localization
Server sends the coordinates and the URL back to the Indoor Navigator going through the WiFi or the Zigbee Controller and the Localization Provider component.
The Indoor Navigator sends the message to the Map Manager component and the component
verifies if the map is already stored in the device, using the Map Url. If the map is not already
stored, the Map Manager contacts the Indoor Map Server sending him the Map Url so he can
download the map in a jpeg, png format and the map properties text file.

Figure 7-6 Indoor Places – Retrieving the indoor Map trough the localization System

7.2.1.1

UML Sequence diagrams for indoor localization

Focusing on the indoor localization mechanisms, the basic steps towards a localization service
discovery are now discussed.
First and foremost, it is necessary to know whether the current wireless technology (e.g. WiFi)
is active or not in the building (e.g. if the user associated to a WiFi access point). As we can
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see in Figure 7-7, in order to accomplish this task the IndoorNavigator makes an appropriate
request to the LocalizationProvider, which will respond with a confirmation/denial. This
answer contains some important information, e.g. the WiFi AccessPoint MAC address and, in
case, its GPS coordinates. This information may be later used as a filter, to let the
IndoorNavigator discover and later exploit the most appropriate SMSLocalizationServer,
responsible for the SMS services in the building; that is to say that generally many
SMSLocalizationServers are present, since a specific one is only responsible for a specific
domain (e.g. this domain may be a campus, a building, or even a floor), although the
functional architecture picture presents only one SMSLocalizationServer entity.
We may also say that the LocalizationProvider could be able to select the current active
technology between multiple available current positioning methods basing his decision on
parameters like power requirements, the resolution in terms of time and space accuracy.

Figure 7-7 Discover Active Localization Technology
The next step concerns the discovery of the localization service. The IndoorNavigator has to
obtain a SMSLocalizationServer URL with all the information contained in the previous
LocalizationProvider response. According to SMILE procedures, the IndoorNavigator has to
consult a yellow pages server, here named YPServer, to obtain the address of the
IndoorLocalizationBroker; it is assumed that the YPServer URL is initially known by the
MoveClient (see Figure 7-8).
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Figure 7-8 Retrieve the SMSLocalizationServerUrl
Generally there could be many brokers, or many localization servers, or many yellow pages
servers, etc: these entities are distributed, and this is a general statement regarding all the
functional entities in the localization architecture.
It is now time for the IndoorNavigator to retrieve an appropriate map, which has to be
compliant with the current user position. As far as this task is concerned, the MapManager is
the staple entity, since it encompasses almost the entire maps handling logic, including their
visualization on the device display.
A map is identified by an ID, that is an absolute reference to the effective location of the map,
e.g. http://160.80.80.47/Engineer/Elec_Eng/3fl/Bsect/map.png, where http://160.80.80.47 is
the URL of the MapServer that stores the needed map.
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Figure 7-9 Retrieve and Display the Indoor Map
In figure 2-7 we can see that the SMSLocalizationServer sends the map ID back to the
IndoorNavigator; then the IndoorNavigator forwards this message to the MapManager, which
verifies if the map is already stored in the device, by means of the Map ID. If the map is not
already stored, then the MapManager contacts the IndoorMapServer thanks to the retrieved
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URL, so that it can download the map object, that is the image itself in a jpeg or png format
and the map properties text file, which is important for the map visualization and navigation
logic. The MapManager has to manage the map visualization on the device display, with the
proper zoom level and with the user represented as a point centered on the screen.
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7.2.2 Switching Outdoor/ Indoor contexts

Figure 7-10 Main Components involved in Switching Context functionalities
To let the reader better understand the details of this paragraph we have to make a little
digression on a new and original concept introduced by the SMS: the Mobile Electronic
Memo (MEM). A MEM is an electronic “note”, containing a structured set of attributes
associated with a specific class of information (e.g. information describing a location, a
person, a service, or a Web site). From the end-user point of view, a MEM appears as an icon
which can be expanded into a “card” showing a certain number of fields associated with a
specific context. MEMs will be readable both by humans and by computer applications. This
means that users can browse their MEMs for useful information (e.g. the address of the
restaurant) or pass them to MEM-enabled applications which use the information in the MEM
to provide a special service navigation services which guide the user to a location mentioned
in the MEM (“Drive Me To” functionality); and mapping services which show the location
mentioned in the MEM on a map.
Considering a “Drive Me To” destination functionality in general we will have to deal with
the seamless switching between indoor and outdoor contexts while the user is on the move.
Exploit the integrated indoor and outdoor localization software modules, integrated into a
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complete navigation system is possible thanks to the NavigationDispatcher and the Position
objects. Following we present a suitable scenario involving this switching mechanism.

Mr Jones has booked a medical consult on Policlinico Tor Vergata booking page; then the
booking system has sent a MEM to his mobile device. This MEM contains all the details of his
booking, such as:
Prenotazione per: Sig. Jones, Michael
Visita cardiologica
Dott. Rossi Mario
Reparto cardiologia, Piano 3, Stanza n. 127
Edificio C, Policlinico Tor Vergata
Via del Politecnico 1
Roma, RM 00133
Italia

Visualizing this MEM on his mobile device, Mr Jones wants to reach the doctor’s studio, so
he clicks on the “driveMeTo” functionality from the options menu, having previously turned
on his Bluetooth GPS.
Generally, there could be a macroscopic Indoor→Outdoor→Indoor sequence, but in this case
we reduce the complexity only to an OUT→IN scenario, having in mind that a similar
procedure may be applied to an IN→OUT scenario and generalized, by subsequent
repetitions, to the IN→OUT→IN scenario.
Coming to the decision of seamlessly switching from an indoor (ZigBee/WiFi) to an outdoor
(GPS) localization technology, or viceversa, is a NavigationDispatcher task; this transition is
realized by passing through the so called gateways. If we think to a building we can identify a
gateway with the door through which a person goes from the building internals to the open
space. The NavigationDispatcher has to detect the current active technology through the
LocalizationProvider; in this case it finds that a GPS technology is available. The
NavigationDispatcher keeps memory of the target position, that is an indoor relative position
expressed as (x,y) cartesian coordinates inside an indoor map. The MEM that was received
actually hides two Position objects: the first has the civic part that contains a human readable
description of the target, formatted according to the CivicAddress part of the Position object,
and the indoor part that contains the cartesian coordinates of the target referred to the indoor
map they have to be mapped on. The second one contains the outdoor gateway position
expressed as (lat,long) values plus the indoor gateway position expressed as (x,y) values,
plus a radius that gives the extension of the gateway area (e.g. 3 mt). Having found that the
current active technology is an outdoor one, the NavigationDispatcher starts the
OutdoorNavigator giving as parameter of the driveMeTo operation the gateway outdoor
position. The OutdoorNavigator retrieves the current user position from the GPS; having the
start position and the gateway position, it is able to lead the user to the building entrance. As
the gateway outdoor position has been reached, the OutdoorNavigator sends a message to the
NavigationDispatcher to notify it that the task has been completed.
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The NavigationDispatcher now has to compare the currently reached position and the target
position, to see whether the current (lat,long) values belong to the gateway area. If this
comparison yields an affermative result, then the NavigationDispatcher knows that an
OUT→IN switch has to be executed. At this point the NavigationDispatcher has to detect
again the current active technology through the LocalizationProvider; if there is an active
indoor localization service, then the NavigationDispatcher starts the IndoorNavigator. Having
the indoor gateway cartesian coordinates and the indoor target cartesian coordinates, the
IndoorNavigator is able to lead the user to the desired destination, exploiting the indoor
localization service and the retrieved map along with its properties.
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Figure 7-11 DriveMeTo - Outdoor/Indoor switching
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Figure 7-12 Seameless switching between indoor and outdoor contexts

7.2.3 Virtual localization system

There is a further important consideration about the absence of an indoor localization system,
since it can be assumed that nowadays the main localization system that generally may be
available is a GPS system, that is an outdoor technology. For now the spread of indoor
localization services and technologies is not wide, therefore when a user is in a building and
wishes to exploit an indoor localization service, in 90% of cases that indoor localization
service might be indeed not available; it is the outdoor localization system that has to provide,
somehow, all the information needed to roam inside that building.
As described in the above paragraph, the system tries to discover a localization service,
resulting this time unavailable. Then the IndoorNavigator prompts the user that none
localization system is available and asks him if he wishes to make the application try to find
the indoor map he needs. In other words, the user has to exploit a so called virtual indoor
localization system. There are now different possible mechanisms to retrieve the needed map,
e.g.:
1. The IndoorNavigator asks the YPServer for a MapServerBroker URL, which is able
to obtain a list of likely IndoorMapServers once given loose data by ther user, such as
“Athens Airport” or “St. James Hospital”. The MapServerBroker has to semantically
interpret the data given by the user to return, in a best-effort fashion, a list of likely
IndoorMapServers that may contain the requested map. The client side will visualize a
list of maps “friendly names”, which actually hide the effective absolute map ID (e.g
http://160.80.80.64/Europe/Greece/Athens/Athens_Airport.png). This approach gives
the user the responsibility to choose the right map, or even none map if he finds out
that the map he is demanding is not present in that list. If the user selects a map, then
the MapManager will download it and display it on the client screen.
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2. Let the user be associated to a Wi-Fi Access Point belonging to the Wi-Fi network of
the current indoor place. Having the Access Point MAC address, the IndoorNavigator,
through the YPServer, finds the SMS_SearchesServerProxy URL, that is able to
geocode the MAC address and returns a Position object containing the MAC address
itself along with its related geographic coordinates. The IndoorNavigator then looks
through the YPServer for the MapServerBroker URL, which will return a list of
IndoorMapServers suitable for the given geographic coordinates. The user will be
prompted with this list, from which he can select the right IndoorMapServer URL
(hidden behind a friendly map name). The MapManager will contact this
IndoorMapServer to download the map, being even able to set and visualize the
current user position, considered coincident with the position of the Access Point,
using the geocoded Access Point MAC that the user is connected to. This identical
procedure may be executed exploiting a GSM Cell ID.
3. Let the user use a Visual Tag which embeds the map URL. The MapManager is
directly able to download the map from the proper IndoorMapServer. The Visual Tag
could even give a relative position, which can be mapped into the downloaded image
by the MapManager. However, the Visual Tag could only contain the map reference,
and in this case the MapManager will display the map centered on the center of the
map itself.
This virtual localization system can be applied as well to an outdoor scenario, in which the
user cannot rely on a suitable outdoor localization technology, e.g. a GPS system. The user
manually inserts the information describing his current position (e.g. “Rome” or “Via delle
gondole”, etc.), which are then geocoded by the outdoor application exploiting, for example,
the “findAPlace” operation; having now the geocoded information, the outdoor application is
able to set and visualize the current user position on a proper map

7.2.4 Virtual and real location context
What particularly marks out our Localization API is a new use of the local storage providing a
persistent database of Position objects. This shifts the emphasis very much onto the mobile
client in terms of location aware applications, enabling a local mapping from physical
positions to symbolic locations [20] and the handling of so called real and virtual location
context. Position objects (see following paragraphs for details on the definition and
implementation of the Position object) are aggregates of AddressInfo and geographic
Coordinates objects. Position objects can have different roles in the architecture. They are
transitory, so might be updated over time , reflecting the dynamic and real movement of a
mobile device when are used to store position information coming from a positioning system
in tracking scenarios. In contrast they can be intended to be persisted in the mobile data store
and used by the user to provide coordinates or merely places (University of “Tor Vergata” in
Rome) for applications to exploit LBS services setting them as virtual current position
without relying on any actual positioning technology. We can think to a user which is in Rome
but running the application he sets as his current position a place elsewhere using Position
objects saved yet in a bookmarks fashion (they help users find the same place again..) or
creating them on the fly.
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Figure 7-13 Virtual and real contexts – setPosition
7.2.5 Realizing Outdoor features
We now consider the realization of outdoor location based services. The target was to realize
services optimized for being used on mobile browsers. Just to give few examples in this
category :“Google Mobile”, “Google Maps Mobile”, Yahoo Mobile.The market trend
considers the usage of “mobile browsers”, trying to replicate the very successful paradigm of
the “fixed” web on the mobile devices. The advantage of this solution is that in principle the
services would be accessible to every mobile device with a browser. The problems are that the
mobile browser market is much more fragmented than the PC browser market and that mobile
browsers still lack the capability (like Javascript support) that makes the PC browser a
powerful engine to support very advanced services. Therefore the second trend, which is
currently gaining momentum is to develop dedicated applications on the mobile device for the
mobile services, examples being the “Yahoo Go” application or the location based
applications within Nokia recent high end phones (e.g. N95). Downsides of this approach are
that there will be a plethora of different applications that will interoperate and that the service
creation process will be “proprietary” i.e. each application will be under the control of its
developer.
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With reference to the above discussion on “browser” vs. “application” approaches, the project
has chosen the latter one, but it is proposing an open-specification and open source approach
in which the specification of the component interfaces is given and the implementation of
components is released under an open source license.
Locating, mapping, routing and navigating functionalities as well as business and amenity
searching involve interaction between our client application running on the user equipment
and a server side counterpart exploiting an HTTP client-server communication. This latter we
developed in the form of gateways toward legacy Web Services. Infact we have realized a
“mashup” of three different web based systems: the MOVE application is connected to a
“proxy” that in turns is able to access Google Maps, Yahoo Maps or MSN Maps & Directions.
These services are adapted in terms of page content to the characteristics of the mobile
devices.

7.3

SMS Localization and Navigation Components

This section identifies and describes the SMS Localization and Navigation Components. The
detailed description of the Components’ operations can be found in [40] and [41].
We stress here that the Localization components defines and offer generic interfaces for
positioning that is intended to work with a wide range of positioning technologies that can
bee also simply added, though extensions are allowed for specific purposes. The SMS
navigation and localization architecture has been defined in a modular way.
The role of the SMS Navigation/ Localization Components are to allow a generic SMS
Component to retrieve information about the user position and to provide guidance
information to the terminal. The SMS Nav./Loc. components are the interface towards
navigation and localization services and reside on the Mobile Terminal and on the Network.
They implements the operation of the “Interact with navigation/Localization SW” component
described in [13]. The SMS Navigation/ Localization Components expose an API to the
“SMS Generic Components” tailored to build location based applications.
From Figure 7-14 you can gain a complete vision of this powerful architecture we have
designed and concretely implemented. From the picture you also may visualize which are the
interaction between Components trough the exposed interfaces.
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Figure 7-14 UML model of the architectural Components

7.4

The SMS “Position Object”

A PositionObject is a Location information container. The Position Object should be able to
include both address information expressed in “human readable form” and geographic
coordinates within a reference system like GPS coordinates. A location may also contain
details such as the location's postal address, country, URL. We can say that our notion of
Position objects is something like aggregates of data we can simply mark as addresses and
geographic coordinates .Through this Position objects we create records of information that
we can split into two main parts : the first one we can call the “AddressInfo” part and the
other one the “Geographic Coordinates” part.
It is possible to assign a label to a position object, something like a meaningful position name
description. The label can help us to determine the correspondence between latitude and
longitude (e.g. Lat:41,54332; Long:12,1234) coordinates the real point on the earth of them in
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a simple readable fashion. This way we avoid to think that this point is mapped in the middle
of a virtual land because we have marked it with the label e. g. “Grocery”. Moreover
supposing that we may want to share with somebody this location information having
assigned a label the point let these data become a meaningful information even for others.
Position Obiects can have different roles in the architecture. They can be transitory, in the
sense that they might be updated at time intervals, reflecting the real movement of a mobile
device when are used to store position information coming from a positioning system in
tracking scenarios. In contrast they can be intended to be persistent data in the mobile memory
storage and used by the user to provide coordinates or just places (University of Tor Vergata ,
Rome) for applications in order to exploit LBS services, setting them as virtual current
position without relying on any actual positioning technology. For our Localization
Architecture we needed an object that could contain a semantic meaning coupled with
geographic data like the place’s name, its friendly description, etc.

7.4.1 SMS Position object tags
As a first step we identified some SMS position object tags that appeared to be mandatory in
an initial proposed definition of this location information container. The first list enumerates
the tags we identified as address tags.
SMS ADDRESSINFO TAGS
NATION
CITY
ZIP CODE
STREET ADDRESS
FRIENDLY-NAME
AREA TYPE
ZONE
BUILDING
POSTAL CODE

Table 7-2 SMS AddressInfo Position objects tags
As for the common notion of street or nation we can skip the explanation of the meaning of
these fields and offer a simple overview of the tags that we may consider not so familiar.
Following a more precise explanation of some proposed tags.
AreaType : examples of AreaType include shopping centre, University, transport station…
Friendly name : used to define an address with a free text (e.g. Mum’s office, 5 Minutes walk
from home…)
As we said above our Position object are aggregates of addresses and geodetic fields so we
needed tag to maintain the geodetic part of the information.
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SMS geodetic tags
GPS coordinates
Table 7-3 SMS geodetic Position objects tags
Since the location information is connected to the accuracy concept, such as the extension of
the area covered by the address we saved in the “AddressInfo” records and time and temporal
references to the instant on which we filled in our information container we added some
supplementary tags to the aforementioned SMS tags that we have listed yet. Time attributes
are useful in situation in which mobile terminals cannot rely on an actual available
positioning system. A solution should allow access to the last known location but having in
mind that it can be outdated. The Age tag is a reference to the instant in which we filled the
Position object information . Moreover we can consider even the temporal validity of an
address and in this sense for Temporal Validity we mean the start and end date of validity of a
geocoded address.
Following the list of these supplementary tags

SMS Supplementary tags
RELIABILITY ON POSITION (E.G. RADIUS)
TEMPORAL VALIDITY
AGE

Table 7-4 SMS supplementary Position objects tags

7.4.2 Overview of related standards
Our second step in the Position object definition was to find possible mappings of our records
to existing fields defined in other location definition formats. Following we list the above
identified tags and their binding with other Standards that handle the location information. In
the table below you will find SMS tags and the other location information container standards
we examined : OASIS Customer Information Quality (CIQ) xAL(extensible Address
Language) [21] an international standard for address formatting, vCard [27] standard and the
Civic address part of the SIP-PIDF LO (Location Object) [25], the extension to the SIP-IETF
PIDF(Presence Information Data Format).

AddressInfo tags
SMS

OASIS XAL

VCARD ADR

SIP-PIDF LO – CIVICADDRESS

NATION

COUNTRY

COUNTRY

COUNTRY

CITY

LOCALITY

CITY/LOCALITY

A3

ZIP CODE

POSTALCODE

POSTAL CODE

PC
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STREET ADDRESS

THOROUGHFARE

FRIENDLY-NAME

ADDRESSLINE (PROPOSED MAPPINGS)

AREA TYPE

FIRM / PREMISE(PROPOSED MAPPINGS)

ZONE

DEPENDENTLOCALITY

BUILDING

PREMISE/SUBPREMISE (PROPOSED MAPPING)

POSTAL CODE

POSTBOX

STREET

A6,PRD,POD,STS,HNO

EXTENDED INFORMATION (?)

A4
BLD

P.O. BOX

POBOX

Table 7-5 SMS AddressInfo Position objects tags and their relation with other standards
In the subsequent paragraphs we will deepen in the details of examining the relation of our
defined tags and the relation of them with the Standards we considered.
Note that in italic there are our proposed mapping between some xAL tags and the identified
SMS tags with respect to the fact that Countries have very different address formats and the
xAL format offers not univoque possible bindings. In fact address formatting is outside the
scope of xAL so is up to the specific application that uses this address language to decide how
to combine the xAL tags to form a Country specific address.

Geospatial tags
SMS

GML

KML

GPS coordinates

GML Point

KML Point

Table 7-6 SMS geospatial Position objects tags and their binding with other standards
We will go deepen in GML(Geographic Markup Language)[29] and KML (Keyhole Markup
Language)[24] details in the following paragraphs but we anticipate that this two markup
languages are used to describe geographic coordinates using geometric basic types (i.e. Point,
Lines, Polygons).

Supplementary tags
SMS
RELIABILITY ON
(E.G. RADIUS)

xAL
POSITION

TEMPORAL VALIDITY

vCard

SIPF-PIDF LO

ADDRESSDETAILS ACCURACY

ADDRESSDETAILS
ACCURACY LEVE

VALIDFROMDATE/VALIDTODATE

GML : TIMEPERIOD
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GML : TIMEINSTANT

AGE

Table 7-7 SMS Supplementary Position objects tags and their binding with other standards
7.4.2.1

xAL (Extensible extensible Address Language )

7.4.2.1.1

Existing xAL specification

Investigating the xAL standard and his real usages we found that the Google Map on-line
Geocoder Services uses the xAL language to express the geocoded locations he returns to
users requests. So to have an idea of how much the xAl tags covered our defined records
determining as a possible solution to use xAL Standard for our project purposes we tried to
geocode some addresses with the Google Map Geocoder and see the result of the geocing
request.
Following we show two different geocoding examples obtained requesting a geocoding
service to the Google Map Geocoder that as we said above formats the given address to xAL.
These example will also show the different way how different Country Addresses are
modelled using xAL . We stress that as is stated in[28] the order in which the contents of xAL
is combined to form a legal address is country specific.
The geocoding service offered By Google Maps returns as a possible output an xml format.
LEGENDA: The underlined tags show xAL (extensible Address Location) OASIS[21] not
used by Google geocoder. The italic ones address xAL elements with country specific format .

23 ARCHER STREET

VIA DEL POLITECNICO 1

CHATSWOOD, NSW 2067

ROMA, RM 00133

AUSTRALIA

ITALIA

<PLACEMARK ID="P1">

<PLACEMARK ID="P1">

−<ADDRESSDETAILS ACCURACY="8">

−<ADDRESSDETAILS ACCURACY="6">

<ADDRESS>

−<ADDRESS>

23 ARCHER ST, CHATSWOOD, NSW 2067, AUSTRALIA</ADDRESS>

VIA DEL POLITECNICO, 00133 ROMA, ROMA (LAZIO), ITALY</ADDRESS>

−<COUNTRY>

−<COUNTRY>

<COUNTRYNAME>AUSTRALIA</COUNTRYNAME>

<COUNTRYNAME>ITALIA </COUNTRYNAME>

<COUNTRYNAMECODE>AU</COUNTRYNAMECODE>

<COUNTRYNAMECODE>IT</COUNTRYNAMECODE>

−<ADMINISTRATIVEAREA>

−<ADMINISTRATIVEAREA>
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<ADMINISTRATIVEAREANAME>NSW</ADMINISTRATIVEAREANAME>

<ADMINISTRATIVEAREANAME>LAZIO</ADMINISTRATIVEAREANAME>

−<LOCALITY>

−<SUBADMINISTRATIVEAREA>

<LOCALITYNAME>CHATSWOOD</LOCALITYNAME>

<SUBADMINISTRATIVEAREANAME>ROMA</SUBADMINISTRATIVEAREANAME>

−<THOROUGHFARE>

−<LOCALITY>

<THOROUGHFARENAME> ARCHER ST</THOROUGHFARENAME>

<LOCALITYNAME>ROMA</LOCALITYNAME>

<THOROUGHFARENUMBER>23</THOROUGHFARENUMBER>

−<THOROUGHFARE>

</THOROUGHFARE>

<THOROUGHFARENAME>VIA DEL POLITECNICO</THOROUGHFARENAME>

−<POSTALCODE>

<THOROUGHFARENUMBER>1</THOROUGHFARENUMBER>

<POSTALCODENUMBER>2067</POSTALCODENUMBER>

</THOROUGHFARE>

</POSTALCODE>

−<POSTALCODE>

</LOCALITY>

<POSTALCODENUMBER>00133</POSTALCODENUMBER>

</ADMINISTRATIVEAREA>

</POSTALCODE>

</COUNTRY>

</LOCALITY>

</ADDRESSDETAILS>

</SUBADMINISTRATIVEAREA>

−<POINT>

</ADMINISTRATIVEAREA>

<COORDINATES>151.187245,-33.799442,0</COORDINATES>

</COUNTRY>

</POINT>

</ADDRESSDETAILS>

</PLACEMARK>

−<POINT>
<COORDINATES>12.618403,41.854170,0</COORDINATES>
</POINT>
</PLACEMARK>

Table 7-8 Two geocoding examples using Google Maps geocoder service
Following the output obtained specifying as a parameter in the Google geocoding service
request URI : output = json[26].
We show also this output format because in our system architecture we use JSON (JAVA
Serialization Object Notation) in inter Components Communication, so have an output in this
format let us have quickly something well suited to fit in our messages structure. We skip the
overview about json to present it in a subsequent paragraph.

23 ARCHER STREET

VIA DEL POLITECNICO 1
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CHATSWOOD, NSW 2067

ROMA, RM 00133

AUSTRALIA

ITALIA

{

{

"NAME":"23 ARCHER STREET, CHATSWOOD,
NSW 2067, AUSTRALIA",
"STATUS":{
"CODE":200,
"REQUEST":"GEOCODE"
},
"PLACEMARK":[
{
"ID":"P1",
"ADDRESS":"23 ARCHER ST, CHATSWOOD, NSW 2067, AUSTRALIA",
"ADDRESSDETAILS":{
"COUNTRY":{
"COUNTRYNAMECODE":"AU",
"ADMINISTRATIVEAREA":{
"ADMINISTRATIVEAREANAME":"NSW",
"LOCALITY":{
"LOCALITYNAME":"CHATSWOOD",
"THOROUGHFARE":{
"THOROUGHFARENAME":"23 ARCHER ST"
},
"POSTALCODE":{
"POSTALCODENUMBER":"2067"
}
}
}
},
"ACCURACY":8
},
"POINT":{
"COORDINATES":[
151.187245,
-33.799442,
0
]
}
}
]
}

"NAME":"VIA DEL POLITECNICO 1, ROMA, RM
00133 ITALIA",
"STATUS":{
"CODE":200,
"REQUEST":"GEOCODE"
},
"PLACEMARK":[
{
"ID":"P1",
"ADDRESS":"VIA
DEL
POLITECNICO,
00133 ROMA, RM (LAZIO), ITALY",
"ADDRESSDETAILS":{
"COUNTRY":{
"COUNTRYNAMECODE":"IT",
"ADMINISTRATIVEAREA":{
"ADMINISTRATIVEAREANAME":"LAZIO",
"SUBADMINISTRATIVEAREA":{
"SUBADMINISTRATIVEAREANAME":"RM",
"LOCALITY":{
"LOCALITYNAME":"ROMA",
"THOROUGHFARE":{
"THOROUGHFARENAME":"VIA DEL POLITECNICO"
},
"POSTALCODE":{
"POSTALCODENUMBER":"00133"
}
}
}
}
},
"ACCURACY":6
},
"POINT":{
"COORDINATES":[
12.618403,
41.854170,
0
]
}
}
]
} ]
}

Table 7-9 Two geocoding examples using Google Maps geocoder service: output format in
JSON
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We can notice that the Address tag is defined in xAL as a sub-element of “AddressDetails”
element that is used to define a general address. The Google geocoder use the Address tag as a
tag with the same hierarchy as addressDetails.

7.4.2.1.2

Using xAL tags as a possible format for our Position object

The lesson we lerned from the geocoding of simple addresses like the ones we presented in
the previous paragraph was that xAl well suits to cover our SMS defined tags. A further step
now is to do the same thing with a more complex address that has a more precise and detailed
structure. The result we found was that we have different possible choices to map some
specific address parts into xAL fields due to the flexibility of the xAL address formatting
alternatives. Moreover we note that xAL lacks of what is concerned with the “Age” tag we
defined as a mandatory tag for our Position object. We will now see where xAL can help us
to express Position objects and where we have to use other means to find a complete Position
object formal definition.

7.4.2.1.2.1

Premise, SubPremise and Firm tags

Now we see a more detailed example taking into account how we may use xAL to format
addresses that have a more complex structure than the previous ones we examined.
Edificio dell’informazione, PIANO 4, Stanza n 7452
Facoltà di ingegneria, Università di Roma “Tor Vergata”
Via del Politecnico 1
Roma, RM 00133
Italia
We identified three xAL elements that can cover the address parts that the elements we found
in the geocoding of the simple addresss request don’t cover: Premise, SubPremise and Firm.
As stated in[28] the Premise Element is used by the following xAL elements:
-

Locality
DependentLocality
Thoroughfare
Premise (recursive).

This element is a container and has sub-elements to define the Premise in an address. It can
occur multiple times and is optional (0 or more). Inside a Premise tag we can have the
SubPremise Element that can keep the other address parts that identify low level hierarchies
refrences. In the table below we show how we can format the examined address using the
“Premise” tag and his nested SubPremise element we can use to express the “Department”
and the “room” concepts. The Type attribute we can add to the Premise and SubPremise
elements help us to differentiate the type of these records.
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Examples of premise include house, building, shopping centre, transport station, etc
Summing up a possible mapping is :

•

UNIVERSITY= PREMISE.

•

DIPARTIMENTO = SUBPREMISE

•

ROOM = SUBPREMISE

An alternative way of formatting the same address identify the University as an AreaType that
we can map in the “Firm” xAL tag keeping the Premise tag only to maintain the building
name.
As stated in[28] Firm element is used by the following elements:
-

POBox
Thoroughfare
Premise
SubPremise.

Possible values include company, university, shop, etc.
The proposed mapping between our tags and the OASIS xAL tags are :

•

BUILDING = PREMISE.

•

UNIVERSITY = FIRM

•

ROOM = SUBPREMISE

So two different proposals of different way of handling “nested elements” and as example the
above complex addresses using the Premise tag and the Firm tag is shown below.

<PREMISE TYPE="BUILDING">
<BUILDINGNAME>EDIFICIO
DELL’INFORMAZIONE</BUILDINGNAME>
<SUBPREMISE TYPE="PIANO">
<SUBPREMISENUMBER>4</SUBPREMISENUMBER>
<SUBPREMISE TYPE="STANZA">
<SUBPREMISENUMBER>7452</SUBPREMISENUMBER>
</SUBPREMISE>
</SUBPREMISE>
<FIRM TYPE="UNIVERSITÀ">
<FIRMNAME> UNIVERSITÀ DI ROMA “TOR VERGATA
</FIRMNAME>
<DEPARTMENT>
<DEPARTMENTNAME>FACOLTÀ
DI
INGEGNERIA
</DEPARTMENTNAME>
</DEPARTMENT>
</FIRM>
</PREMISE>

<PREMISE TYPE=" UNIVERSITÀ ">
<PREMISENAME> UNIVERSITÀ DI ROMA “TOR
VERGATA </PREMISENAME>
<SUBPREMISE TYPE="DEPARTMENT">
<SUBPREMISENAME> FACOLTÀ DI INGEGNERIA
</SUBPREMISENAME>
<SUBPREMISE TYPE="PIANO">
<SUBPREMISENUMBER>4</SUBPREMISENUMBER>
<SUBPREMISE TYPE="STANZA ">
<SUBPREMISENUMBER>7452
</SUBPREMISENUMBER>
</SUBPREMISE>
</SUBPREMISE>
</SUBPREMISE>
</PREMISE>
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Table 7-10 Proposed alernative mappings between xal tags and a complex structure address
7.4.2.1.2.2

SMS Friendly-name tag and the xAL AddressLine

For what concerns the SMS Friendly Name tag we propose a mapping to the xAL tag :
AddressLine that is used to define addresses as a free format text.
Hence we can add to our Position object fields a specific tag called < AddressLine > that can
be intended as a generic name that the User can use to identify a specific position object . So
for an example location such as
Edificio dell’informazione, PIANO 4, Stanza n 7452, Facoltà di ingegneria, Università di
Roma “Tor Vergata”,Via del Politecnico 1, Roma, RM 00133, Italia
The proposed mapping let us define this address with the help of the AddressLine tag :

< AddressLine> Prof. Nicola Blefari’s Office</ AddressLine >
7.4.2.1.2.3

GPS Coordinates and the xAL Geospatial tag

For what is concerned with the geodetic part of our Position object investigating the xAL
Standard we found the Geospatial tag.
SMS GPS Coordinates tag should be specified within the Geospatial tag. In xAL standard this
element has as descendant geospatial features described by the GML language.
Geospatial tag is a container that references the entire GML namespace leaving it to the
adopters to decide how they apply GML.
<Geospatial>
<gml:Point xmlns:gml="http://www.opengis.net/gml">
<coordinates>12.618403,41.854170,0</coordinates>
</gml:Point>
</Geospatial>

7.4.2.1.2.4

xAL and the Temporal concepts

Now we will examine the time and temporal aspects:

•

SMS Temporal validity

In xAL Standard we have the tags ValidFromDate and ValiToDate that define the start and
the end date of the validity of an address. In our opinion these elements well fit the SMS
Temporal validity meaning.

•

Age
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Unfortunately there aren’t mappings between SMS Age tag and xAL elements infact in the
xAL Documentation we found: ”xAL only defines the XML vocabulary to represent addresses”.
Lacking xAL with this information we though to a solution using the temporal values we can
retrieve if we have a GPS device connected to our mobile phone and a suitable parser for
NMEA sentences that the GPS device transmits. Infact we the temporal information are embedded in NMEA sentences.The reader that is unfamiliar with NMEA sentences can get more
information at [22].
If we take a look at the $GPGGA and $GPRMC sentences shown below we can see a specific
field which carry the UTC(Coordinated Universal Time). Our implemented navigation application we will describe in the implementation part of this work deals infact with these two
sentences. This information compared with the current time retrieved from the client System
Properties make us able to define a so called “Age” field with Application specific characteristics.
Below there is an example of a $GPGGA and of a $GPRMC sentences that come out from a
GPS device from which we can retrieve temporal parameters.
$GPGGA,011016,3240.1041,N,09727.3700,W,1,06,0.84,207.5,M,-23.5,M,,*4A

Field 1: GPGGA
Field 2: Time, in form HHMMSS, in UTC.
$GPRMC,011018,A,3240.1042,N,09727.3699,W,0.114,77.1,230803,5.6,E*5D

Field 1: GPRMC
Field 2: Time, in form HHMMSS, in UTC
Field 10: Date, in form DDMMYY
(Note that the date goes with the time in UTC). 230803 = Aug 23, 2003

7.4.2.1.3

Conclusions about xAL

After a detailed analysis the OASIS xAL Standard seemed enough flexible to allow a
customized XML mapping of a specific address format.This flexibility provided by xAL
allows us to choose our own representation format but after having a look to his so much
nested and hierarchical structure we decided to make our representation simpler and to adopt a
Flat structure. Therefore we put our interest in SIP –PIDF LO that allows to define addresses
in simple flat format.

7.4.2.2
GML (Geographic Markup Language) and KML (Keyhole Markup
Language)
As we stated in the initial part in which we listed all the SMS Position object mandatory tags
and also in the xAL paragraph we identified in the GML language the standard that we can
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use to embed our geodetic data. In this section we will give an overview of this language and
also we will present the related KML language which is a GML Application schema used by
Google Map in his geocoding service.

7.4.2.2.1

GML

The GML[23] (Geographic Markup Language) language is the de facto open standard to
exchange data between GIS (Geographic Information System) systems and for the
representation of a geographic information data. GML is an XML geospatial vocabulary
defined by Geospatial Consortium (OGC) which can be shared across a community of
interest.

7.4.2.2.2

GML Profiles: Point geometry

Profiles are logic restrictions to GML vocabulary. These Profiles are defined to simplify the
GML usage and are specified by GML specifications. For our project purposes the basic
geometry structure we will use is the Point geometry.
•

Point Profile for applications with a point type dataset

Profies are different from application schemas (see subsequent section) and GML
namespaces, they define a GML subset.
GML Point Profile has:

<gml:Point>

<PhotoCollectionxmlns="http://www.myphotos.org"
xmlns:gml="http://www.opengis.net/gml"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.myphotos.org
MyGoodPhotos.xsd">
<items>
<Item>
<name>Lynn Valley</name>
<description>A
shot
of
the
falls
from
bridge</description>
<where>North Vancouver</where>
<position>
<gml:Point
sion="2"srsName="urn:ogc:def:crs:EPSG:6.6:4326">
<gml:pos>49.40 -123.26</gml:pos>
</gml:Point>
</position>
</Item>
</items>
</PhotoCollection>

the

suspension

srsDimen-

We stress that using Profile Point, the unique geometry is <gml:Point>.
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7.4.2.2.3

GML Application schemas

As in [29] in order to expose an application's geographic data with GML, a community or
organization creates an XML schema specific to the application domain of interest (the
application schema). This schema describes the object types whose data the community is
interested in and which community applications must expose. For example, an application for
tourism may define in its application schema object types like: monuments, places of interest,
museums and sightseeing. Those object types reference the object types defined in the GML
standard. This is the way KML language does.

7.4.2.2.4

KML (Keyhole Markup Language)

Il KML [24] (Keyhole Markup Language) is an XML based language created to handle
geospatial data in 3D dimension with application programs like Google Earth, Google Maps e
Google Mobile. The kml.xsd schema file specify a set of elements (geographic bookmarks,
images, polygons, 3D models, label texts and descriptions...) to be visualized with Google
Earth, Map and Mobile. KML instead defines geographic objects and their styling and their
graphical representation.
Each location has a mandatory field that specify a longitude and a latitude. Google Maps
merges some KML elements that are copied from GML and for the civic part uses a small
group of tags taken from xAL (extensible Address Location) OASIS standard.

7.4.2.2.5

KML and Google Maps

Google Maps supports the following KML elements:
•

Placemarks

•

Icons

•

Folders

•

Descriptive HTML

•

KMZ (compressed KML, including attached images)

•

Polylines and polygons

•

Styles for polylines and polygons, including color, fill, and opacity

•

Network links to import data dynamically

•

Ground overlays and screen overlays

A list of the KML Elements is presented in the Figure below
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Figure 7-15 KML Elements

We noticed that a fair number of tags can be used to define our Position Object schema.
These tags that we will describe hereafter are:

•

Point

•

Placemark

•

TimeSpan

•

TimeInstant

Point
A Point is a geografic position with a related longitue, latitude e altitude(optional). When a
Point is inside a Placemark the Point itself determines the location of the Placemark.
Hereafter an example of o kml Point inside a Placemark tag.
<?xml
version="1.0"
encoding="UTF-8"?>
<kml xmlns="http://earth.google.com/kml/2.1">
<Placemark>
<name>Simple
placemark</name>
<description>Attached to the ground. Intelligently places itself
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at the height of the underlying terrain.</description>
<Point>
<coordinates>-122.0822035425683,37.42228990140251,0</coordinates>
</Point>
</Placemark>
</kml>

7.4.2.2.6

KML and the xAl namespace

The way KML include the xAL Standard to describe the address information part of a position
is the Placemark element. A Placemark infact is a Feature with an associated geometry. Inside
the Placemark tag we find the xAL Address tag that keep nested in it all the xAL elements we
described in the previous paragraphs.
Following the schema of a Placemark that shows the relation between this KML element and
the xAL Standard.
<Placemark id="ID">
<!-- inherited from Feature element -->
<name>...</name>
<!-- string -->
<visibility>1</visibility>
<!-- boolean -->
<open>1</open>
<!-- boolean -->
<address>...</address>
<!-- string -->
<AddressDetails
xmlns="urn:oasis:names:tc:ciq:xsdschema:xAL:2.0">...
</AddressDetails>
<!-- string -->
<phoneNumber>...</phoneNumber>
<!-<Snippet maxLines="2">...</Snippet>
<!-- string -->
<description>...</description>
<!-- string -->
<LookAt>...</LookAt>
<TimePrimitive>...</TimePrimitive>
<styleUrl>...</styleUrl>
<!-- anyURI -->
<StyleSelector>...</StyleSelector>
<Region>...</Region>
<Metadata>...</Metadata>

string

-->

<!-- specific to Placemark element -->
<Geometry>...</Geometry>
</Placemark>

TimeSpan
We found that the kml.xsd contains a set of useful definitions for time related objects and
properties.
Following we show the kml:TimeSpan schema syntax:
<TimeSpan id="ID">
<begin>...</begin>
<end>...</end>
</TimeSpan>

<!-- kml:dateTime -->
<!-- kml:dateTime -->

TimeSpan represents an extent in time bounded by begin and end dateTimes.
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The dateTime is defined according to XML Schema time. The value can be expressed as
yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:sszzzzzz, where T is the separator between the date and the time, and
the time zone is either Z (for UTC) or zzzzzz, which represents ±hh:mm in relation to UTC.
Additionally, the value can be expressed as a date only. The following example shows the
timeSpan representing Colorado's statehood. It contains only a <begin> tag because Colorado
became a state on August 1, 1876, and continues to be a state:
<Placemark>
<name>Colorado</name>
.
.
.
<TimeSpan>
<begin>1876-08-01</begin>
</TimeSpan>
</Placemark>

TimeStamp
A TimeStamp is an instant in time. It has a single child (property) called when/
timePosition. A TimeStamp is thus written:
<TimeStamp id=ID>
<when>...</when>
</TimeStamp>

<!-- kml:dateTime -->

dateTime second resolution
date day resolution
gYearMonth month
gYear year
Hereafter some istances of the TimeStamp element:
•

gYear (YYYY)

<TimeStamp>
<when>1997</when>
</TimeStamp>
•

gYearMonth (YYYY-MM)

<TimeStamp>
<when>1997-07</when>
</TimeStamp>
•

date (YYYY-MM-DD)

<TimeStamp>
<when>1997-07-16</when>
</TimeStamp>
•

dateTime (YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ssZ)

<TimeStamp>
<when>1997-07-16T07:30:15Z</when>
</TimeStamp>
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•

dateTime(YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:sszzzzzz)
Conversion between local time and UTC

<TimeStamp>
<when>1997-07-16T10:30:15+03:00</when>
</TimeStamp>

7.4.2.2.7

Comparison between KML and GML

GML is not a presentation language - a language for geographic data presentation. It is not
designed as mapping language or intended for graphical display. It leaves this to other
grammars like SVG.. It is designed to represent geographic objects. KML instead defines
geographic objects and their styling and their graphical representation. This observation
represent the main difference between GML and KML languages to which we have to addd
that the KML language also, by the mean of including the xAl namespace can describe even
the human redable part of a location. Regarding the overlap between the GML and KML
elements following we put a table that lets the reader note this aspect.

KML_Elements
<address>
<altitudeMode>
<begin>
<color>
<coordinates>
<description>
<Document>
<drawOrder>
<east>
<end>
<extrude>
<fill>
<Folder>
<geomColor>
<GeometryCollection>
<geomScale>
<GroundOverlay>
<h>
<heading>
<href>
<Icon>
<IconStyle>
<innerBoundaryIs>
<labelColor>
<latitude>
<LatLonBox>
<LinearRing>
<LineString>
<longitude>
<LookAt>
<name>
<NetworkLink>
<north>

GML_Elements

<coordinates>
<description>

<GeometryCollection>

<innerBoundaryIs>

<LinearRing>
<LineString>
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<ObjArrayField>
<ObjField>
<open>
<outerBoundaryIs>
<outline>
<overlayXY>
<Pair>
<parent>
<Placemark>
<Point>
<Polygon>
<PolyStyle>
<range>
<refreshInterval>
<refreshVisibility>
<rotation>
<Schema>
<scale>
<ScreenOverlay>
<screenXY>
<SimpleArrayField>
<SimpleField>
<size>
<south>
<snippet>
<Style>
<StyleMap>
<styleUrl>
<tessellate>
<tilt>
<TimeSpan>
<TimeStamp>
<timePosition>
<type>
<href>
<Url>
<viewRefreshMode>
<viewRefreshTime>

<outerBoundaryIs>

<Point>
<Polygon>

<TimePeriod>
<TimeInstant>
<timePosition>

Table 7-11 Overlapping between GML and KML
From the table is clear that the KML TimeSpan and TimeIstant are the same as GML
TimeInterval and TimeInstant. This latter can be found in the GML temporal.xsd schema (see
http://schemas.opengis.net/gml/3.1.1/base/temporal.xsd ).

7.4.2.2.8

Using GML/KML to support our Position Object

Our first proposal was to use GML for what is concerned with geodetic related objects and
properties and to exploit xAL fields to express Addresses. An another alternative is to use the
KML tags in a similar way as Google Maps does. This solution was after discarded because
we decided to adopt for the “AddressInfo” tags a flat structure that simplify the too nested and
complex structure offered by the xAL lStandard. Hence as a new solution we came out with
an other choice taking into account this observation.. A possible alternative infact is
rapresented by the SIP IETF Location Object.
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7.4.2.3

SIP PIDF(Presence Information Data Format) +LO(Location Object)

The IETF Location Object (LO) is an object recently added to SIP Presence mechanisms by
extending the PIDF (Presence Information Data Format) object. The reader interested in SIP
Presence mechanisms topic can have more information having a look to [25] RFC. For our
project purposes the use of the LO with his fields integrated with new tags defined to have a
complete mapping for all the possible address formats.

7.4.2.3.1

Overview or SIP PIDF Location Object

As you can read in the specific RFC [25] “the document describes an object format for
carrying geographical information on the Internet. This location object extends extends the
XML-based Presence Information Data Format (PIDF [2]) which was designed for
communicating privacy-sensitive presence information and which has similar properties to
allow the encapsulation of location information within a presence document”. With respect to
the Presence information the location information is kept inside the so called Location Object
(LO) [25] that encompasses the data related with the geografic user position and the rules to
process them with respect to privacy aspects. The LO is embedded in the PIDF without
modifications, this choice simplify the integration of the LO itself and allows its
transportation with other presence protocols (able to use the XML language).The Location
Object is a complex Datatype that realizes an extension of the <status> parameter.
The LO parameters are included in the <geopriv>…</geopriv> tags whose role is to manage
privacy mechanisms on information marked as sensible data. This object is splitted into two
different parts :
the LOCATION INFORMATION, that represents the payload of location object
and the
USAGE RULES.
Hence the fields contained in the LO are: the <location-info> and the <usage-rules> tags.

7.4.2.3.2

The LO "compound location"

To use a standar format for the location data it is assumed to use the Geographic Markup
Language (GML 3.0) notation. To express the civic Address a more suitable format, the so
called “civicLoc” is used. A compound location is a term that inherits to a Location that has a
geodetic part and a civic one. Following there is an Example that exploits both the GML
notation and the civicLoc .The target is in San Francisco.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<presence xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:pidf"
xmlns:gp="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:pidf:geopriv10"
xmlns:gml="urn:opengis:specification:gml:schema-xsd:feature:v3.0"
entity="pres:geotarget@example.com">
<tuple id="sg89ae">
<status>
<gp:geopriv>
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<gp:location-info>
<gml:location>
<gml:Point gml:id="point1" srsName="epsg:4326">
<gml:coordinates>37:46:30N 122:25:10W</gml:coordinates>
</gml:Point>
</gml:location>
</gp:location-info>
<gp:usage-rules>
<gp:retransmission-allowed>no</gp:retransmission-allowed>
<gp:retention-expiry>2003-06-23T04:57:29Z</gp:retention-expiry>
</gp:usage-rules>
</gp:geopriv>
</status>
<timestamp>2003-06-22T20:57:29Z</timestamp>
</tuple>
</presence>

An example of the PIDF-LO with the civicLoc notation.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<presence xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:pidf"
xmlns:gp="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:pidf:geopriv10"
xmlns:cl=" urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:pidf:geopriv10:civicLoc"
entity="pres:geotarget@example.com">
<tuple id="sg89ae">
<status>
<gp:geopriv>
<gp:location-info>
<cl:civicAddress>
<cl:country>US</cl:country>
<cl:A1>New York</cl:A1>
<cl:A3>New York</cl:A3>
<cl:A6>Broadway</cl:A6>
<cl:HNO>123</cl:HNO>
<cl:LOC>Suite 75</cl:LOC>
<cl:PC>10027-0401</cl:PC>
</cl:civicAddress>
</gp:location-info>
<gp:usage-rules>
<gp:retransmission-allowed>yes</gp:retransmission-allowed>
<gp:retention-expiry>2003-06-23T04:57:29Z</gp:retention-expiry>
</gp:usage-rules>
</gp:geopriv>
</status>
<timestamp>2003-06-22T20:57:29Z</timestamp>
</tuple>
</presence>

7.4.2.3.3

The CivicLoc elements

The civicLoc encompasses the following elements:
+----------------------+----------------------+---------------------+
| Label
| CAtype | Description
| Example
|
+----------------------+----------------------+---------------------+
|language
|
0
| en
|
|
| The country is
|
|
| country
|
| identified by the
| US
|
|
|
| two-letter ISO 3166 |
|
|
|
| code.
|
|
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

A1

A2
A3
A4

A5
A6
PRD
POD
STS
HNO
HNS
LMK
LOC
FLR
NAM

PC

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

1

2
3
4

5
6
16
17

18
19
20
21
22

23

24

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
county, parish, gun |
(JP), district (IN) |
|
city, township, shi |
(JP)
|
|
city division,
|
borough, city
|
district, ward, chou |
(JP)
|
|
neighborhood, block |
|
street
|
|
Leading street
|
direction
|
|
Trailing street
|
suffix
|
|
Street suffix
|
|
|
House number,
|
numeric part only.
|
|
House number suffix |
|
Landmark or vanity
|
address
|
|
Additional location |
information
|
|
Floor
|
|
Name (residence,
|
business or office
|
occupant)
|
|
Postal code
|
national
subdivisions (state,
region, province,
prefecture)

|
|
|
|
|
|
King's County
|
|
|
New York
|
|
|
Manhattan
|
|
|
|
|
Morningside Heights |
|
Broadway
|
|
N, W
|
|
|
SW
|
|
|
Avenue, Platz,
|
Street
|
|
123
|
|
|
A, 1/2
|
|
Low Library
|
|
|
Room 543
|
|
|
5
|
|
Joe's Barbershop
|
|
|
|
10027-0401
|
New York

Table 7-12 SIP-PIDF LO CivicAddress elements
For each LocationObject we can also specify a level of detail that takes into account that describing a user location we may use precise and detailed information or simply a reference to
the area or the Country he is in. Hence we can have different accuracy levels that we list hereafter .
Full
{<Country>, <A1>, <A2>, <A3>, <A4>, <A5>, <A6>,
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<PRD>, <POD>, <STS>, <HNO>, <HNS>, <LMK>, <LOC>, <PC>,
<NAM>, <FLR>, <ZIP>}
|
Building
{<Country>, <A1>, <A2>, <A3>, <A4>, <A5>, <A6>,
<PRD>, <POD>, <STS>, <HNO>, <HNS>, <LMK>, <PC>, <ZIP>}
|
City
{<Country>, <A1>, <A2>}
|
Region
{<Country>, <A1>}
|
Country
{<Country>}
|
'NULL'
{}

Now we can show the civic address Schema .

Civic Address Schema
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<xs:schema
targetNamespace="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:pidf:geopriv10:civicAddr"
xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:ca="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:pidf:geopriv10:civicAddr"
xmlns:xml="http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/namespace"
elementFormDefault="qualified" attributeFormDefault="unqualified">
<xs:import namespace="http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/namespace"
schemaLocation="http://www.w3.org/2001/xml.xsd"/>
<xs:simpleType name="iso3166a2">
<xs:restriction base="xs:token">
<xs:pattern value="[A-Z]{2}"/>
</xs:restriction>
</xs:simpleType>
<xs:complexType name="caType">
<xs:simpleContent>
<xs:extension base="xs:token">
<xs:attribute ref="xml:lang" use="optional"/>
</xs:extension>
</xs:simpleContent>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:element name="civicAddress" type="ca:civicAddress"/>
<xs:complexType name="civicAddress">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="country" type="ca:iso3166a2" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="A1" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="A2" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="A3" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="A4" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="A5" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="A6" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="PRM" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="PRD" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="RD" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
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<xs:element name="STS" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="POD" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="POM" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="RDSEC" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="RDBR" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="RDSUBBR" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="HNO" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="HNS" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="LMK" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="LOC" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="FLR" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="NAM" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="PC" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="BLD" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="UNIT" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="ROOM" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="SEAT" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="PLC" type="xs:token" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="PCN" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="POBOX" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="ADDCODE" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:any namespace="##other" processContents="lax"
minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</xs:sequence>
<xs:attribute ref="xml:lang" use="optional"/>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:schema>

7.4.2.3.4

The CivicLoc extensions

From the first specification of the civicLoc mandatory fields new ones were added to be able
to manage more refined Adress formats.

+---------------+--------+----------------------------+-------------+
| New Civic
| CAtype | Description
| Example
|
| Field
|
|
|
|
+---------------+--------+----------------------------+-------------+
| BLD
|
25
| Building (structure)
| Hope
|
|
|
|
| Theatre
|
|
|
|
|
|
| UNIT
|
26
| Unit (apartment, suite)
| 12a
|
|
|
|
|
|
| ROOM
|
28
| Room
| 450F
|
|
|
|
|
|
| PLC
|
29
| Place-type
| office
|
|
|
|
|
|
| PCN
|
30
| Postal community name
| Leonia
|
|
|
|
|
|
| POBOX
|
31
| Post office box (P.O. box) | U40
|
|
|
|
|
|
| ADDCODE
|
32
| Additional Code
| 13203000003 |
|
|
|
|
|
| SEAT
|
33
| Seat (desk, cubicle,
| WS 181
|
|
|
| workstation)
|
|
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

RD
RDSEC
RDBR
RDSUBBR
PRM
POM

34
35
36
37
38
39

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Primary road or street
Road section
Road branch
Road sub-branch
Road pre-modifier
Road post-modifier

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Broadway
14
Lane 7
Alley 8
Old
Extended

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Table 7-13 New fields added to manage more refined Adress formats
7.4.2.3.5

The Relative Location SIP IETF Location Object values

In our architecture we deal also with indoor spaces so we need a way to represent even this
kind of information within the Position object .As for this aspect we have to add to the fields
that describes civic Address Locations even fields that identify a point in a closed space that
can be projected to an Indoor Map in terms of Cartesian coordinates. A relative Location is
defined with two new parameters, an anchor point and a relative position. The anchor point
like a geodetic marker defines a point used to measure the relative position parameter. The
measure is expressed on a 3D space( X, Y and Z). The est-ovest dimension is identified by
the X parameter and the nord-sud one by the Y tag. A positive value of the Y parameter express a location which lies north from the anchor point, a positive value of the X parameter
identifies a position situated est from the anchor. An optional is the measure Unit in use
(UoM). The table below lists the relative position fields.

New
Field
REFPT
RELPOS-X
RELPOS-Y
RELPOS-Z

Civic

RELPOS-UOW

CAtype

Description

40
41
42
43

Reference Point
Relative Position X
Relative Position Y
Relative Position Z

44

Units of measurement for
relative position

Example
Elevator
<X>-12</X>
<Y>35</Y>
<Z>60</Z> optional
<UoW>feet</UoW>
Optional, default
value meters.

Table 7-14 Parameters describing relative positions
With respect to the xsd Schema
<xs:schema
targetNamespace="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:pidf:geopriv10:civicAddr"
xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:ca="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:pidf:geopriv10:civicAddr"
xmlns:xml="http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/namespace"
elementFormDefault="qualified" attributeFormDefault="unqualified">
<xs:import namespace="http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/namespace"
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schemaLocation="http://www.w3.org/2001/xml.xsd" />
<xs:element name="civicAddress" type="ca:civicAddress" />
<xs:complexType name="caType">
<xs:simpleContent>
<xs:extension base="xs:token">
<xs:attribute ref="xml:lang" use="optional" />
</xs:extension>
</xs:simpleContent>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="civicAddress">
<xs:sequence>
<!-- additions to civicAddress -->
<xs:element name="refpt" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0" />
<xs:element name="relpos-x" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="relpos-y" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="relpos-z" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="relpos-uom" type="ca:UoM" minOccurs="0" />
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:simpleType name="UoM">
<xs:restriction base="ca:caType">
<xs:enumeration value="feet" />
<xs:enumeration value="meters" />
</xs:restriction>
</xs:simpleType>
</xs:schema>

Giving examples of the use of the notion of relative position we can have:
1.
<REFPT>elevator-1</REFPT>
<RELPOS-X>-20</RELPOS-X>
<RELPOS-Y>-31</RELPOS-Y>
2.
<REFPT>corner_office</REFPT>
<RELPOS-X>23</RELPOS-X>
<RELPOS-Y>51</RELPOS-Y>
<RELPOS-UOM>feet</RELPOS-UOM>

7.4.2.3.6

The “method” and “provided-by” fields

Investigating the LO RFC we found two elements that in our first definition of the SMS Position object tags we did not define. These new parameters are :
• method
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• provided by
In [25] we read that the optional ’method’ element describes the way that the location information was derived or discovered. An example of this element (for a geographical position
system) is:
<method>gps</method>.

For our project purposes this field can be very useful because the location information
sources can be of different types and with this field we can decide how much authoritative the
location information is giving it a level of trust.
The ‘provided –by’ element identifies and describes the entity or organization that supplied
the specific location information. Also this type of information is helpull for our project purposes because we can add to the location information a level of trustability.
An example is:
<provided-by> SMS Service </provided-by>

7.4.2.3.7

Our proposed extensions to PIDF Location Object

Dealing with the Location Object fields we noticed that some pieces of localization
information can’t be covered with this standard. Hence we decided to use this format to
maintain our data retrieved from for example a geocoding request or parsing the NMEA
sentence coming out from a Bluetooth receiver connected with our mobile device but we
added some new fields to this standard to manage more precise data and details. We stress that
in our architecture we are not limited to only one method to acquire the Localization
information and so we have to define tags that can keep this information.
The new fields we added and the description of their meanings are:
New Civic Field
ARA
ADAR
ADAL

CAtype

Description
Area type
AddressDetails
Accuracy
Radius
AddressDetails
Accuracy Level

Example
University
50 meters
4

FDNM

Friendly-name

Ricevimento
Blefari

AreaUID

The URL to the
University
AreaType
web
site

http://uniroma2.it

AreaGSMCellID

The GSM cell
identification
code

cellID(e.g.
639E),
LAC(Location Area Code e.g.
1030), MCC
(Mobile

Country Code)
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AreaGSMCellIDOperator
AreaWLANAPMAC
AreaBTAPMAC
TSMP

The
operator
that provides
the GSM CellID
Mac wlan accesss Point we
are attached
Mac BT accesss
Point we are
attached
Time Stamp

MNC(Mobile
Code)

Network

00-08-74-4C-7F-1D
11-08-74-4C-7F-1D
2003-06-2T20:57:29

Table 7-15 Our proposed new tags to the LO CivivAddress

AddressDetails Accuracy Level Constants are:

Constants Description
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Unknown location.
Country level accuracy.
Region (state, province, prefecture, etc.) level accuracy.
Sub-region (county, municipality, etc.) level accuracy.
Town (city, village) level accuracy.
Post code (zip code) level accuracy.
Street level accuracy.
Intersection level accuracy.
Address level accuracy.

Hereafter we present a Civic Address Schema with the proposed extensions in italic

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<xs:schema
targetNamespace="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:pidf:geopriv10:civicAddr"
xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:ca="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:pidf:geopriv10:civicAddr"
xmlns:xml="http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/namespace"
elementFormDefault="qualified" attributeFormDefault="unqualified">
<xs:import namespace="http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/namespace"
schemaLocation="http://www.w3.org/2001/xml.xsd"/>
<xs:simpleType name="iso3166a2">
<xs:restriction base="xs:token">
<xs:pattern value="[A-Z]{2}"/>
</xs:restriction>
</xs:simpleType>
<xs:complexType name="caType">
<xs:simpleContent>
<xs:extension base="xs:token">
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<xs:attribute ref="xml:lang" use="optional"/>
</xs:extension>
</xs:simpleContent>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:element name="civicAddress" type="ca:civicAddress"/>
<xs:complexType name="civicAddress">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="country" type="ca:iso3166a2" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="A1" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="A2" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="A3" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="A4" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="A5" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="A6" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="PRM" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="PRD" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="RD" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="STS" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="POD" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="POM" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="RDSEC" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="RDBR" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="RDSUBBR" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="HNO" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="HNS" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="LMK" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="LOC" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="FLR" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="NAM" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="PC" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="BLD" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="UNIT" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="ROOM" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="SEAT" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="PLC" type="xs:token" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="PCN" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="POBOX" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="ADDCODE" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element
<xs:element
<xs:element
<xs:element
<xs:element
<xs:element
<xs:element
curs="0"/>
<xs:element
<xs:element
<xs:element
<xs:element
<xs:element

name="ARA " type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
name="ADAR" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
name="ADAL" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
name="FDNM" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
name="AreaUID" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
name="AreaGSMCellID" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
name="AreaGSMCellIDOperator" type="ca:caType" minOcname="AreaWLANAPMAC" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
name="AreaBTAPMAC" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
name="TSMP" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
name="IMMOD " type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>
name="GENERATOR" type="ca:caType" minOccurs="0"/>

<xs:any namespace="##other" processContents="lax"
minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</xs:sequence>
<xs:attribute ref="xml:lang" use="optional"/>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:schema>
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7.4.3 The proposed solution
After this long dissertation that showed our path trough the definition and formalization of the
SMS Position object fields we can now and finally offer to the reader the xsd Schema instance
of a specific address. An XML instance that shows a “compound location” (civic part +
geodetic part) exploiting the extended civicloc is listed below.
Edificio dell’informazione, PIANO 4, Stanza n 7452
Facoltà di ingegneria, Università di Roma “Tor Vergata”
Via del Politecnico 1
Roma, RM 00133, Italia

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<presence xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:pidf"
xmlns:gp="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:pidf:geopriv10"
xmlns:cle=" http://www.sms.org/civicAddrExtended"
xmlns:gml="http://www.opengis.net/gml"
entity="pres:mike@seattle.example.com">
<tuple id="sg89ab">
<status>
<gp:geopriv>
SMS geodetic tags
<gp:location-info>
(as in table 4-2)
<gml:Point srsName="urn:ogc:def:crs:EPSG::4326"
<gml:pos>12.618403,41.854170</gml:pos>
</gml:Point>
<cle:civicAddress>
<cle:country>IT </cle:country>
<cle:A1>Lazio</cle:A1>
<cle:PC>00133</cle:PC>
<cle:A3>Roma</cle:A3>
SMS addressInfo
<cle:A6>Via del Politecnico</cle:A6>
tags (as in table 4-1)
<cle:HNO>1</cl:HNO>
<cle:ARA>University</cle:ARA>
<cle:LMK>Università di roma “Tor Vergata”</cle:LMK>
<cle:Unit>Facoltà d’ingegneria</cle:Unit>
<cle:BLD>Edificio dell’informazione</cle:BLD>
<cle:FLR>4</cle:FLR>
<cle:Room>7452</cle:Room>
</cle:civicAddress>
</gp:location-info>
<gp:usage-rules/>
</gp:geopriv>
</status>
SMS supplementary
<timestamp>2003-06-22T20:57:29Z</timestamp>
tags (as in table 4-3)
</tuple>
</presence>

The proposed bindings with the Location object elements are :
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<cle:LMK>Università di roma “Tor Vergata”</cle:LMK>
<cle:Unit>Facoltà d’ingegneria</cle:Unit>
<cle:BLD>Edificio dell’informazione</cle:BLD>

7.4.3.1

JSON format

Starting from the point of view that the SMS architecture uses JavaScript Object Notation
(JSON)[26] rather XML as the preferred format for coding the information we need a
translation from an XML format to the JSON object format. The JSON protocol is lighterweight and therefore especially suited for running on mobile devices and for being transmitted
over wireless/cellular channels.
JSON example of a “compound location” (civic part + geodetic part) exploiting the extended
civicloc.
Edificio dell’informazione, PIANO 4, Stanza n 7452
Facoltà di ingegneria, Università di Roma “Tor Vergata”
Via del Politecnico 1
Roma, RM 00133 Italia
"Position":{
"civicAddress":{
"country":"IT",
"A1":"Lazio",
"A3":"Roma",
"PC":"00133",
"A6":"Via del Politecnico",
"HNO":"1",
"ARA":"University",
"LMK ":"Università di roma \"Tor Vergata\"",
"Unit":"Facoltà d'ingegneria",
"BLD":"Edificio dell'informazione",
"FLR":"4",
"Room":"7452"
"TSMP":"2003-06-22T20:57:29"
"METHOD":"geocode"
},
"Point":{
“lat”:”12.618403”,
”long”:”41.854170”
"TSMP":"2003-06-22T20:57:29"
"METHOD":"geocode"
}
}

Position Object JSON format:
{
"part":"["{
"object":"{
"outdoorPositionObject":"{
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"gmlPoint":{
"lng":"",
"lat":"",
"method":"",
"provided-by":"",
"TMSP":""
},
"civicAddress":{
"ARA":"",
"PCN":"",
"ADDCODE":"",
"STS":"",
"POM":"",
"UNIT":"",
"PRM":"",
"PC":"",
"POBOX":"",
"A6":"",
"A5":"",
"FLR":"",
"PLC":"",
"POD":"",
"A4":"",
"A3":"",
"PRD":"",
"A2":"A2",
"A1":"a1",
"LMK":"",
"HNS":"",
"HNO":"",
"RDBR":"",
"RDSUBBR":"",
"TMSP":"",
"RD":"",
"FDNM":"",
"RDSEC":"",
"METHOD":"",
"PROVIDED-BY":"",
"Country":"",
"LOC":"",
"BLD":"",
"ADAL":"",
"ADAR":"",
"ROOM":"",
"NAM":"",
"AREAUID":"",
"AREAGSMCELLID":"",
"AREAGSMCELLIDOPERATOR":"",
"AREAWLANAPMAC":"",
"AREABTAPMAC":"",

"SEAT":""
}
}",
"indoorPositionObject":"{
"METHOD":"inputMode",
"PROVIDED-BY":"Generator",
"TMSP":"",
"RelPosZ":"",
"RelPosY":"",
"RelPosX":"",
"MapId":"",
"RefPt":"",
"RelPosUOW":""
}"
}",
"name":"genericPosition",
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"type":"it.uniroma2.sms.location.JSONSerializableGenericPosition"
}
"]",
"name":"it.uniroma2.sms.location.MsgProva"
}

7.4.4 Advanced usages of the Position object
There could be several parallel active localization technologies, e.g. GPS and GSM, or Wi-Fi
and GSM, etc. At one time instant there could be different Position objects belonging to
different technologies, each carrying localization information coming from a specific
localization system.
1. FUSION: One possible operation is to coherently fuse these objects to obtain another
Position object that carries a more significant localization information, e.g. a fusion of
GSM cell id (plus the GPS coordinates of that cell) and the user’s geocoded position.
This fusion can be useful in order to give a more accurate user’s position inside the
GSMcell.
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Figure 7-16 Position Objects Fusion
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2. AGGREGATION: We could even think of a Position object “history”:

Figure 7-17 Different Position information filling in Position Objects during time
the above picture shows a temporal generation of several Position objects, each
possibly coming from different localization technologies. Our localization architecture
can mantain a cache of the more recent objects that carry position information; this
history of position information can be assembled as an array of Position objects,
eventually sent to evoluted external components able to handle it for location based
purposes.
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Figure 7-18 Position Objects Aggregation

3.

ITERATION: The last possible advanced handling of the Position object is the
iterative refinement of the localization information.
“Paolo walks around the city and suddenly finds a nice pub and wants to send a MEM
to his friend Francesca to tell her where he is in that moment and to reach him in
order to have a drink”
In this MEM, Paolo wants to send to his friend Francesca a MEM which is most
possibly human readable. At that moment, only the GSM cell id information is
available on his device, so the application tries to refine this information by using the
geocoding mechanisms we have described. In this way the application has now the
GPS coordinates for that cell id, plus an ADAR (Address Detail Accuracy Radius)
which specifies the cell extension. At this point, another possible transformation may
be done, that is for example a reverse geocoding operation. The application now
disposes of a human readable string, that is the full address of the BTS; having an
ADAR, the application will chop the address to the level of accuracy corresponding to
the previous localization operation: for example, if the result of the reverse geocoding
is “Roma, Trastevere, Viale Trastevere, 170”, then the chopped string will be “Roma,
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Trastevere”. This is the best-effort result that will be sent in the MEM, although Paolo
wanted to tell Francesca his exact position.

Figure 7-19 Position Object Iteration
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8

SMS UML profile

Figure 8-1 illustrates the developed UML profile suitable for the modelling of the SMS
component interfaces. This UML profile allows the description of SMS components using
UML and their use with existing UML modelling tools.

Figure 8-1 SMS Profile: UML metamodel
In fact, the approach towards the composition of component services using workflows that has
been explored within SMS involves the use of existing UML modelling tool instead of a
custom made GUI. The basic input for the service authoring activity will be the description of
the SMS terminal side and service provider side components. In this approach the components
will are specified using UML, the relevant XMI representations can be exploited for service
authoring purposes.
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The SMS components in their XMI form can be loaded into an existing UML modelling tool
and manipulated accordingly. This is of course necessary only in the case where SMS
components have been designed using a different modelling tool than the one that will be used
for the definition of whole services. Consequently the service design is saved in XMI format
and entered in a modelling translation tool which creates the actual service high-level source
code.
The advantages of this approach include increased modularity and extensibility, freedom to
choose among several modelling tools (provided that they handle UML and XMI) and the
possibility to exploit an open-source modelling translation tool such as UMT (UML
Transformation Tool) or AndroMDA. On the downside, this approach requires a UMLproficient service designer which will also have to follow certain rules regarding service
design in particular regarding the use of certain UML stereotypes included in an SMS UML
profile that will be used by the model translation tool for code production.
Figure 8-2 and Figure 8-3 illustrate two example of UML models for SMS components which
comply with the UML profile defined in. As it is possible to note, they refer to different
operation types, making use of traditional Request/Response, as well as Notifications.

Figure 8-2 The PaymentServiceW interface: UML model
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Figure 8-3 The UserPresenceTrigger interface: UML model
As it is possible to note, the SMS UML profile has been designed taking into account a
WSDL based approach. In SMS, the very full set of WSDL capability is used, including the
asynchronous notifications, in contrast to the typical WSDL usage within SOA web services,
which limits to use only the client-server Request/Response pattern.
In order to overcome issues due to the verbose nature of WSDL syntax (which is based on
XML) the SMS project has developed an interface definition language called IDLight [5],
which is a proper subset of WSDL with a simplified notation. Interfaces among SMS
components have been specified using IDLight and are publicly available on the Web [6]. In
order to facilitate model-to-code transformation, a tool allowing to use IDLight interface
definition files to produce the Java class skeletons has been developed as open source
software. Section 6.1 illustrate an example of SMS component interface defined in IDLight.
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